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Introduction 
 
The work in this thesis concentrates on 3D imaging techniques suitable for a miniaturized 
transducer designed for pediatric transesophageal echocardiography (TEE). Hence, this chapter 
focuses on the related background and clinical applications of such a transducer. 
 The heart 
The heart is a muscular pump that circulates the blood through the human body. It consists of 
four chambers: the left and right atria (LA and RA) and the left and right ventricles (LV and 
RV) as shown in Figure 1(a). The blood with low oxygen concentration is collected from the 
body in the RA. The tricuspid valve (TV) is positioned between the RA and RV and prevents 
backflow of blood from the RV to the RA. From the RA the blood is passed to the RV. The 
RV transports this blood to the pulmonary system through the pulmonary valve and the 
pulmonary artery. After oxygenation in the lungs, the blood flows to the LA through the 
pulmonary veins. From the LA, this blood flows through the mitral valve (MV) to the LV, 
which pumps the oxygenated blood into the systemic circulation via the aortic valve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The heart generates its own rhythm using the conduction system that conducts the electrical 
signals necessary for coordinated contraction of the atria and ventricles. As shown in Figure 
1(b), the main components of the cardiac conduction system are the sinoatrial (SA) node, 
atrioventricular (AV) node, bundle of His, bundle branches, and Purkinje fibers. The cardiac 
rhythm is determined by a group of pacemaker cells in the SA node. These cells generate an 
electrical signal that spreads across the atria. In response to this signal, both the LA and RA 
contract and pump the blood into the ventricles. This electrical signal then travels from the AV 
node, through the bundle of His, down the bundle branches, and through the Purkinje fibers, 
stimulating the ventricles to contract. In response to the electrical signal conducted by these 
fibers, the cardiac muscle cells contract in a coordinated manner to efficiently pump the blood 
out of the ventricles into the pulmonary and systemic circulation [1]. 
  Cardiovascular disease 
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is an umbrella term that includes a complete range of diseases 
related to the heart and the blood vessels. A distinction can be made between acquired and 
congenital CVD. The most important acquired CVDs include atherosclerosis, degenerative 
valvular disease, rheumatic heart diseases and arrhythmias [2]. Congenital CVD is 
characterized by structural cardiovascular defects. 
In all CVD, echocardiography plays a key role; not only to diagnose a specific disease but also 
to check the progression of disease, and for support of interventional procedures. 
 Atrial Fibrillation 
One of the predominant atrial arrhythmias is atrial fibrillation (AF), characterized by an 
uncoordinated electrical activity of the atria. In presence of AF, the conduction does not follow 
the established pathways from SA node to the AV-node anymore. This causes an irregular 
cardiac rhythm. At present, AF is the most prevalent arrhythmia across the world. More than 
2.5 million American adults and 4.5 million people in the European Union (EU) are affected 
by AF [3]. Patients with AF account for approximately one-third of hospitalizations for cardiac 
rhythm disturbances in both the USA and the EU [3]. Therefore, AF has become a considerable 
challenge to the modern healthcare system. 
Presently, transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) plays an important diagnostic role in 
certain stages of the treatment of patients with AF. In several studies, TEE has proven to be 
useful in determining the presence of thrombus in patients with the requirements of rapid 
cardioversion of AF or RF-ablation, especially in situations when the patient is found to be 
underanticoagulated or at high risk for stroke [1]. 
 Congenital Heart Disease 
Congenital heart diseases (CHDs) are problems of the heart's structure that are present at the 
time of birth. Every year, more than 32,000 children in the USA and approximately 36,000 
children in the EU are born with CHD [4], [5]. Therefore, an improvement in CHD diagnosis 
and treatment procedure will have a significant impact on the healthcare system.  
Patients with CHD may need medication, surgery, or cardiac catheter intervention to reduce 
the effects of and/or repair the defects. In CHD patients, TEE has shown to be very useful for 
assessment of the often very complex, abnormal 3D anatomy prior to and during cardiac 
surgery or intervention [1]. Since these surgeries often need to be performed at a very young 
age or even directly after birth, pediatric TEE probes need to be smaller in size than adult TEE 
probes. 
 
 Ultrasound imaging 
In medical ultrasound imaging, high-frequency sound waves are used to view organs inside the 
body. Generally, in ultrasound imaging, an acoustic wave propagates through the body and 
reflects back from several tissue boundaries and scattering tissues. These reflected sound waves 
also known as echoes represent (changes in) the acoustical properties (e.g. density) of the 
medium and thus, they contain information about both the depth and physical properties of the 
reflectors. 
The use of ultrasound in medicine started during the Second World War in 1942 by K. T. 
Dussik [6]. After that, medical ultrasound imaging was further developed in various centers 
around the world. There are three classical ways to display ultrasound echoes: A-mode, M-
mode and B-mode. In A-mode (amplitude mode), the scanning is performed using a single 
transmission and reception along a scanline and the receive amplitudes are plotted as a graph 
with respect to the depth. In B-mode (brightness mode), the echo amplitude per position is 
shown as a pixel brightness. This allows to form a 2D image of organs by sweeping the 
scanlines over the region. For live imaging, the image is continuously updated for the defined 
imaging region. Thus, it can show the movement of the body's internal organs. In M-mode 
(motion mode), along one chosen scanline, the movement of structures over time is represented 
as a continuous image. 
With ultrasound, we can also measure and image the velocities of blood and tissues. This is 
called Doppler ultrasound. It employs the Doppler effect: A moving reflector causes a shift in 
the frequency of the reflected ultrasound. This shift can be measured and presented in several 
ways, e.g. as an audible tone, a spectrum or a color overlay in the image. It is widely used for 
visualizing blood flow, and important in assessing valves, flow abnormalities, obstructions, 
septal defects etc. 
 Ultrasound transducer  
A transducer is a device that transforms energy from one form to another. An ultrasound 
transducer typically contains one or more piezoelectric elements that convert electrical energy 
into acoustic energy and vice versa. A piezoelectric material (such as Lead Zirconate Titanate 
or PZT) produces electrical signals when a mechanical force (strain) is applied to them. The 
produced voltage is proportional to the applied force and changes sign with it. It also exhibits 
the converse effect: it contracts and expands when positive and negative voltages are applied 
to it. This vibration in PZT elements produces an acoustic wave in the surrounding medium. In 
medical ultrasound imaging, ultrasound transducers are used to generate acoustic waves and to 
detect the waves scattered by the tissue. 
 
  Characteristics of the sound field of a transducer 
A transducer has a natural resonance frequency that is determined by the thickness of the PZT 
elements. The resonance frequency of a transducer is the frequency at which the energy-
conversion efficiency of the transducer is maximum. The frequency response of a 
piezoelectric ultrasound transducer has a band-pass shape. The bandwidth determines the 
range of frequencies over which the transducer can operate with relatively high energy 
conversion efficiency. 
An ultrasound wave is characterized by its wavelength ( ) given by 
                (1) 
where  is the frequency at the source and  is the wave propagation speed in the medium. The 
wave propagation speed in soft tissues is about 1540 ms-1. 
Figure 2 shows the amplitude of the pressure field when a disk transducer vibrates at a single 
frequency. The sound field of a transducer is divided into the near field and the far field. In the 
near field, i.e. close to the transducer, the echo amplitude shows many maxima and minima due 
to interference effects of waves originating in different sections of the transducer surface. At a 
sufficient distance, all these partial waves start to sum coherently and form a strong maximum. 
This point is called the natural focus of the transducer. The distance between the transducer 
and the natural focus is known as the near field distance or focal distance ( ).  The area beyond 
F is called the far field. In the far field, as we move further from the transducer the sound field 
pressure gradually decreases to zero. The near field distance  is given by 
                                               (2) 
where  is the element diameter, and  is the wavelength. 
The sensitivity of a transducer is determined by the beam diameter at the point of interest. The 
smaller the beam diameter, the greater the amount of reflected energy. The -6 dB pulse-echo 
beam diameter (BD) by 
                        (3) 
where f is the center frequency of the transducer. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Every transducer has a beam spread. Figure 3 gives a simplistic view of a sound beam for a 
disc transducer. The sound beam is narrow in the near field and focus and gets wider in the far 
field. The - 6 dB pulse-echo beam spread angle ( ) is given by 
                           (4). 
 1D arrays 
For creating a sharp (narrow) beam, a relatively large transducer diameter is needed. Such a 
single-element transducer generates a beam with a fixed direction and fixed focus. For beam 
steering/scanning, the transducer would need to be moved (translated/rotated) mechanically, 
which is impractical and slow. Hence, most medical transducers contain an array of small 
elements that offer the potential for electronic steering focusing. A very small single element 
transducer (compared to the ultrasound wavelength) will act as a point source (and detector). 
 Beam spread angle for such a transducer will be very wide. A transducer with an array of small 
elements can be electronically steered and focused by appropriately delaying the transmit 
excitations and the received signals. Array transducers provide variable focusing and aperture 
control facilitating far better imaging than fixed-focus single-element transducers. In medical 
imaging, generally, there are three types of 1D arrays: linear array, phased array and curved 
linear array. 
generates parallel beams with no or minimal steering. As shown in Figure 4(a), the linear array 
produces rectangular images almost as wide as the physical size of the transducer. This type of 
transducers provides a good overall image quality and is mainly used for imaging shallow 
organs and vessels. A phased array transducer is relatively smaller in footprint and contains 
relatively small epicted in Figure 4(b), the phased array performs 
sectorial scanning producing a pie-shaped image. The main difference between linear array 
imaging and phased array imaging is the steering of the beam. A common application for this 
type of arrays is cardiac imaging, which requires a smaller footprint of the transducer to fit in 
the spaces between the ribs (intercostal spaces). Despite the small physical size, phased array 
transducers can image a large region within the body. A curved linear array can be seen as a 
linear array on a curved surface. This type of transducers realizes the advantage of a larger 
angular image sector without the need for electronic steering. As shown in Figure 4(c), a curved 
linear array performs a line sequencing similar to a linear array, except that its physical 
curvature guides the scanlines into different angular directions. This type of arrays is useful in 
fetal imaging, or imaging internal organs such as the liver and kidney.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 General beamforming for B-mode imaging 
Beamforming refers to the different techniques used to organize the many signals of the 
individual elements of an array transducer into time sequences of coherent echoes (beams) for 
creating each image line. Classically, this involves delaying and summing element signals to 
align the signals for different points in space. In B-mode ultrasound imaging, typically, static 
focusing is used for transmitting and dynamic focusing is applied in receive. In order to produce 
a scanline that is focused at all depths in receive, receive delays are dynamically adjusted before 
summing. Consequently, a 2D image is generated by repeating the above steps and combining 
the scanlines collected from different directions. 
As illustrated in Figure 5, in transmit beamforming, a signal generator sends a high-frequency 
pulse to all the elements of an array. Each element has an associated delay circuitry to add an 
adjustable delay to the pulse. The delays are chosen such that the ultrasound waves emitted 
from each element simultaneously arrive at the focal point. In receive beamforming, the 
principle of focusing is exactly the same, only the process is reversed. The reflected pressure 
waves are delayed in such a way that the signals originating from a focal point are aligned. The 
aligned signals are then summed to produce the scanline focused at that particular point. This 
beamforming technique is called Delay-and-Sum (DAS) beamforming. For dynamic focusing, 
this process is performed for several points at different depths within the region of imaging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3D imaging and 2D arrays 
One of the drawbacks of 2D ultrasound imaging is that it demands skill and experience to 
acquire good quality images. In 2D imaging, one has to keep track of the spatial relationships 
in the anatomy and perform mental 3D reconstruction during an exam. The primary goal of 3D 
ultrasound imaging is to provide a direct 3D representation of the complex anatomy, together 
with a user-friendly presentation of the volumetric image with real-time interactive capabilities 
to examine anatomical structures of interest in any arbitrary plane or section. Thereby, 3D 
imaging has higher probability of finding an abnormality than 2D imaging. 
For moving organs like the heart, real-time 3D imaging (also called 4D imaging) is required to 
capture the 3D motion of the heart chambers and valves. Real-time 3D imaging requires a 2D 
array which can acquire a volume of data rapidly using electronic focusing and steering in two 
 orthogonal directions without moving the array.  
Unlike 1D arrays, for 2D arrays (as shown in Figure 6), the ultrasound beams can be focused 
and steered in both lateral and elevation direction. A 2D array can be seen as an extension of 
the classical 1D array to both lateral and elevation directions. In a 2D array, small PZT elements 
are aligned on a regular grid in both lateral and elevation direction. Hence, the 2D arrays can 
produce volume images with uniform resolution in both the directions. A 2D array equivalent 
of a 1D array of 100 elements contains 100×100 = 10,000 elements. Consequently, connecting 
individual elements to control the ultrasound beam patterns becomes challenging as the number 
of channels in most of the present ultrasound scanners is not more than 256. Additionally, the 
realization of interconnect circuitry for such 2D arrays is cumbersome. This thesis addresses 
some of the possibilities to tackle this challenge by channel reduction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Echocardiography  
Echocardiography (also called cardiac ultrasound) uses ultrasound for real-time imaging of the 
vessels (aorta, vena cava, pulmonary artery and veins) connected with the heart. In 1953, I. 
Edler and C. H. Hertz were the first to observe heart wall motion [7] using A-mode scanning. 
Since then echocardiography as a technique has significantly evolved. The echocardiographic 
images show not only the size and shape of the heart and its components but also help the 
 performance both qualitatively and quantitatively (by measuring 
chamber dimensions, cardiac output, ejection fraction, wall thickening etc.). The echo can also 
help in locating the areas of myocardium with poor contractility because of poor blood flow or 
injury from a previous heart attack. Additionally, echo images can effectively show possible 
blood clots inside the heart, fluid buildup inside the pericardium and many other cardiac 
problems. Hence, over the past decades, echo has become an indispensable diagnostic tool for 
cardiac examinations on patients suffering from CVD as well as for healthy subjects. 
 Transthoracic Echocardiography vs Transesophageal Echocardiography 
Typically, there are two types of echocardiography routinely performed in the clinic: 
transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE). In TTE, 
an ultrasound transducer is placed on the chest wall [as shown in Figure 7(a)] and the imaging 
of the heart is performed through the acoustic window in between the ribs of a patient. Images 
produced by TTE may suffer from poor quality because of the limited acoustic window and 
reflections or attenuation from the skin, ribs, lungs and fat, especially for obese patients. 
Additionally, in TTE, because of the large distance of the heart from the skin, the ultrasound 
signals are attenuated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Unlike TTE, in TEE, a transducer is mounted on the tip of a gastroscopic tube and inserted via 
n Figure 7(b)]. 
Consequently, images produced by TEE are not deteriorated by the skin, fat, or ribs. Moreover, 
as the esophagus is located only a few millimeters away from the heart, the received ultrasound 
signals in TEE are not as attenuated as in TTE. Because of this lesser distance to be traversed, 
TEE can use a higher frequency than TTE and can produce images with better axial resolution. 
TEE, therefore, produces a superior image quality to TTE, especially for cardiac structures such 
as the aorta, pulmonary artery, valves, atria, atrial septum, appendages and even the coronary 
arteries. 
Despite TTE being the keystone of diagnostic cardiac ultrasound, there are a number of clinical 
conditions where TEE is more valuable and more commonly used. At present, TEE is most 
 commonly performed to evaluate endocarditis, native valvular disease, the cardiac source of 
embolism, prosthetic heart valve dysfunction, aortic dissection or aneurysm [1]. In addition, 
TEE is performed to evaluate left atrial appendage (LAA) clots in patients with AF [1]. In many 
cardiac surgical procedures, e.g. CHD or valve repair, TEE is performed both to verify the 
preoperative diagnosis and to monitor the success of repair [1]. Moreover, TEE is now 
commonly used as an intraoperative image guidance tool in combination with X-ray 
fluoroscopy, during several cardiac interventions including cardioversion, catheter ablation and 
prosthetic valve replacement, which are required for patients with AF and CHD [1].  
 MicroTEE  
Recently, the microMulti TEE transducer (µTEE) from Oldelft Ultrasound, Delft, The 
Netherlands [8] was introduced, primarily for neonatal and pediatric patients [shown in Figure 
8 (a)]. The µTEE probe has a phased array comprising of 32 elements. This probe can generate 
2D images with an opening angle of 90°. The probe has proven to be very useful for performing 
2D TEE in pediatric patients mainly because of its small size and excellent image [8] [10]. 
Moreover, because of its small size, this probe is also very useful for monitoring adults 
undergoing minimally-invasive interventions, e.g. catheter ablation for atrial fibrillation and 
atrial septal defects, without sedation [11], [12]. Additionally, the µTEE probe is useful for 
diagnosing hemodynamically unstable patients both in routine preoperative cases and in 
postoperative critical care [13].  
 3D TEE 
For 3D TEE in adults, there are a number of commercially available matrix array TEE probes 
(X7-2t from Philips Ultrasound, Bothell, WA [14], V5M TEE from Siemens Healthcare 
GmbH, Erlangen, Germany [15], and 6VT-D from General Electric Healthcare, Amersham, 
U.K. [16]).These matrix TEE probes are capable of real-time acquisition and live 3D display. 
However, they are much larger in size than the µTEE probes and therefore cannot be used in 
pediatric patients. Also, without full anesthesia, they are not suitable for long-term monitoring 
in adults due to patient discomfort, whereas a transnasal insertion of the µTEE probe has shown 
to be tolerated by patients for up to 24 hours [17], [18]. Therefore, if a matrix TEE probe with 
similar dimension to the µTEE probe was available, it could be used both as a pediatric 3D 
TEE probe as well as a transnasal adult 3D TEE probe for long-term monitoring. 
Several studies have shown that real-time 3D imaging is more beneficial than 2D imaging in 
most cardiac conditions [19], [20] because of its superior visualization of different 3D 
structures in the heart. Even though the µTEE probe is very useful for real-time 2D imaging, it 
is incapable of performing real-time 3D imaging on the heart. It should be noted that it is 
possible to reconstruct a 3D image from 2D TEE images(also for the µTEE probe) by rotating 
the imaging plane and recording over many heart cycles, but that procedure requires offline 
processing of sequential acquisitions gated to ECG [21]. These lengthy acquisitions and the 
post-processing of the acquired data increase the duration of the examination and also suffer 
from radial artifacts [22]. Therefore, it does not meet the needs for real-time 3D imaging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Challenges in real-time 3D imaging 
There are primarily two challenges related to real-time 3D imaging using matrix array probes. 
The first challenge is to connect a huge number of elements (>1000) to the limited number of 
transmit/receive channels (max. 256) of the ultrasound scanner. The second challenge is to 
achieve adequately high volume rate. These two challenges are interrelated. The first challenge 
can be addressed in several ways such as by using sparse arrays, channel multiplexing and 
micro-beamforming (sub-array beamforming). Sparse arrays, in general, produce poor image 
quality, whereas channel multiplexing reduces the achievable volume rate. A 3D beamforming 
using micro-beamformers is a two-stage procedure. In the first stage, to achieve steering, the 
matrix array is sub-divided into groups of N neighboring elements called sub-arrays and micro-
delays are applied to the signals received by the individual elements, before summing them. 
Thus, in the first stage, each sub-array produces a partially beamformed or micro-beamformed 
(also called pre-steered) RF signal, and thereby, achieves a factor of N reduction in channel 
count. This micro-beamforming step is typically performed within a front-end ASIC. In the 
second stage, traditional DAS digital beamforming is performed on these received micro-
beamformed or pre-steered RF datasets by an external ultrasound system to produce final 3D 
volumes with dynamic receive focusing (DRF). Thus, this approach with micro-beamforming 
or sub-array beamforming [23], [24] reduces the receive channel count while maintaining the 
image quality and frame rate. 
One other possibility for channel reduction is using synthetic aperture sequential beamforming 
[25], a dual-stage beamforming technique. In the first stage of this technique, instead of 
transferring the entire raw channel data received by individual elements, only a partially 
 
 
 beamformed (with fixed focusing in both transmit and receive) low resolution image (LRI) is 
transferred to an ultrasound system. In the second stage, DAS beamforming is applied on the 
LRI to produce the final high resolution image (HRI). In this way, dual-stage beamforming 
reduces both the channel count and the amount of data transfer. Although dual stage 
beamforming is very useful for 2D imaging using 1D linear or phased array transducers, its 
application to 3D imaging with matrix transducer is limited, mainly because of its requirement 
of a large number of transmissions. In 3D imaging, this will lead to a low volume rate. 
The second challenge has been addressed since the beginning of 3D imaging by parallel 
beamforming [26]. Unlike conventional imaging, where each receive line is produced from a 
single transmission, in parallel beamforming, multiple receive lines are produced from a single 
transmit. Hence, an image or volume is reconstructed from a lower number of transmissions. 
Although parallel beamforming as proposed in [26] is suitable for achieving a high volume 
rate, it suffers from poor image quality for several reasons. The first reason is that it uses wide 
transmission beams for covering the extra scanlines, thereby producing images with a wider 
point spread function (PSF). Unfortunately, this is intrinsic to parallel beamforming as the 
resulting pulse-echo beam is a product of both the wide transmit beam and the receive beam. 
The second reason for poor image quality is that the scanlines that are co-aligned with transmit 
beams have the highest intensity, whereas the scanlines far from the transmit directions have 
decreased intensity. Thus, volumes produced using parallel beamforming suffer from 
amplitude variations. The third reason is that the scanlines from one transmission show higher 
correlation among themselves than scanlines from neighboring transmissions. This dependence 
on the transmit beam leads to an imaging artifact of sharp intensity changes at the transition 
between the scanlines from different transmissions. We refer to these artifacts as crossover 
artifacts. Until now, several approaches have been proposed to improve the image quality in 
parallel beamforming for 2D imaging using both linear array and phased array transducers by 
avoiding the latter two limitations [27], [28]. These results indicate that it is possible to improve 
the image quality in parallel beamforming by avoiding the crossover artifacts by combining the 
beamformed scanlines from neighboring transmissions. 
 Prototype of a miniaturized matrix array transducer for 3D TEE 
We have recently designed and fabricated a miniaturized matrix transducer suitable for 3D TEE 
in pediatric patients as well as for transnasal use in adults for long-term monitoring. The 
prototype transducer consists of a receive aperture with an effective aperture area similar to the 
µTEE (5 × 5 mm2) and a very small central transmitter (1.2 × 1.2 mm2) capable of producing 
wide transmit beams. It is integrated on an ASIC for applying micro-beamforming to pre-steer 
the receive beams in 3D space. Thus, the micro-beamformers help in connecting the required 
elements (~1000) using a limited number of cables (~130) that can fit in the gastroscopic tube 
and can be connected to any ultrasound system.  
 
 Aim of this thesis 
None of the previously proposed parallel beamforming techniques is directly suitable for the 
prototype matrix transducer with such a transmitter-receiver layout and receive micro-
beamformers. Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to develop and study 3D parallel 
beamforming techniques appropriate for the prototype transducer that can produce volumes 
with good image quality at a sufficiently high frame rate (>200 Hz) suitable for pediatric 
patients. 
 In this thesis 
To explore the possibilities of reducing channel count and improving image quality, we first 
studied dual stage beamforming. In Chapter 2, we evaluate the advantages of dual-stage 
beamforming applied in phased array imaging. We found that dual stage beamforming 
significantly outperformed the conventional DRF in improving the lateral resolution in phased 
array imaging. Chapter 3 describes a simplified front-end architecture and a corresponding 
dual-stage beamforming for linear array imaging. This study showed that, even with a very 
simple front-end, the proposed dual-stage beamforming can attain an image quality better than 
conventional DRF. In Chapter 4, we describe a front-end ASIC of a miniaturized matrix 
transducer for real-time 3D TEE with a system architecture that is optimized for the 
requirements of a pediatric probe as well as a transnasal adult probe for long-term monitoring. 
The ASIC successfully met all the required functionalities of micro-beamforming, including 
the power budget of a TEE probe. The transducer fabrication and acoustic characterization are 
described in Chapter 5. The experimental results showed that a successful prototype transducer 
was manufactured with fully functional micro-beamforming and capability of real-time 3D 
imaging. In Chapter 6, we describe the study of multiline 3D beamforming using micro-
beamformed datasets suitable for the prototype transducer comprising limited receive pre-
steering capability. Chapter 7 describes the acoustic characterization of a newly designed 
prototype matrix adult TEE probe as well as a multiline 3D beamforming technique similar to 
that in Chapter 6 but adapted for the adult TEE probe. With this probe, we managed to perform 
real-time 3D volume acquisition in an in vivo experiment on the heart of a healthy adult pig. 
In Chapter 8 we discuss our findings from all these studies as well as future work regarding 
real-time 3D imaging using the prototype miniaturized matrix TEE transducer. 
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Synthetic aperture sequential beamforming for 
phased array imaging 
 
Synthetic Aperture Sequential Beamforming (SASB) is adapted for phased array 
ultrasound imaging. The primary advantage of using SASB is an improved lateral 
resolution without storing the raw channel data which can be realized on ultrasound 
systems with a relatively simple front-end. The performance of the beamforming 
technique is evaluated with simulations in Field II and by off-line processing of phantom 
data using a commercial ultrasound scanner. Results show that the lateral resolution 
improved by 20% in comparison to conventional dynamic receive beamforming. 
 
 
 Introduction 
Conventional ultrasound imaging systems utilize delay and sum (DAS) beamforming with 
fixed transmit focusing and dynamic receive focusing (DRF). For phased array imaging the 
transmit beams are steered in different angles, also with a fixed depth of focusing. Therefore, 
the lateral resolution is optimal only at the depth of transmit focus. Improvement of lateral 
resolution in phased array imaging can be achieved by phase coherence imaging as shown in 
[1]. In this technique coherence of the raw channel data is analyzed to exclude signals with off-
axis scattering. Suppressing signals from off-axis directions can also be attained using adaptive 
apodization, based on minimum variance beamforming as proposed in [2]. These methods 
improve lateral resolution by reducing the side lobes and narrowing the main lobe at the 
expense of high computational overhead and data transfer. To improve lateral resolution and 
contrast, Synthetic Aperture Focusing Technique (SAFT) can also be used. In SAFT, many 
transmit-receive events are combined to synthesize a High Resolution Image (HRI) in which 
both the transmit and the receive fields are focused throughout the entire image [3,4]. However, 
SAFT generally involves a high computational load, data transfer and data storage. Therefore, 
implementation of such systems is highly challenging and costly. For SAFT with single-
element transmit, the depth of penetration is also limited due to the low energy transmission. 
To solve this issue a multi-element SAFT was proposed in [3] where a focused transmission 
from multiple elements is used. Using these transmit focal points as virtual sources to improve 
lateral resolution was showed in [4]. The concept of virtual sources to improve lateral resolution 
was later explored in [5-8]. In all these techniques raw channel data is used to achieve an 
isotropic lateral resolution at different depths. Synthetic Aperture Sequential Beamforming 
(SASB) was introduced in [9] for linear array imaging to apply SAFT for achieving depth-
independent lateral resolution without storing raw channel data, while avoiding complexity of 
implementation in the front-end of the ultrasound machine. SASB shows significant 
improvement in lateral resolution compared to conventional imaging using DRF. 
SASB is a two-stage beamforming procedure. In the first stage, a single focal point for both 
transmit and receive is used to create a set of beamformed RF lines. The second stage combines 
information from multiple RF lines of the first stage and produces the final HRI considering 
the transmit and the receive focal points as virtual sources. This results in a dynamic transmit 
focus, leading to optimized lateral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio, and clutter reduction.  
In this paper we have extended SASB to phased array imaging. We named it Phased array 
Synthetic Aperture Sequential Beamforming (PSASB). PSASB is evaluated using numerical 
simulations and measurement with a tissue mimicking phantom using a conventional 
ultrasound scanner. 
 
 
 Method 
In the first stage of PSASB a set of beamformed RF lines are obtained using a fixed depth of 
focus in both transmit and receive. Fig. 1 shows the ultrasound wave propagation path 
considered to compute the time-of-flight for transmission at an angle of  in the first stage 
beamforming. The blue-shaded area represents a transmit wave field and the position of low 
resolution line is shown using a dashed red line. The delay for the receive element positioned 
at , with respect to the center of the transmit aperture ( ) can be represented as the round trip 
time-of-flight calculated as 
                      (1) 
where  is the transmit/receive focal point and  represents the image point on the low 
resolution line. The sign in (1) depends on the position of the image point. If the image point 
is situated below the virtual source (transmit/receive focal point) then the delay has to be added, 
otherwise it has to be subtracted. The virtual source is presumed to transmit a spherical wave 
confined by the opening angle ( ) of the transmitted wave field: 
   
where  represents the physical width of the transmit aperture and  is the depth of the virtual 
source. Because of the wide beam, many locations in the field can produce a scattering signal 
that will be projected onto the low-resolution image line. This is exemplified by the arc A in 
Fig.1, with center point rtf, which represents the set of spatial positions of which the echoes are 
projected onto the low resolution line.  
Fig. 2 shows the geometry of second stage beamforming with three consecutive focused 
transmit beams. The areas with blue shades represent the transmit wave fields and low 
resolution lines are shown using solid/dashed red lines. Each image point (shown as the blue 
dot in Fig. 2) is projected onto multiple low resolution lines (denoted by red dots in Fig. 2) 
lying on the white arc B in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the second stage, high resolution points are formed by weighted summing of the points from 
multiple low resolution lines. A single high resolution point (  at location  , is calculated 
as 
                                            (3) 
where   is the sample at time from the low resolution line  at an angle . The 
variable  is the apodization function for  low resolution lines and is chosen to be a Hanning 
window [9].  is determined by depth ( ) of the  and the size of is given by  
                                                                          (4) 
where  is the distance between the virtual source and the center of the aperture, 
 is the angle 
between two consecutive transmit events.  is the size of the synthesized aperture of the 
PSASB technique at a certain depth. In (4) the value of  increases as the distance of the image 
point  increases. However,  is limited by the number of low resolution lines from the first 
stage beamforming. Therefore, for high resolution points located far (both above and below) 
from the virtual source the size of synthesized aperture will not be able to increase any more. 
 decreases towards the lateral extremities of the image, caused by the limited physical 
aperture size of the transducer. Therefore, the best lateral resolution could presumably be 
achieved in the central region. 
The time delay  with respect to the center of the transmit aperture  for the contributory 
low resolution lines is found from the round trip time-of-flight, 
                                        
where  is the position of the virtual source. With reference to Fig. 2, the distances in (5) 
correspond to 
                                                                                                                        (6) 
and, for every 
                         (7) 
where   and  is the angle of the high resolution image line in polar 
coordinates. Equation (7) represents the geometric distance between the image point and virtual 
source of the low resolution lines, fully analogous to SASB for linear arrays, but now expressed 
in polar coordinates as used in sector scanning. 
 Results 
The performance of PSASB is investigated using FieldII [10] simulations and by off-line 
processing of data acquired with a Verasonics Vantage System (Verasonics Inc., Washington, 
USA) using a Philips ATL P4-1 phased array ultrasound probe (Philips Ultrasound, 
Washington, USA). The lateral resolution at different depths are compared with conventional 
B-mode imaging using fixed transmit focus and DRF. The numerical simulation is performed 
with a model of the phased array transducer with properties similar to the Philips ATL P4-1 
probe which is used for the measurements (Table 1). Ten point scatters were positioned 
between 20mm to 100mm depth and -10mm to 10mm laterally.  
Parameters Value 
  
  
  
  
  
  
First stage   
  
  
  
  
  
Second stage Apodization Hanning 
Number of scan lines 128 
 
Fig. 3 shows the images with DRF and PSASB side by side for the configuration mentioned in 
Table 1 and Fig. 4 shows the quantified lateral resolution of these images. The transmit focus 
was 40 mm in both cases. The axial resolution is very similar for both, as this primarily depends 
on the spatial pulse length which is equal in all cases. The quantified lateral point spread 
function at -6dB (full width half maximum) for different depths show that PSASB consistently 
outperforms DRF in terms of lateral resolution, with a maximum reduction of the PSF of 25%.  
In the experiments a tissue mimicking phantom (multi-purpose multi-tissue ultrasound 
phantom 040-GSE, CIRS, Virginia, USA) with 0.5 dB/MHz/cm attenuation and containing 
wire targets was used. DRF and PSASB along with envelope detection and log compression 
were done offline. A comparison of images produced by both methods is shown in Fig. 5 and 
the lateral PSF width in these images is quantified in Fig. 6. It is observed that at the center of 
the image PSASB produces improved lateral resolution over DRF, similar to the simulation 
results. PSASB has improved the -6dB width of the point spread function by 20% when 
compared to DRF throughout almost the entire depth.  
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 Conclusion 
 In this paper we successfully extended synthetic aperture sequential beamforming for phased 
array imaging. The PSASB technique has been examined using FieldII simulations and by off-
line processing of data acquired using a commercial ultrasound scanner. Experimental and 
numerical experiments indicate that PSASB produces images with up to 25% better lateral 
point spread function than conventional DRF both in near and far field. Therefore, this 
technique is capable of yielding phased array images with better lateral resolution with limited 
acoustic front-end complexity and can be potentially useful for 3D/4D imaging. 
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Dual stage beamforming in absence of front-end 
receive focusing 
 
 
Ultrasound front-end receive designs for miniature, wireless, and/or matrix transducers 
might be simplified considerably by direct element summation in receive. In this paper 
we develop a dual-stage beamforming technique which is able to produce a high quality 
image from scanlines that are produced with focused transmit, and simple summation in 
receive (no delays). We call this Non-Delayed Sequential Beamforming (NDSB). In the 
first stage, low-resolution RF scanlines are formed by simple summation of element 
signals from a running sub-aperture. In the second stage, delay-and-sum beamforming is 
performed in which the delays are calculated considering the transmit focal points as 
virtual sources emitting spherical waves, and the sub-apertures as large unfocused receive 
elements. The NDSB method is validated with simulations in Field II  For experimental 
validation, RF channel data were acquired with a commercial research scanner using a 
5 MHz linear array, and were subsequently processed offline. For NDSB, good average 
lateral resolution (0.99 mm) and low grating lobe levels (<-40 dB) were achieved by 
choosing the transmit 
conventional dynamic receive focusing (DRF) and Synthetic Aperture Sequential 
Beamforming (SASB) with their own respective optimal settings. The full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) of the NDSB point spread function was on average 20% smaller than 
that of DRF except for the depths <30 mm and 10% larger than SASB considering all the 
depths. NDSB showed only a minor degradation in contrast-to-noise ratio and contrast 
ratio compared to DRF and SASB when measured on an anechoic cyst embedded in a 
tissue mimicking phantom. In conclusion, using simple receive electronics front-end, 
NDSB can attain an image quality better than DRF and slightly inferior to SASB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Introduction 
 Background 
In conventional ultrasound imaging systems, typically all transducer elements are individually 
wired out to the ultrasound system front-end, which performs transmit focusing, receive signal 
amplification, and delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming with dynamic receive focusing (DRF). 
The DRF ensures an optimal receive focusing over the entire image depth, but needs pre-set 
time delay profiles for each reconstructed pixel in the image. Further image optimization needs 
either static or dynamic receive apodization. Obviously, the complexity of the DRF receive 
beamformer in the front-end scales roughly linearly with the number of elements. In 
miniaturized, handheld and/or wearable (wireless) 2D imaging systems, it is desirable to shift 
part of the front-end processing to the transducer, to reduce the data rate or the number of 
channels to connect the transducer to a main frame. This also is a necessity for 3D/4D (matrix) 
transducers, where the number of elements is too large to wire out individually to the ultrasound 
system. In addition, miniaturized, handheld and/or wearable systems need a minimized front-
end size and power consumption, to allow integration into the probe. Both power consumption 
and physical size will be reduced if the front-end processing consists only of a simple operation 
such as per-element switching, in contrary to the more complex operations of per-element 
amplification, temporary signal storage, and/or signal delay.  
To demonstrate the relative simplicity of a front-end consisting of mainly switches, we show a 
possible architecture in Fig. 1. Each transducer element is connected to a tri-state pulser for 
transmission and a switch (Rx_select) for receive. A logic control unit can fully control each 
element via two signals. During transmit (when TxEN is set to high), the tri-state pulsers are 
enabled and transmit focusing is achieved by selecting a group of elements (sub-aperture) and 
pulsers are in high imped
the element during reception. This allows controlling the receive sub-aperture size, albeit 
without any delays within the sub-aperture. RF signals received by the sub-aperture are sent 
through a single receive path (containing one low-noise amplifier (LNA) and one voltage-
controlled gain amplifier (VGA) to implement time-gain compensation) to the ultrasound 
system at relatively low data rate. By generating sliding sub-aperture windows, this architecture 
effectively generates a line scan with fixed transmit focusing and no receive focusing, and a 
single-channel RF output. Provided that a second-stage beamformer can be defined that 
generates acceptable image quality from the first-stage line scanning, this very simple front-
end circuit architecture will be very suitable for the implementation of portable/wireless 
imaging devices. In this paper we describe details of the dual-stage beamforming for this 
simplified architecture. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Synthetic aperture focusing techniques 
The proposed architecture has the obvious limitation that no focusing is possible during receive. 
Without further processing, this would result in poor image quality. Fortunately, synthetic 
aperture focusing technique (SAFT) can combine multiple transmit/receive events to 
synthesize the pixel values in an image. The aim of SAFT is to synthetically focus both the 
transmit and the receive fields throughout the entire image, as opposed to dynamic receive 
focusing, in which only the receive field is focused throughout the entire image. Examples of 
SAFT are found in [1] [4] where a single element in the transducer aperture transmits a 
spherical wave that illuminates the full image region. For each transmission, the backscattered 
echoes are received by the full aperture or a sub-aperture, and the RF channel data are stored 
to build a low resolution image (LRI) using DAS with DRF. The LRIs from subsequent 
transmit events are coherently summed to form a high resolution image (HRI). The HRI 
produced using SAFT has a better lateral resolution than the image using DRF, albeit at lower 
signal-to-noise ratio because of the use of a single element in transmission, and dramatically 
increased system complexity because of all-channel simultaneous data capture, transfer, 
storage, and processing [3], [4]. Several variations of SAFT have further been described [5]
[7] to either improve frame rate and penetration depth, or reduce front-end complexity. A 
hardware implementation of real-time imaging utilizing single-element transmission SAFT 
with an array of transducer elements and a multiplexer was described in [5]. In [3] it was 
proposed to use the same element as both transmitter and receiver, i.e., by using mechanical 
scanning of a single element across the recording line. The single-element transmit/receive 
approach is widely used in Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) and radar, but when applied to a 
single element in an ultrasound array, it may suffer from limited penetration depth, due to the 
low energy emission. In the handheld ultrasound system using a multi-element transmit and 
receive aperture for SAFT explored in [1],  front-end complexity was an issue. Yet another 
form of SAFT uses coherent plane wave imaging [8], [9], which potentially produces high 
signal-to-noise ratio and high frame rate, at the cost of front-end complexity. A sparse SAFT 
using fewer transmit pulses was proposed in [6] for real-time 3D imaging with a mechanically 
scanned linear phased array. However, because of the transmission by a single element at a 
time, the signal-to-noise ratio is relatively low. Therefore, implementation of such techniques 
is highly challenging and costly. Overall, none of the aforementioned cases can simultaneously 
improve penetration depth, front-end complexity and data transfer rate. 
 Dual-stage beamforming approaches 
A way to accommodate the conflicting requirements of front-end simplicity and image quality 
can be found in so-called dual-stage beamforming approaches, where a simple pre-
beamforming is applied in the probe to reduce the number of channels or the data transfer rate, 
and the final beamforming is performed in the main system. One of these approaches is based 
on synthetic aperture imaging: Synthetic Aperture Sequential Beamforming (SASB) [10], [11]. 
SASB considers the transmit focal points as virtual sources in a synthesized aperture. The idea 
of utilizing the transmit focal point as a virtual source was introduced in [12]. Further studies 
found that a near depth-independent lateral resolution can be achieved by using a synthesized 
receive aperture of virtual receivers coinciding with the transmit focal points [13] [16]. In the 
first stage of SASB, RF line data are produced by a focused transmission, and single-focus 
beamforming in receive. The beamformed line data are transferred to the mainframe and stored, 
yielding a low resolution image. The second stage combines information from multiple RF 
lines from the first stage and produces the final high resolution image, considering the 
transmit/receive focal points as virtual source/receivers in the delay calculations. This method 
differs from prior art on SAFT, as SASB works on beamformed RF data and achieves deeper 
penetration depth than single-element transmissions, with very similar resolution as SAFT. 
SASB has already been implemented in hand-held devices for 2D ultrasound imaging with 
fixed focus beamforming capabilities integrated in the transducer handle [17]. Beamforming 
with a fixed (non-dynamic) delay pattern simplifies the delay control circuitry compared to 
SAFT or DRF, and hence reduces the complexity of front-end electronics, but would still not 
be suitable for the proposed simple front-end architecture above because even the realization 
of full-aperture fixed time delays requires circuits that are too complex for miniature and/or 
matrix transducers. 
 Content outline 
In this paper we propose Non-Delayed Sequential Beamforming (NDSB), which is an adapted 
implementation of SASB, now suited for the described architecture. Similar to SASB, this 
method employs two stage beamforming and a main-frame memory for storage of 
intermediately summed RF lines. The appropriate delays in the second stage are calculated by 
considering the transmit focus as a virtual source, and each receive sub-aperture as one large 
unfocused element. The primary objective of NDSB is to achieve a similar image quality as 
-end. Hence, in this paper, we compare the 
performance in terms of resolution, contrast, and grating lobes of NDSB against DRF and 
SASB.   
Section 3.2 presents a detailed description of the NDSB method. Section 3.3 describes the setup 
of numerical simulations, and experimental validation with an ultrasound research scanner. 
Section 3.4 presents the performance results. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusion. 
 Theory 
The NDSB technique is a two-stage procedure. The low resolution RF scan lines of the first 
stage are used as an input to the second stage to generate the final high resolution image. This 
second stage can be implemented in programmable hardware or software in the back end of the 
system. The key point of the NDSB algorithm is finding the appropriate delays that are needed 
to coherently sum the contribution from scatterers as present in the subsequent RF scan lines. 
This section therefore first describes the time-of-flight (TOF) of scattered ultrasound pulses 
within the NDSB framework, and second describes the coherent DAS in the second stage to 
reconstruct the final high resolution image. 
Figure 2 describes the wave propagation path used to compute the TOF for the th scanline and 
for two example scatterers positioned at . The TOF consists of three components. The 
first component is the time it takes for the transmitted wave to travel the distance  from the 
center of the transmit aperture to the virtual source . The second component is the time for 
the transmit wave to reach a scatterer (e.g. positioned at ) from the virtual source. The third 
component is the time it takes for the backscattered signal to travel the distance ( ) from this 
scatterer position ( ) to the closest element of the receive aperture. This is consistent with the 
assumption of a forward looking receive sub-aperture, effectively created by having no delays 
in receive.  
Mathematically, the TOF  for the th scanline for any scatterer position  is calculated by 
               (1) 
and     
    
where  is the speed of sound, ( the virtual source position and  = ( is the 
scatterer position. The sign in (1) depends on the position of . If  is situated below the 
virtual source then the delay is added with respect to the virtual source position, otherwise it is 
subtracted. The TOFs computed for the th scanline and for the scatterers at determine 
 positions of the RF samples  containing the projections of these scatterers. Due 
to the transmit focus in NDSB, individual RF samples in the first stage signals contain 
information from a set of spatial positions. This is exampled in Fig. 2, where  the RF samples 
at located on 
the two red arcs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Whereas Fig. 2 shows the TOF of the pulse scattered from the scatterers at  producing 
the RF samples on the th LRI line, Fig. 3 explains how the information in the LRIs is 
recombined to produce the final image at every image point , which is the actual second stage 
beamforming step. In Fig. 3, the RF samples at positions indicated by the blue and black dots 
on different LRI lines (  to  including ) contain the projections of a scatterer located close 
to the image point . Therefore, to reconstruct the image point  (black dot in Fig. 3) during 
the second stage imaging, the RF samples from the set of LRI lines (the blue dots in Fig. 3) are 
summed to produce the final value.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The RF samples in the second stage processing are weighted before summing. Thus, a point in 
the high resolution image = ( , is computed according to 
                                                (3) 
where  is the time trace of the closest LRI line to , which corresponds to the th transmit 
beam The function corresponds to a depth dependent apodization function controlling the 
weighting. Here,  is chosen as a Hanning window centered at . The domain of  is 
limited by  (in Fig. 3, ). The term  represents the range of LRI 
lines that contribute to the second stage imaging at a depth . For the image point ,  
can be computed from the geometry shown in Fig. 3 as 
 
                                             
where denotes the lateral width of the transmit beam at depth  is the distance 
between two consecutive low resolution lines, and  the opening angle of the beam. Therefore, 
 depends on the transmit opening angle  and the depth of virtual source . The opening 
angle of the transmit beam is related to the physical width of the sub-aperture and the depth 
of virtual source by 
            (5). 
Now the ratio of  and  is expressed as  and given by  
        (6). 
From Eqs. (5) and (6), we can see that  is inversely related to  in transmit: decreasing the 
 increases the opening angle and hence the image area covered by the transmit wave. This in 
turn increases the number of LRI lines that are used in the second stage beamforming, which 
is expected to
 
  Simulations and Measurements 
The NDSB technique was examined using simulations and verified by offline processing of 
channel data acquired with a commercial programmable ultrasound system. The resolution of 
this technique was tested on a number of point targets with a range of  values and virtual 
source depths. Secondly, an anechoic cyst was used for evaluating image contrast. Lateral 
resolution, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and contrast ratio (CR) were compared to those of 
conventional B-mode imaging (i.e. using fixed transmit focus and DRF), and of SASB. The 
simulation was performed with a model of a 5 MHz linear array transducer with properties 
similar to the commercial L14-5 transducer [18] that was used in the measurements.  
 Simulation setup 
We have investigated NDSB using simulations in Field II [19] 
For all the methods DRF, 
An element count of 64 
in the sub-apertures corresponds to 
. 
The transducer excitation was a 2 cycle, 5 MHz sinusoid tone burst. Next to that, the impulse 
response of the transducer was simulated with a 2 cycle sinusoid. Thus, the actual simulated 
round-trip signal is characterized by a 40% fractional -6 dB bandwidth. The lateral point spread 
function was determined by six point scatterers placed along the central line of the image at  
depths ranging from 10 mm to 60 mm with 10 mm distance. The image contrast was evaluated 
by imaging an anechoic cyst surrounded by randomly placed scatterers (mimicking a 
homogeneous tissue with 0.5 dB/MHz/cm attenuation and 1540 m/s ultrasound velocity). The 
diameter of the cyst was 4.5 mm and it was placed at a depth of 45 mm.  
Parameters Value 
Sampling frequency in simulation 100 MHz 
Centre frequency 5 MHz 
Wavelength ( )  
Pitch ) 
Number of elements in the probe 128 
Excitation pulse 2 cycle sinusoid 
Baffle condition Rigid 
First stage Transmit focus (  1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm 
Transmit sub-aperture 
elements (max) 
64 
Receive sub-aperture 
elements  
64 
Transmit  0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 2.0 
Tx/Rx Apodization Hanning 
Number of image lines 128 
Distance between lines 
( ) 
) 
Second stage Apodization Hanning 
Number of image lines 128 
Distance between lines 
( ) 
) 
 Measurement setup 
For data acquisition, a commercial programmable ultrasound system SonixTouch (BK 
Ultrasound, Richmond BC, Canada) with linear array transducer L14-5 [18] (pitch: 300 µm 
and frequency range: 5-14 MHz) was used.  The SonixTouch has no option for transmit 
apodization. A SonixDAQ (BK Ultrasound) captured raw RF channel data with a fixed gain at 
40 MHz sampling rate, and saved the data for offline processing. Before image reconstruction 
the channel data was filtered with a band pass filter with -6 dB cut-off frequencies 2.5 MHz 
and 7.5 MHz. Envelope detection and logarithmic compression were performed to generate the 
final images for all the methods after the final stage of beamforming. A commercial tissue 
phantom (multi-purpose multi-tissue ultrasound phantom 040-GSE, CIRS, Virginia, USA) [20] 
with 0.5 dB/MHz/cm attenuation and containing wire targets and anechoic cysts, was used as 
imaging object. 
 
 Results 
 Simulation results 
  
To start the simulation series, we first used a transmit  of 2.0 and virtual source at 20 mm to 
produce an image of scatterers with the NDSB technique. These settings are copied from the 
SASB technique according to [10] and would yield, for SASB, an optimal resolution 
throughout depth, without grating lobes, given a scan line spacing. Fig. 4 shows the results 
for this choice of parameters, at a dynamic range of 40 dB. Qualitatively, similar to SASB, the 
PSFs for NDSB appear relatively constant over depth, and no grating lobes are visible. 
However, because of absence of receive focusing, the resolution may be sub-optimal. In 
general, a higher resolution should be obtained if, for fixed , we would increase  up to the 
point where  becomes so small that grating lobes occur. This, therefore, is the approach for 
changing the imaging parameters in the sections below. 
To find better imaging settings, various simulations were performed with the NDSB method to 
optimize the lateral resolution (as defined by the -6dB and -20 dB width of the main lobe in the 
point spread function) while keeping the grating lobes <-40 dB. We performed simulations 
with wider transmit opening angles (transmit =1.0, 0.75 and 0.5) for different virtual source 
depths (1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 mm) and studied the effect on lateral resolution at different imaging 
depths. Settings that would exceed 64 active elements were discarded, which happened for low 
F# and large focal depth. Lateral resolutions for all simulated images were determined at 
different depths from the response of the point scatterers at the central image line. A point 
spread function (PSF) with broader main lobe or higher side lobes translates to poorer lateral 
resolution. The lobe width is computed at -6 dB, i.e. the full width at half maximum (FWHM), 
and at -20 dB. The dynamic range for the displayed images was chosen to be 40 dB, as a grating 
lobe level of 30 to 40 dB below the main lobe level is considered acceptable in practice [21]. 
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Therefore, in the following images, any grating lobes below -40 dB are not visible.  
Fig. 5 shows the quantified lateral resolution at -6 dB for the NDSB images with = 1.0, 0.75 
and 0.5 and a range of virtual source depths. From Fig. 5 it is concluded that for a fixed , the 
lateral resolution improves as the depth of virtual source is increased. For a fixed , increasing 
the depth of the virtual source also increases the sub-aperture size. Therefore, the best 
resolution is produced by the max sub-aperture size (64 elements). From these three sub-figures 
three best settings (  = 1.0 with = 20 mm,  = 0.75 with = 15 mm and  = 0.5 with = 
10 mm) were chosen for the final comparison.  
The quantified resolution of the images with the three best settings mentioned above is shown 
in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows that  = 1.0 and virtual source at 20 mm produces slightly better lateral 
resolution at larger depth (>40 mm), whereas   = 0.5 and virtual source at 10 mm produces 
better lateral resolution at shallower depth (<40 mm). An = 0.75 and virtual source at 15 mm 
yields a good overall performance for NDSB considering the lateral resolution at all depths, 
and was chosen as the best settings for NDSB in the remainder of the analysis. 
 
 
We compared the overall achievable best image quality of NDSB with that of conventional 
DRF and SASB. Each method has its specific focusing characteristics and will require quite 
different settings of  and depth of transmit focus for achieving a good image quality (in terms 
of lateral resolution and grating lobe level). Therefore, for a realistic comparison, the image 
obtained using SASB was generated with the best known configuration (virtual source depth 
of 20 mm and 2.0) as stated in [10]. DRF was simulated with the transmit 
focus was kept at 30 mm (the average image depth).  
For completeness, we also compared the methods for identical settings and report the results in 
Appendix A. This confirms that it is more useful to present comparisons of each method with 
their own respective best settings. 
Fig. 7 shows the images with DRF, SASB and NDSB. The quantified lateral resolution for 
these images is shown in Fig. 8. For depths >30 mm, the FWHM (-6 dB) of the PSFs for NDSB 
is on average 20% smaller than for DRF, but 40% larger than for SASB. NDSB is limited by 
its receive aperture for those depths. However, until 30 mm depth, the FWHM of PSFs for 
NDSB is on average 20% smaller than that of SASB, which can be explained by the higher 
transmit  applied in SASB leading to a worse resolution. The FWHM of PSFs for NDSB is 
on average 10% broader than SASB considering all depths. Similar trends are visible in the 
resolution at -20 dB level.  
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The performance of NDSB on the cysts is estimated using the CNR and CR as defined in 
[22], which are given by 
                (6) 
                                                               (7) 
where  and  are the mean amplitudes of a speckle region and a cyst region, respectively, 
and  and  represent the variances of the speckle and cyst region. Both CNR and CR are 
calculated using 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm square regions on the envelope of the RF data before log-
compression. The cyst region is selected at the center of the cyst. The speckle region is selected 
at the same depth, 7 mm to the right. Fig. 9 shows the images of the simulated cyst using DRF, 
SASB and NDSB using the same imaging parameters as used for the simulations of Fig. 7. The 
CNR values calculated from these images were 2.7, 2.6 and 2.4, respectively. The CR values 
for these images were 1.9, 1.9 and 1.8, respectively (where 2 is the asymptotic limit of zero 
signal level in the cyst). These CNR and CR values indicate that NDSB performs only slightly 
inferior to DRF and SASB in these simulations. 
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A. Performance on lateral resolution 
Fig. 10 shows the images of the tissue mimicking phantom using the first stage and the second 
stage beamforming of both SASB and NDSB, and using DRF, on the experimentally acquired 
data. Fig. 11 quantifies the -6 dB PSF width derived from the DRF image and the second stage 
images of SASB and NDSB. We kept the same settings of the imaging parameters (transmit  
and transmit focus/virtual source depth ) for the three methods as we have used in 
simulations. As expected, the PSFs in the LRI produced by NDSB (in Fig. 10 (b)) is wider and 
flatter than the PSFs in the LRI produced by SASB (in Fig. 10 (a)). The lateral resolution is 
better in the HRI-NDSB (Fig. 10(c)) than in the DRF image (Fig. 10(a)) except for the depths 
nearby the transducer. From the quantified lateral resolution at -6 dB in Fig. 10 it can be 
observed that the NDSB method consistently outperforms DRF in terms of lateral resolution at 
-SASB (Fig. 10(b)) is better 
than for HRI-NDSB. Both for NDSB and SASB one can see degradation in lateral resolution 
near the lateral edges of the images. Fig. 11 shows similar values for lateral resolution at -6 dB 
as those shown in Fig. 8(a) for simulated data, confirming the good correspondence of 
measurements and simulations.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Simulated images of an anechoic cyst using (a) DRF, (b) SASB and (c) NDSB. The 
same settings have been used as for Fig. 7.  
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Figure 11: Lateral resolution at -6 dB as a function of depth for the images using DRF, SASB 
and NDSB of Fig. 10 
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Figure 10: Images from measurement data: (a) LRI using SASB, (b) LRI using NDSB, (c) 
DRF, (d) HRI using SASB and (e) HRI using NDSB 
  
  
 
 
B. Performance on cyst image 
Fig. 12 shows the cyst images using DRF, SASB and NDSB. Images were cropped to highlight 
the cyst region. The cysts are well recognizable for all the images. To compare the performance 
of NDSB with other methods we computed CNR and CR as defined in Eq. (6) and (7) for these 
images using 1.5 mm x 1.5 mm square windows. The CNR for DRF, SASB and NDSB were 
2.5, 2.4 and 2.3, respectively. The CR values for these images were 1.5, 1.3 and 1.2, 
respectively. Given these CNR and CR values we can conclude that NDSB performs only 
slightly inferior to DRF and SASB. 
 Discussion 
 General findings 
The motivation for NDSB is to make the advantages of techniques like SAFT and SASB 
available for an ultrasound system with highly reduced complexity and limited capabilities for 
computation, storage and data transfer in the front-end electronics. The objective is to achieve 
similar lateral resolution to conventional DRF with a simple receive front-end which only sums 
the non-delayed RF signals received by some or all elements. No beamforming strategy was 
available to produce a high-quality image using the data produced by such a simple receive 
front-end. Both in simulation and measurement, the results show that NDSB can yield images 
with even better lateral resolution at larger depths compared to DRF.  
The overall image quality (in terms of lateral resolution and grating lobe level) for NDSB is 
determined by the transmit  the virtual source depth, the line pitch (inverse of line density) 
and receive sub-aperture size in the first stage of beamforming. The NDSB method was 
assessed using numerical simulations and by offline processing of data acquired with a 
commercial ultrasound scanner. From [10] we already know that the larger effective opening 
angle of the beam (by lowering the 
), leads to an improved lateral resolution in the final 
image, as it increases the number of LRI lines that are coherently combined in the second stage 
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beamforming. Again, as explained in [10] the opening angle (determined by the ) at the 
virtual source and the line density together influence the level of the grating lobes. Due to the 
absence of receive focusing in NDSB, it is intrinsically less sensitive to the grating lobes 
ng, we can still use larger transmit opening 
angle for NDSB to improve the lateral resolution without producing significant grating lobe 
levels. With respect to the receive sub-aperture size, 
.
.  
The performance of NDSB is compared to conventional DRF and SASB with their respective 
best settings as was mentioned in 4.1.2. Simulations show that the FWHM of the PSFs i.e. 
lateral resolution for NDSB is on average 20% narrower than DRF except at depths close to 
the transducer. However, the FWHM for NDSB PSFs is slightly broader (10% on average) than 
SASB. SASB suffers from a relatively poor lateral resolution at lower depth (depth <30 mm) 
due to the large To estimate the imaging performance of NDSB, the CNR and CR were 
computed for a simulated cyst of 4.5 mm diameter at 45 mm depth. Based on the CNR and CR 
values, we can conclude that NDSB performs only slightly inferior to DRF and SASB.  
When applied to the data acquired with the commercial scanner and the tissue phantom with 
scattering wires and a cyst region, NDSB yielded images which support the results from the 
simulations. Quantified lateral PSF in measured data was slightly larger than in simulations. 
That could be due to the fact that for the measured data we used a boxcar window for the 
transmit apodization instead of a Hanning window, because of system limitations. The 
differences in CNR and CR values between simulation and measured data could be due to 
higher noise introduced by the acquisition system of the ultrasound scanner. Apart from using 
the raw channel data using SonixDAQ, NDSB could also be implemented by utilizing the built-
in beamformer (Texo) of the SonixTouch. To produce a LRI, the first stage of NDSB can be 
performed in Texo by disabling the DRF. The LRI can then be used in the second stage of 
NDSB to produce the final HRI. Our current implementation using the SonixDAQ, however, 
allowed a full control of signal processing and thus allowed comparison of different processing 
techniques (SASB, NDSB and DRF) based on the same original raw dataset.  
The proposed simplified front-end architecture can easily be extended for matrix transducers 
by expanding the transmit/receive aperture in the other dimension, without any significant 
increase in the hardware complexity. To use such a matrix transducer for 3D/4D imaging, 
NDSB can be applied in either row wise or column wise fashion. The absence of delays allows 
highly desirable savings in the power budget and silicon area which can facilitate realizing 
more in-transducer building blocks with enriched functionalities (e.g. digitization, channel 
multiplexing/de-multiplexing, signal compression, etc.) A front-end architecture similar to this 
was already proposed in a row-column parallel [23] architecture for designing a matrix 
transducer with a front-end ASIC.  
Although for the proposed front-end architecture in Fig. 1 we did not show any block for 
apodization, we believe that it can be easily implemented with a slight increase in 
complexity: the switch can be replaced by a simple circuit (basically a field-effect transistor) 
where the (analog) control signal linearly controls the attenuation of the element signal.  
 Limitations 
There are some limitations that apply to NDSB and to this study. Due to the limited physical 
aperture of the transducer the performance of NDSB is expected to deteriorate near the lateral 
edge of the scanning area. This limitation also holds for SASB but due to the lower 
NDSB. The NDSB method was investigated with static phantom objects so, 
tissue motion, aberration artifacts etc. were not studied. However, NDSB is not intended to 
overcome such challenges and will suffer from similar artifacts as SAFT.  
We reported the effects of  and transmit focal depth on lateral resolution, grating lobes, and 
contrast for the NDSB technique, since we thought that they are the primary quality measures 
that really depend on the beamforming algorithm itself. There are other general quality 
measures that can be provided, of which signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (and resulting penetration 
depth) and axial resolution are the most important. With respect to the SNR, the NDSB 
algorithm combines multiple transmit/receive lines to generate the final HRI. Therefore, an 
increase in SNR in the final image is expected compared to DRF, but not compared to SASB 
which similarly combines multiple transmit/receive lines. Moreover, other effects such as the 
limited number of electronic components in the signal chain and possible apodization may also 
affect the final SNR. Therefore, the final effect of implementation of the NDSB algorithm on 
SNR is a subject for further exploration. On the other hand, the axial resolution is mainly 
determined by the acoustic transducer and pulse characteristics. As expected, we found in initial 
analysis that the beamforming algorithms did not lead to any difference in axial width of the 
PSFs, and we therefore left out its analysis in this paper. Moreover, the effect of line density in 
the first stage beamforming on grating lobe levels for NDSB were not explored in this study, 
as NDSB has shown to be less sensitive to grating lobes than SASB. In initial simulations, we 
found that the current choice of  pitch produced sufficiently low (<40 dB) grating lobes in the 
second stage beamforming to be a good practical choice. As such, we think that the current 
choices of settings and quality parameters are the most relevant to demonstrate the capabilities 
of the NDSB algorithm compared to DRF and SASB. The NDSB is a two-stage beamforming 
method similar in data processing to SASB. Therefore, it has a similar data transfer rate and 
frame rate as SASB. 
 Conclusion  
Simulation and measurement results confirm that Non-Delayed Sequential Beamforming 
(NDSB) can be considered a useful beamforming technique for miniaturized linear/matrix 
array and/or wireless systems with a large number of elements and/or simple front-end 
electronics. With the chosen settings, NDSB provides better lateral resolution than 
conventional dynamic receive focusing (DRF), except nearby the transducer and slightly worse 
than that of the Synthetic Aperture Sequential Beamforming (SASB) image. The CNR and CR 
values for NDSB were only slightly inferior to DRF and SASB while imaging an anechoic cyst.  
Appendix A.  
Comparison of NDSB to SASB for identical parameter settings 
In the main text we showed that a transmit = 0.75 and focus depth of  15 mm yields a 
good overall lateral resolution and low grating lobe levels at all depths for the proposed NDSB 
technique. We compared the lateral resolution of NDSB to that of conventional dynamic 
receive focusing and to that of earlier proposed SASB as a reference. Yet, in that comparison 
we used different transmit  and focus depth for each method, separately selected for their 
optimal performance. For completeness and further understanding of the effect of parameter 
settings on image quality for NDSB versus SASB, this appendix compares the lateral resolution 
and grating lobe levels when the transmit  and focus depth are set equally for the two 
techniques.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Fig. A1 shows simulated images in which the settings are optimal for SASB, as reported by 
Kortbek et al. [10], which are  = 2.0 and virtual source depth at 20 mm. The point scatterers 
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are located at depths ranging from 10 mm to 60 mm. From Fig. A1, it can be observed that the 
lateral resolution of NDSB across all depths is worse than SASB. By quantifying the full width 
at half maximum (FWHM) across all depths, it can be seen that the main lobe width of NDSB 
is twice as wide as that of SASB, on average. This is due to the lack of focusing upon receive 
in NDSB. Grating lobe levels for both the images are lower than -40 dB. 
Fig. A2 shows the images formed by NDSB and SASB using the optimal parameter settings 
for NDSB (  = 0.75 and virtual source depth at 15 mm). From Fig. A2, it can be observed that 
the lateral resolution of NDSB is now better than before (Fig. A1(a)). After quantification of 
FWHM at all depths, it can be observed that the average main lobe width of NDSB (in Fig. 
A2(a)) is at least 1.5 times smaller than in Fig. A1(a) and comparable to Fig. A1(b). Yet, the 
average main lobe width of NDSB is now 2.5 times worse than SASB (Fig. A2(b)). On the 
other hand, the grating lobes in SASB are at a level on the order of -20 dB, which is 
unacceptably high in medical imaging, unlike NDSB for this settings. This is in line with the 
observation in [10] that lateral resolution of SASB can be improved by reducing transmit  
but that it will introduce unacceptably high grating lobes, yielding images with poor CNR and 
CR values. The lack of receive focusing in NDSB led to limited overlap between the receive 
fields and the transmission grating lobes, thus lowering the grating lobes for NDSB. From Figs. 
A1 and A2, it is clear that both NDSB and SASB have their own optimal parameter settings, 
implying that the best comparison of lateral resolution and grating lobe levels is done when the 
techniques are implemented with their own respective optimal settings. 
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A Front-end ASIC with Receive Sub-Array 
Beamforming Integrated with a 32 × 32 PZT Matrix 
Transducer for 3-D Transesophageal 
Echocardiography 
This paper presents a power- and area-efficient front-end ASIC that is directly integrated 
with an array of 32 × 32 piezoelectric transducer elements to enable next-generation 
miniature ultrasound probes for real-time 3-D transesophageal echocardiography. The 
6.1 × 6.1 mm2  ASIC, implemented in a low-voltage 0.18 m CMOS process, effectively 
-fold with 
the aid of 96 delay-and-sum beamformers, each of which locally combines the signals 
received by a sub-array of 3 × 3 elements. These beamformers are based on pipeline-
operated analog sample-and-hold stages, and employ a mismatch-scrambling technique 
to prevent the ripple signal associated with mismatch between these stages from limiting 
the dynamic range. In addition, an ultra-low-power LNA architecture is proposed to 
increase the power-efficiency of the receive circuitry. The ASIC has a compact, element-
matched layout, and consumes only 0.27 mW/channel while receiving, which is lower than 
the state-of-the-art. Its functionality has been successfully demonstrated in 3-D imaging 
experiments.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Introduction 
Volumetric visualization of the human heart is essential for the accurate diagnosis of 
cardiovascular diseases and the guidance of interventional cardiac procedures. 
Echocardiography, which images the heart using ultrasound, has become an indispensable 
modality in cardiology because it is safe, relatively inexpensive and capable of providing real-
time images. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), as its name indicates, generates 
ultrasonic images from the esophagus, by utilizing an ultrasound transducer array mounted at 
the tip of a gastroscopic tube (Fig. 1). Conventionally, the elements of the transducer array are 
connected using micro-coaxial cables to an external imaging system, where properly-timed 
high-voltage pulses are generated to transmit an acoustic pulse, and the resulting echoes are 
recorded and processed to form an image. 
 
2-D TEE probes are widely used in clinical practice. They employ a 1-D phased-array 
transducer to obtain cross-sectional images of the heart. However, such 2-D images often fall 
short in providing comprehensive visual information for complex cardiac interventions, such 
as minimally-invasive valve replacements and septal-defect closures. Appropriate real-time 3-
D imaging would be very beneficial for improving the success rate of such procedures [1].  
The relatively large probe heads (typically > 10 cm3) of current 3-D TEE probes cannot be 
tolerated by the patient during longer procedures (unless general anesthesia is applied) and are 
too large for pediatric use. For longer-term monitoring and pediatric use, the volume of the 
probe tip should be constrained to an upper limit of 1 cm3, and the tube diameter to 5 ~ 7 mm 
[2].  To enable real-time 3-D imaging, a 2-D phase array is required.  For an array of aperture 
size D × D, the achievable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the lateral resolution both improve 
linearly with D. Therefore, it is desirable to make full use of the available array aperture within 
the probe tip (5 × 5 mm2). In addition, the pitch of the transducer elements should not exceed 
imaging resolution [3]. For a 2-D array with a center frequency of 5 MHz, this corresponds to 
number of micro-coaxial cables within the narrow gastroscopic tube is difficult or even 
impossible. Decreasing the aperture size to reduce the number of channels will lead to a 
significant deterioration in both the SNR and the lateral resolution. As a result, channel 
reduction should be performed locally to reduce the number of cables with the aid of 
miniaturized in-probe electronics [4].  
A variety of approaches have been proposed to reduce the cable count in endoscopic and 
catheter-based ultrasound systems. Part of the beamforming function, which is conventionally 
performed in the external imaging system to achieve spatial directivity and enhance the signal-
to-noise ratio, can be moved into the probe [5, 6]. Time-division multiplexing approaches have 
been applied in [7, 8] to allow multiple elements to share a single cable. Solutions based on 
element-switching schemes [9, 10] have also been reported. All these approaches rely on the 
realization of a front-end ASIC that is closely integrated with the transducer array.  
Design of such front-end ASICs is challenging in several aspects. First, the power consumption 
of the ASIC, which contributes to the overall self-heating of the probe, should be kept below 
an estimated 0.5 W [11], to avoid excessive tissue temperature rise [12]. This translates to 0.5 
mW/element for a 1000-element array and is beyond the state-of-the-art of front-end ultrasound 
ASICs, which consume at least 1.4 mW/element [10, 13, 14]. Another challenge comes from 
the dense interconnection between the ASIC and the transducer array. Direct transducer-on-
chip integration is desired, as it not only helps to get a small form factor, but also reduces the 
parasitic interconnect capacitance added to each transducer element. This calls for an element-
matched ASIC layout, with a pitch identical to that of transducer elements. As a result, a highly 
compact circuit implementation for the ASIC is called for. Prior works [13, 15] compromised 
somewhat on the imaging quality by opting for a slightly larger pitch. Indirect transducer-to-
chip integration via interposer PCBs [6, 10] allows the use of a different pitch for the transducer 
array and the ASIC. However, the limited space within the TEE probe tip precludes this option.  
In this paper, we present a front-end ASIC that is optimized in both system architecture and 
circuit-level implementation to meet the stringent requirements of 3-D TEE probes [16]. It is 
directly integrated with an array of 32 × 32 piezoelectric transducer elements, which are split 
into a transmit and a receive array to facilitate the power and area optimization of the ASIC 
[17]. The receive elements are further divided into 96 sub-arrays, each with a switched-
capacitor-based beamformer, to realize a 9-fold cable reduction. Besides, an ultra-low-power 
LNA architecture [18], which incorporates an inverter-based OTA with a bias scheme tailored 
for ultrasound imaging, is proposed to increase the power-efficiency of the receive circuitry, 
while keeping the area compact. In addition to that, a mismatch-scrambling technique is applied 
to mitigate the effects of mismatch between the beamformer stages, and thus improve the 
overall dynamic range of the ASIC while receiving. These circuit techniques, while designed 
for PZT matrix transducers, are also relevant for other types of ultrasound transducers, such as 
capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (CMUTs). The functionality of the ASIC as 
well as the effectiveness of the proposed techniques have been successfully demonstrated by 
imaging experiments.  
The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the proposed system architecture. 
Section 4.3 discusses the details of the circuit implementation. Experimental results are 
presented in Section 4.4. Conclusions are given at the end of the paper.  
 System Architecture 
 Transducer Matrix Configuration 
In conventional ultrasound probes, each transducer element is used both as transmitter and 
receiver. A high-voltage CMOS process is then needed to generate the transmit pulses of 
typically tens of Volts [14]. The integration density of high-voltage processes is generally lower 
than that of their low-voltage counterparts with the same feature size, which is disadvantageous 
for ASICs that directly interconnect with 2-D transducer arrays with a tiny element pitch.  
In this work, we use an array of 32 × 32 PZT elements with separate transmit and receive 
elements (Fig. 2). An 8 × 8 central sub-array is directly wired out to transmit channels in the 
external imaging system using metal traces in the ASIC that run underneath 96 un-connected 
elements to bond-  These traces are not connected to any junctions 
in the substrate, and can hence support high transmit voltages provided that they are sufficiently 
spaced to prevent dielectric breakdown and routed in the top metal layers to minimize 
capacitive coupling to the substrate. All other 864 elements are connected directly to on-chip 
 
The use of a small central transmit array helps in reducing the overall cable count as well as 
obtaining a large opening angle while receiving. With respect to a conventional array 
configuration in which each transducer element is used for both transmit and receive, our 
scheme trades lateral resolution for a higher frame rate. In our scanning procedure, the 
transmitter is used to generate only a few wide beams, illuminating an area that can 
accommodate a number of parallel receive beams per transmit pulse, thus yielding a high frame 
rate. On the other hand, it should be also ensured that the generated acoustic pressure is 
adequate for the target imaging depth. According to our numerical simulations in PZFlex 
(Weidlinger Associates Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA), 64 elements should be capable to 
generate sufficient pressure for an imaging depth up to 10 cm.   Moreover, despite the missing 
elements in the receiver aperture, the point spread function (PSF) is comparable with a fully-
populated receiver, as shown by simulations in [19]. This configuration allows the use of a 
dense low-voltage CMOS technology, thus saving power and circuit area. Compared to [13], 
which uses the majority of elements to transmit and a sparse array to receive, it achieves better 
receiving sensitivity as well as lower side-lobes. Moreover, it also helps to reduce the overall 
in-probe heat dissipation, as transmit circuits normally consume more power [10]. 
 
 
The transducer array was constructed by dicing a bulk piezo-electrical material (CTS 3203 HD) 
into a matrix. It is directly mounted on top of the front-end ASIC using the PZT-on-CMOS 
integration scheme described in [11]. The PZT matrix measures 4.8 mm × 4.8 mm with an 
frequency of 5 MHz and a 50% bandwidth (3.75 MHz ~ 6.25 MHz).  
 Sub-array Beamforming in Receive 
The cable-count reduction approach that we adopted in this work is to perform partial receive 
beamforming in the ASIC. The basic principle of ultrasound beamforming is to apply 
appropriate relative delays to the received signals in such a way that ultrasound waves coming 
from the focal point arrive simultaneously and can be constructively combined. Full-array 
beamforming for 32 × 32 transducer elements is impractical for circuit implementation due to 
the large delay depth required for each element, which is typically a few microseconds. The 
sub-array beamforming scheme [5] -beamformi [17], mitigates this 
issue by dividing the beamforming task into two steps. A coarse delay that is common for all 
elements within one sub-array is applied in the external imaging system, while only fine delays 
for the individual elements (less than 1 µs) is applied by sub-array beamformers in the ASIC, 
which significantly reduces the implementation complexity of the required on-chip delay lines.   
The sub-array size is determined based on the following concerns. First, in order to keep the 
symmetry of the beamforming in lateral and elevation directions, a square sub-array is desired. 
Besides, a larger sub-array brings a more aggressive cable-count reduction, but comes at the 
cost of an elevated grating-lobe level and a greater maximum fine delay in the sub-array 
beamformers. We selected a 3 × 3 configuration to achieve a reasonable acoustic imaging 
quality, while reducing the number of cables by a factor of 9 [20]. Accordingly, the 864 receive 
elements of the transducer matrix are divided into 96 sub-arrays and interfaced with 96 sub-
array receiver circuits in the ASIC.  
The fine delays are programmable in steps of 30 ns up to 210 ns, allowing the sub-
directivity to be steered over angles of 0 , ±17 , and ± 37  in both azimuthal and elevation 
directions [11]. All sub-arrays can be programmed identically, which is appropriate for far-
field beamforming and requires loading of only 9 delay settings into the ASIC, which has a 
negligible impact on the frame rate. The ASIC is also equipped with a mode in which all sub-
arrays can be programmed individually (i.e. 96  9 settings), allowing near-field focusing at 
the expense of a longer programming time, and hence a slightly slower frame rate.  
 Circuit Implementation 
Fig. 3 shows the schematic of a 3 × 3 sub-array receiver. It consists of  9 LNAs, 9 buffers, 9 
analog delay lines, a programmable-gain amplifier (PGA) and a cable driver. A pair of 
protection diodes are implemented at the input of the LNA to present the input from exceeding 
the supply voltages by more than a diode drop. The LNA output is AC-coupled to a flipped 
source follower buffer that drives the analog delay line. The joint output of all 9 analog delay 
lines is then amplified by the PGA. A cable driver buffers the output signal of the PGA to drive 
the micro-coaxial cable connecting to the imaging system. A local bias circuit (not shown) is 
implemented within each sub-array.  
The echo signals received by the transducer elements have a dynamic range of about 80 dB, 40 
dB of which is associated with the fact that echoes from deeper tissue are attenuated more along 
their propagation path. The gains of the LNA and the PGA are programmable to compensate 
for this attenuation. The LNA is optimized for a low noise figure (< 3 dB) and provides a 
voltage gain up to 24 dB, to attenuate the impact of noise of the subsequent stages at small 
signal levels. The gain can be reduced to -12 dB and 6 dB to avoid output saturation at high 
signal levels. The PGA provides an additional switchable gain with finer steps (0, 6, 12 dB) to 
interpolate between the gains steps of the LNA. Thus, an overall dynamic range of more than 
80 dB, which is sufficient for TEE imaging, can be achieved.  
 
Fig. 3 Schematic of the 3 × 3 sub-array receiver. 
As described in Section I, all the above circuits, along with their biasing and digital control 
circuits, must be implemented within the area of a 3 × 3 sub-
consuming less than 4.5 mW. Dedicated circuit techniques have been applied to meet these 
requirements, which will be discussed in this section.  
 LNA 
The choice of the ultrasound LNA topology is dictated by the electrical impedance of the target 
transducer. Trans-impedance amplifiers (TIA) are widely used in readout ICs for CMUT 
transducers because of their relatively high impedance [21]. However, a similarly-sized PZT 
transducer has a much lower impedance around the resonance frequency, typically a couple of 
optimal noise/power trade-off, since creating a low enough input-impedance requires extra 
power spent on increasing the open-loop gain, rather than on suppressing the input-referred 
noise [18]. In this work, instead, we use a capacitive-feedback voltage amplifier, shown in Fig. 
5, which offers a mid-band voltage gain of AM = CI / CF.  Its input impedance is dictated by the 
input capacitor CI o 
 
  
 
A current-reuse OTA based on a CMOS inverter is employed to enhance the power-efficiency 
of the LNA. In previous inverter-based designs [22], extra level-shifting capacitors (CLS) are 
used to independently bias the NMOS and PMOS transistors, as shown in Fig. 6(a). These 
level-shifting capacitors and the associated parasitic capacitors at the virtual ground node form 
a capacitive divider, which attenuates the input signal and thus increases the input-referred 
noise of the LNA. Enlarging CLS helps in reducing this noise penalty, at the cost of increased 
die area. In this work, the level-shifting capacitors are eliminated by applying a split-capacitor 
feedback network [18, 23]. As shown in Fig.6(b), the input bias points for the NMOS and 
PMOS transistors are de-coupled by splitting the input and feedback capacitors into two equal 
pairs, which maintains the same mid-band gain CI / CF and the same input impedance.  
 To maximize the output swing, the bias voltage of the inverter-based OTA should be properly 
defined. This is usually achieved with the aid of a DC control loop, in which a slow auxiliary 
amplifier keeps the output at the desired operating point [22]. However, such a DC control loop 
will recover too slowly from disturbances caused by the high-voltage pulses propagating across 
the ASIC during the transmit phase. Therefore, instead, we dynamically activate the bias 
control loop in synchronization with the transmit/receive (TX/RX) cycles of the ultrasound 
system, as shown in Fig.7. During the TX phase, the input of the LNA is grounded and the 
inverter is essentially auto-zeroed, while the auxiliary amplifier drives the gate of the NMOS 
transistor so as to bias the output at mid-supply. During the RX phase, the auxiliary amplifier 
is disconnected, and both its inputs are shorted to the mid-supply. Meanwhile, the LNA starts 
receiving the echo sign
voltage hardly drifts during the RX phase. The relatively large sizes of the input transistors 
(W/LN = 75/0.2, W/LP = 60/0.2), needed for flicker-noise reduction, also help to keep the bias 
voltages stable. The sample-and-hold operation associated with the auto-zeroing causes 
broadband white noise to be sampled on the gate of the NMOS transistor and held constant 
during the receive phase. Therefore, it appears as a small offset voltage that is superimposed 
in-band noise performance of the LNA. Moreover, it is further filtered out by the AC-coupler 
following the LNA and has no impact on the bias condition of succeeding stages. 
 A well-known down-side of a single-ended inverter-based OTA is its poor power-supply-
rejection ratio (PSRR) [24]. As the LNAs are closely integrated with high-frequency digital 
circuits for beamformer control, the supply line and the ground are inevitably noisy. To 
improve the PSRR, we generate two internal power rails within each sub-array by means of 
two regulators (REGP and REGN in Fig.8) that are shared by the 9 LNAs of a sub-array. Given 
the fact that the loading currents of these regulators are known and approximately constant, 
their implementation can be kept rather simple to save area. A capacitor-less LDO based on a 
super source-follower [25], capable of providing a PSRR better than 40 dB at 5 MHz, is adopted 
as the topology for both regulators.  
Fig. 8 shows the complete schematic of the proposed LNA. The inverter-based OTA is 
cascoded to ensure an accurate closed-loop gain, and input transistors M1 and M4 are biased in 
weak-inversion to optimize their current-efficiency. The bias voltage of M1, VrefP , which is 
derived from a diode-connected PMOS transistor via a high-impedance pseudo-resistor, is 
shared by the input gate of the positive-rail regulator REGP. Thus, the bias current of the OTA 
can be defined by the difference of the reference currents (Ip1  Ip2) and the dimension ratio of 
M1 and Mp1. In each channel, an unity-gain-connected inverter, implemented with long-channel 
transistors and consuming only 0.4 µA, is connected between the two regulated power rails to 
generate a mid-supply reference that is approximately 900 mV. The auxiliary amplifier for DC 
bias control is realized as a simple differential pair. With a current consumption of less than 1 
µA, it is capable to settle within the 10 µs TX phase. A switchable capacitive feedback network, 
involving capacitors 14C and 7C that can be switched in or out under control of digital gain-
control inputs of the ASIC, is implemented to provide the mentioned 3 gain levels for dynamic 
range enhancement. An explicit loading capacitor (not shown in Fig. 8) is added at the output 
of the LNA to limit its -3 dB bandwidth below 10 MHz. 
  Sub-Array Beamformer 
Fig. 9 shows the circuit implementation and timing diagram of the sub-array beamformer. It 
consists of 9 programmable analog delay lines, each of which is built from pipeline-operated 
S/H memory cells that run at a sampling rate of 33 MHz, corresponding to the target delay 
resolution of 30 ns. Due to the fact that the sampling rate is higher than the designed bandwidth 
of the LNA, the increase in the noise floor caused by aliasing is negligible.  
The capacitor in each memory cell is carefully sized to ensure that the associated kT/C noise is 
not dominant, while meeting the area requirement. With 300 fF metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 
capacitors, an input-referred rms noise voltage of about 118 
which is smaller than the output noise of the LNA at its highest gain setting.   
The outputs of all 9 delay lines are passively joint together to sum up and average the charge 
sampled on the capacitors that are connected to the output node [11]. Compared to voltage-
mode summation [26, 27], this scheme eliminates the need for a summing amplifier, and is thus 
more compact and power-efficient. However, a potential source of errors is the residual charge 
stored on the parasitic capacitance at the output node, which causes a fraction of the output of 
the previous clock cycle to be added to the output signal. This is equivalent to an undesired 
first-order infinite-impulse-response low-pass filter. While this filtering can be eliminated by 
periodically removing the charge from the output node using a reset switch [11], here we 
choose for the simpler solution of minimizing the parasitic capacitance at the output node. It 
can be shown that an acceptable signal attenuation within the bandwidth of 0-10 MHz of less 
than 3 dB is obtained if this parasitic is less than 20% of the total capacitance at the output 
node, which can be easily achieved with a careful layout.  
 
 
The control logic for programming the delay lines is also integrated within each sub-array. Its 
core is a delay stage index rotator that determines the sequence in which the memory cells are 
used, as conceptually shown in Fig. 10. The detailed circuit implementation is shown in Fig. 
11. It consists of an 8-stage shift register (D1-D8) in which the 4-bit binary indices of memory 
cells (1-8) are stored and rotated. Upon startup, register Dn is preset to n. D1 stores the index of 
the memory cell used for sampling the input signals, while D2-D8 store the indices of candidate 
memory cells for readout. A 3-bit selection code, provided by a built-in SPI interface, decides 
which of these candidates is used, allowing the delay of the individual delay line to be 
programmed. One-hot codes derived from the selected 4-bit binary indices are re-timed by non-
overlapped clocks to control the sample/readout switches in the memory cells.  
As mentioned in Section II, the SPI interfaces in all sub-arrays can be either loaded in parallel, 
or configured as a daisy-chain to load different delay-patterns to individual sub-arrays. With a 
mode, while for the daisy- -arrays in each quadrant of the 
ASIC form one daisy-chain), leading to a 9% frame rate reduction for an imaging depth of 10 
cm. As such, the daisy-chain mode enables near-field focusing at the expense of a slightly 
slower frame rate.  
 
 
 
 Mismatch-scrambling  
The S/H memory cells suffer from charge injection and clock feed-through errors, the mismatch 
of which introduces a ripple pattern with a period of 8 delay steps (240 ns) at the output of the 
delay lines. Such ripple pattern manifests itself as undesired in-band tones in the output 
spectrum of the beamformer, which limits the dynamic range of the signal chain.   
To mitigate this interference, we propose a mismatch-scrambling technique by adding an extra 
memory cell and a redundant index register D9, as shown in both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.  A pseudo-
random number generator (PRNG) embedded in each sub-array generates a bit sequence 
(PRBS) that decides whether the index of D8 or D9 shifts into D1, while the other index shifts 
into D9. Thus, memory cells are randomly taken out and inserted back into the sequence. This 
operation randomizes the ripple pattern and converts the interfering tones into broadband noise.  
The mismatch-scrambling function can be switched on/off with a control bit (MS_EN in Fig. 
11).   
The PRNG in each sub-array is implemented as a 12-bit Galois linear-feedback shift register 
(LFSR) [28]. It can be re-configured as a shift register to allow the sequential loading of its 
initial state, i.e. the seeds. Similar to the daisy-chain mode of the delay-pattern SPI interface, 
these shift registers can also be cascaded to allow different seeds to be loaded into the individual 
sub-arrays. Applying a set of randomized seeds for all sub-arrays is expected to further de-
correlate the sequences of memory cell rotation on the scale of the full-array. As a result, the 
excess noise generated by the scrambling process can be suppressed when the output signals 
of the sub-arrays are combined by the beamforming operation in the imaging system, thus 
improving the SNR.  
 PGA 
Fig. 12 shows the schematic of the PGA, which is implemented as a current-feedback 
instrumentation amplifier [17, 29] with a single-ended output. It consists of a differential pair 
of super source followers with a tunable source-degeneration resistor RS, which performs as a 
linearized trans-conductor, and a current mirror with a constant load resistor RL, which converts 
the trans-
ratio of both resistors RL/RS. RS is implemente
RL 
small on-resistance, Kelvin connections are used to eliminate errors caused by the on-resistance 
of those switches (Fig. 12). Compensation capacitors (CC) are added to ensure the loop stability. 
These capacitors are switched along with the gain settings from 800 fF at the lower gain setting 
to 400 fF at the highest gain setting. A differential topology is applied to i
immunity to interference. The negative input terminal (Vin-) is connected to the output of a 
replica delay-line buffer, whose input node is AC-coupled to ground while sharing the same 
DC bias voltage with the other buffers. 
The PGA is sitting after the sub-array beamformer. Therefore, when comparing its noise 
contribution with preceding stages, the noise averaging effect [10] of the beamformer should 
Hz 
to prevent adding excess noise when referred to the input of the LNA.  
 
 
 Cable driver 
The cable driver is required to fan-out the output signal of each sub-array across a micro-coaxial 
cable with capacitance up to 300 pF. To maximize its power-efficiency, a class-AB super 
source follower [30], as depicted in Fig.13, is adopted as the topology for the cable driver. 
Instead of using a high-impedance pseudo-resistor to form a quasi-floating gate, the gate of the 
PMOS transistor is only connected to the bias circuit during the TX phase, but kept floating 
during the RX phase, similar to the dynamic DC bias scheme used in the LNA.  When referred 
back to the input of the signal chain, the noise contribution of the cable driver is negligible as 
 
  Experimental Results 
The ASIC has been realized in a 0 -voltage CMOS process with a total area of 6.1 × 
6.1 mm2, as shown in Fig. 14(a). Fig. 14(b) presents a zoom-in view of one sub-array receiver 
that is matched to a 3 × 
the ASIC consumes only 230 mW, which is less than half of the power budget for a 3-D TEE 
probe. 
Fig. 15(a) shows a fabricated prototype with an integrated 32 × 32 PZT matrix transducer. The 
assembly has been bonded to a daughter PCB to facilitate acoustic measurements (Fig. 15(b)). 
A matching layer and ground foil are applied on top of the PZT matrix. The ground foil is 
directly connected to the ground potential of the ASIC via PCB traces. Bonding wires on the 
periphery of the ASIC are covered by a non-conductive epoxy layer for waterproof.  
-channel sub-array outputs and 64-channel high-voltage transmit inputs are 
connected to a mother-PCB via micro-coaxial cables with a length of 1.5 m. The mother PCB 
is directly mounted on a programmable imaging system (Verasonics V-1 system, Verasonics 
Inc., Redmond, WA), which acquires the RF data from the ASIC and drives high-voltage pulses 
via metal traces in the ASIC to transmit elements in the transducer array. Counting in the 
required power-supply and digital control lines, the total number of cables required for 
connecting the ASIC to the imaging system is around 190. 
experimentally, the results of which are presented in this section.  
 
 
  
 Electrical characterization 
The electrical performance of the proposed LNA architecture has been fully characterized and 
evaluated with a separate test IC [18]. It demonstrates a 9.8 MHz bandwidth, an 81 dB dynamic 
range and an input-
consuming only 0.135 mW per channel. When interfaced with an external, small PZT array 
-efficiency factor 
(NEF) [31] that is 2.5 × better than the prior state-of-the-art [14].  
Fig. 16 shows the measured transfer function of a 3 × 3 sub-array receiver in the ASIC, with a 
uniform delay pattern applied to the sub-array beamformer. Various combinations of 
LNA/PGA gain settings were applied to achieve a programmable mid-band gain ranging from 
24 dB to 24 dB with a gain step of 6 dB. The measured absolute values of the mid-band gain 
levels are approximately 6 dB lower than the theoretical values of the LNA/PGA gain 
combinations, which can mainly be attributed to signal attenuation in the delay line buffers and 
cable drivers and to the attenuation associated with the parasitic capacitance at the 
ming node. This deviation does not deteriorate the imaging quality, as long 
as an adequate SNR can be maintained at the sub-array output by an appropriate selection of 
gain settings. The -3 dB bandwidth is about 6 MHz, ranging from 0.3 MHz to 6.3 MHz. Note 
that the sinc-filtering effect of the sample-and-hold operation in the beamformer also 
contributes to the gain roll-off at higher frequencies, which introduces 4 dB extra attenuation 
at 16.5 MHz (half sampling frequency).  
 
To investigate the output noise level of the sub-array receiver circuits, we use an ASIC without 
integrated transducer matrix, in which all bond-pads for transducer interconnection are 
electrically shorted to ground by means of wire bonding. With the highest LNA and PGA gain 
settings, the electrical output noise density of a 3 × 3 sub-
maximum peak-to-peak output amplitude, the peak SNR at the highest gain setting thus found 
is about 51 dB.  
 
Fig. 17(a) shows the measured output noise spectrum without enabling the mismatch-
scrambling function. Two interference tones appear at fractions of the sampling frequency 
(fS/8, fS/4), which dominate the noise floor and thus reduce the dynamic range. After enabling 
mismatch-scrambling (Fig. 17(b)), these tones get eliminated from the output spectrum, at the 
expense of a small increase in the noise floor.  
 
 
 
The noise power reduction associated with the system-level beamforming has been measured 
by combining the sub-array output signals acquired using the Verasonics system.  Fig. 18 shows 
the measured rms noise voltage after beamforming as a function of the number of sub-arrays. 
Ideally, if the noise at the outputs of the sub-arrays is uncorrelated, the noise power after 
beamforming should decrease inversely proportionally to the number of sub-arrays involved. 
Without mismatch-scrambling, this is not the case, because the sub-array outputs signals are 
dominated by (correlated) mismatch-related tones. With mismatch-scrambling enabled, the 
noise level shows the expected improvement, i.e. decreasing at a slope close to 10 dB/dec, 
provided that randomized seeds are delivered to the different pseudo-range number generators. 
With the same seed used in all sub-arrays, the tones disappear from the output spectrum, but 
the randomized mismatch signals of different sub-array are still correlated and hence are not 
reduced by the averaging operation of the system-level beamformer.  
 Table 1 summarizes the measured electrical performance of the ASIC. A system-level 
comparison with reported works on ASICs for 3-D ultrasound imaging is given in Table 2. Our 
ASIC achieves both the best power-efficiency in receiving and the highest integration density.  
RX Supply voltage Analog: 1.8 V  Digital: 1.4 V  
Total power 
228.9 mW 
Analog: 190 mW Digital: 38.9 mW 
-3 dB Bandwidth 6 MHz 
Input-referred noise density 
@ 5 MHz* 
w/o mismatch-scrambling: 1.0 mPa/ Hz 
with mismatch-scrambling: 2.0 mPa/ Hz (worst 
case**) 
RX sensitivity  
Gain steps -12/-6/0/6/12/18/24/30/36 dB 
HD2 43 dBc @ 300 mV peak-to-peak output, 5 MHz  
TX 
Max. peak-to-peak TX pulse 
voltage  
50 V 
(Generated by Verasonics and transmitted via the 
ASIC) 
TX efficiency ~6 kPa/V @ 5 cm 
*Calculated as sub-array output noise density / measured voltage gain at 5 MHz.  
**The measured input-referred noise with the mismatch-scrambling function enabled varies with different delay patterns because of a 
systematic mismatch in the layout of S/H delay lines, which could be optimized by a better layout. 
   [5]  [12]  [9] [10] This work 
Process 1.5 µm HV 0.25 µm HV 0.18 µm HV 0.18 µm LV 0.18 µm LV 
Transducer CMUT CMUT CMUT PZT PZT 
Array size 16 × 16 32 × 32 16 × 16 9 × 12 32 × 32 
Center freq. 5 MHz 5 MHz 5 MHz 5 MHz 5 MHz 
Element Pitch 250 µm 250 µm 250 µm 200 µm 150 µm 
 No No No No Yes 
Beamform 
Function 
TX TX Off-chip RX Sub-
array 
RX Sub-array 
# of TX el. 256 960 256 N/A 64 
# of RX el. 32 64 256 81 864 
Imaging 
depth 
7.5 cm 7.5 cm 7.5 cm N/A 10 cm 
Volume rate 5* volume/s 5* volume/s 62.5 volume/s N/A 40  300** 
volume/s 
Integration 
method 
Flip-chip 
bonding Via 
Interposer 
Flip-chip 
bonding 
Flip-chip 
bonding Via 
Interposer 
Direct 
Integration 
Direct 
Integration 
ASIC size 10 × 6 mm2 9.2 × 9.2 
mm2 
6 × 5.5 mm2 3.2 × 3.8 
mm2 
6.1 × 6.1 
mm2 
RX power/el. 9 mW 4.5 mW 1.4 mW 0.44 mW 0.27 mW 
*Limited by the PCIe interface between Verasonics and the host PC. 
**Estimated frame rate for a real-time implementation on a Verasonics Vantage system. 
 Acoustic experiments 
The fabricated prototype shown in Fig. 15 was immersed in a water tank (Fig. 19) for the 
evaluation of its acoustic performance. To measure the transmit efficiency of the center sub-
array, all 64 TX elements were driven simultaneously by the Verasonics system and the 
pressure was measured at 5 cm using a hydrophone. With a 50 V excitation, a transmit pressure 
of 300 kPa was measured, leading to a transmit efficiency of about 6 kPa/V.  
To characterize the receive beam-steering function of the ASIC, a single element transducer of 
0.5-inch diameter and 5 MHz central frequency (Olympus) has been used as an external source, 
which generates a quasi-continuous plane wave at the surface of the prototype transducer. The 
prototype was mounted on a rotating stage and turned from -50o to +50o with a steps of 2o. The 
delays of sub-array beamformers in the ASIC were programmed successively to steer the sub-
arrays maximum sensitivity towards 0 , 17 and 37 . The corresponding measured sub-array 
beam-profiles, shown in Fig. 20, are in good agreement with expectations, with the peak of the 
beams corresponding well to the programmed steering angles. 
  
   
 Imaging results 
To demonstrate the 3-D imaging capability of the prototype, a pattern of seven point scatterers 
(six steel balls and one needle), forming 
approximately 35 mm in front of the transducer array. A diverging wave was transmitted from 
the prototype, using a pulse of 18 V (peak-to-peak), generated by the Verasonics systems and 
applied to the transmit sub-array through the connections on the ASIC. A 3-D volume image 
was re-constructed by combining the sub-array output signals recorded using the Verasonics 
system from multiple transmit-receive events, and rendered to get a frontal view of the point 
scatterers (Fig. 21(b)), which clearly shows the layout of the scatterers.  
 
 
Currently, the 3-D image reconstruction has been done offline and 169 transmit-receive events 
were used to generate one volume as shown in Fig. 21(b) [32]. In a future real-time 
implementation, this would correspond to a frame rate of 44.4 volumes per second for an 
imaging depth of 10 cm. When the daisy-chain mode for delay-pattern programming is enabled, 
the frame rate reduces to about 40 volumes per second. We have also noted that volumes can 
be reconstructed from at minimum 25 transmit-receive events, at the cost of slightly degraded 
image quality [32]. This results in a frame rate of 300 volumes per second in the fast imaging 
mode.  
 Conclusions 
A front-end ASIC with an co-integrated 32 × 32 PZT matrix transducer has been design and 
implemented to enable next-generation miniature ultrasound probes for real-time 3-D 
transesophageal echocardiography. The transducer array is split into a transmit and a receive 
sub-array to facilitate the power and area optimization of the ASIC. To address the critical 
challenge of cable-count reduction, sub-array receive beamforming is realized in the ASIC with 
a highly-compact and power-efficient circuit-level implementation, which utilizes the 
mismatch-scrambling technique to optimize the dynamic range. A power- and area-efficient 
LNA architecture is proposed to further optimize the performance. Based on these techniques, 
the ASIC demonstrates state-of-the-art power and area efficiency, and has been successfully 
applied in 3-D imaging experiments.  
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Multiline 3D beamforming using micro-beamformed 
datasets for pediatric transesophageal 
echocardiography 
Until now, no matrix transducer has been realized for 3D transesophageal 
echocardiography (TEE) in pediatric patients. In 3D TEE with a matrix transducer, the 
biggest challenges are to connect a large number of elements to a standard ultrasound 
system, and to achieve a high volume rate (>200 Hz). To address these issues, we have 
recently developed a prototype miniaturized matrix transducer for pediatric patients 
with micro-beamforming and a small central transmitter. In this paper we propose two 
multiline parallel 3D beamforming techniques (µBF25 and µBF169) using the micro-
beamformed datasets from 25 and 169 transmit events to achieve volume rates of 300 Hz 
and 44 Hz, respectively. Both the realizations use angle-weighted combination of the 
neighboring overlapping sub-volumes to avoid artifacts due to sharp intensity changes 
introduced by parallel beamforming. In simulation, the image quality in terms of the 
width of the Point spread function (PSF), lateral shift invariance and mean clutter level 
for volumes produced by µBF25 and µBF169 are similar to the idealized beamforming 
using a conventional single-line acquisition with a fully-sampled matrix transducer 
(FS4k, 4225 transmit events). For completeness, we also investigated a 9 transmit-scheme 
(3×3) that allows even higher frame rates but found worse B-mode image quality with our 
probe. The simulations were experimentally verified by acquiring the µBF datasets from 
the prototype using a Verasonics V1 research ultrasound system. For both µBF169 and 
µBF25, the experimental PSFs were similar to the simulated PSFs, but in the 
experimental PSFs, the clutter level was ~10 dB higher. Results indicate that the proposed 
multiline 3D beamforming techniques with the prototype matrix transducer are 
promising candidates for real-time pediatric 3D TEE.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Introduction 
 Pediatric Transesophageal Echocardiography 
Transesophageal Echocardiography (TEE) allows imaging of the heart from the esophagus, 
avoiding artifacts due to the lungs and the rib cage. A few years ago, a MicroMulti TEE (µTEE) 
[1] probe was introduced primarily for neonatal and pediatric applications [2]. The µTEE probe 
has shown to be successful in imaging infant patients with weights as low as 1.7 kg without 
any major difficulties [1], [2]. Additionally, due to its small size, the µTEE probe is very useful 
for monitoring adults undergoing catheter ablation for atrial fibrillation and atrial septal defects, 
without sedation [3], [4]. This probe can also be used for diagnosing hemodynamically unstable 
patients in intensive care units [5]. Even though the µTEE probe is very useful for real-time 2D 
imaging, it is incapable of performing real-time 3D imaging of the heart.  
Recently, real-time three dimensional TEE (3D TEE) has become an indispensable diagnostic 
modality to examine the complex 3D cardiac anatomy and function [6], [7]. In addition to that, 
3D TEE helps to guide and monitor surgical and catheter-based interventions [8], [9]. At 
present, for 3D TEE in adults, a number of matrix TEE probes (Philips X7-2t [10], Siemens 
V5M TEE [11], GE 6VT-D [12]) are commercially available. These matrix TEE probes are 
suitable for real-time acquisition and live 3D display in adults. However, they are much larger 
in size than a µTEE probe and therefore cannot be used in pediatric patients. Also, without full 
anesthesia, the 3D TEE probes are not suitable for long-term monitoring in adults, due to patient 
discomfort. Additionally, pediatric patients in general have higher heart rates than adults, and 
to accurately image the moving cardiac structures, a higher volume rate is required. Although 
a volume rate >40 Hz is already sufficient for B-mode imaging, for advanced applications such 
as 3D particle image velocimetry or speckle tracking higher volume rates (~200 Hz) are 
required. Moreover, to measure electromechanical wave propagation through the Purkinje 
fibers and myocardium and the resulting transient motion of the heart wall, a frame rate higher 
than 200 Hz is mandatory [13], [14]. Hence, if a matrix TEE probe with similar dimensions as 
the µTEE probe with the capability of high frame rate volume imaging would be available, it 
could be used both as a pediatric probe as well as an adult probe for long-term monitoring. 
 Challenges in real-time 3D imaging 
There are two major challenges in real-time 3D ultrasound imaging using a matrix transducer. 
The first challenge is to achieve a sufficiently high frame rate. The second challenge is the 
enormous number of transducer elements and the limited number of transmit/receive channels 
to connect these with the ultrasound system. Both challenges are interrelated.  
The first challenge has generally been addressed from the early days of 3D imaging [15], [16] 
through parallel beamforming. In classical ultrasound, one image line is constructed from one 
transmit, along a narrow transmit beam. In volumetric imaging, where thousands of lines are 
needed for one volume, this is prohibitive. The attainable frame rate can be increased 
considerably by using wide (either plane or diverging) transmit beams and reconstructing 
multiple receive scanlines in parallel from each transmission [17] [21].  
To address the second challenge, sparse arrays, multiplexing and micro-beamforming (or sub-
array beamforming) have been proposed. Sparse arrays [22] are known to produce poor image 
quality, and multiplexing is in direct conflict with the first challenge. 3D imaging with micro-
beamforming [23], [24] can result in good images while reducing the receive channel count 
considerably. The principle of micro-beamforming is to subdivide the array into groups of N 
neighboring elements and to achieve pre-steering by applying micro-delays to the element 
signals before summing them, thus producing a single partially beamformed or micro-
beamformed RF signal (µBRF) per group. This step is typically performed within a front-end 
ASIC, and reduction in channel count by a factor N is thereby achieved. An external ultrasound 
scanner then receives the micro-beamformed RF signals from all sub-arrays and performs a 
delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming to achieve full dynamic receive focusing (DRF).  
Recently, a high frame rate 3D imaging scheme using diverging transmit waves with a GE 
6VT-D TEE probe comprising of micro-beamforming capabilities has been proposed in [25]. 
In that work, it was shown that with only 9 diverging transmit waves (3×3 in lateral and 
elevation directions) and receive pre-steering co-aligned with the transmit beam directions, a 
volume with 70°×70° sector can be produced at volume rates of ~600 Hz with an image quality 
suitable for Tissue Doppler Imaging, but not for the best B-mode images. In this paper we will 
also investigate the suitability of such an imaging scheme with 3×3 beams for a prototype 
matrix transducer described below. 
 Parallel beamforming 
Parallel beamforming was first proposed in [15] to achieve high frame rate volumetric imaging. 
Although the parallel beamforming technique enables imaging at high frame rate, it produces 
images with compromised image quality. In parallel beamforming, the scanlines from one 
transmission show higher correlation among themselves than with scanlines from neighboring 
transmissions. This results in an imaging artifact: sharp intensity changes at the transition 
between the scanlines from different transmissions. We refer to these artifacts as crossover 
artifacts. Several approaches have been proposed [17] [19] to overcome the latter two 
limitations of parallel beamforming for 2D imaging using both linear array and phased array 
transducers. It has been shown that these crossover artifacts can be avoided by synthesizing 
transmit beams through interpolation of the unfocused received signals prior to the 
beamforming [17]. For a phased array, spatial compounding of the beamformed scanlines from 
multiple transmissions has been proposed to suppress these artifacts [19]. Thus, it is possible 
to avoid the crossover artifacts by combining the beamformed scanlines from neighboring 
transmissions. 
 Prototype miniaturized matrix TEE transducer 
We have recently designed and realized a matrix TEE transducer [26] with small dimensions 
suitable for pediatric 3D TEE and/or for long-term monitoring in adults. This design has the 
capability of parallel beamforming for high frame rate 3D imaging. It features a receive 
aperture similar to the 2D µTEE (5 × 5 mm2), and a very small central transmit aperture, capable 
of generating broad transmit beams suitable for parallel beamforming. It is equipped with an 
ASIC for micro-beamforming to reduce the receive channel count and achieve a pre-steering 
capability.  
None of the previously proposed parallel beamforming approaches is directly suitable for this 
prototype matrix transducer, given its transmitter-receiver layout and pre-steering capability. 
Therefore, the aim of this paper is the design and assessment of a suitable parallel beamforming 
scheme that can achieve good image quality and sufficiently high volume rate (>200 Hz) with 
this type of transducer.  
 Proposed 3D beamforming schemes  
The prototype transducer has a small transmit aperture, therefore it can suitably generate wide 
transmit beams. The wide transmit beams help in achieving high frame rate imaging using 
parallel beamforming but lead to reduced image quality. Furthermore, the receive pre-steering 
is limited to only 25 fixed directions in 3D space. In practice, this means that for each 
acquisition we have to choose the direction of pre-steering from the 25 directions and transmit 
a wide beam in an appropriate direction. We call this a transmit-receive event (tx-rx event). 
Hence, to achieve good-quality 3D images at a high frame rate, we need to find a 3D 
beamforming scheme that requires a minimal number of tx-rx events and also minimizes the 
image artifacts. In this paper, we investigated four parallel-beamforming schemes utilizing the 
high frame rate capabilities of the prototype transducer, and compare their performance in 
terms of image quality and frame rate. The first scheme requires 25 tx-rx events per volume, 
the second one 169 tx-rx events, and the third and the fourth scheme require only 9 tx-rx events 
per volume. To suppress sharp intensity changes in the proposed scheme, the scanlines for the 
final volume are produced by linearly combining the scanlines of the sub-volumes from 
neighboring tx-rx events. We refer to this scheme as sub-volume crossfading. As a result, all 
the beamforming schemes avoid the imaging artifacts due to the sharp intensity changes while 
switching from one transmission to the other. All of the proposed schemes can produce volume 
images at a high frame rate (>40 Hz) by utilizing the broad transmissions and the limited 
number of pre-steering directions. We compare the image quality and frame rate of the 
proposed beamforming schemes with an ideal but slow 3D beamforming technique (4225 
scanlines; one tx-rx event per scanline). The ideal 3D beamforming is performed in simulation 
using a hypothetical fully sampled (FS) matrix transducer of the same size and transmitter-
receiver layout as the prototype transducer. 
 Structure of the paper 
A detailed description of the prototype matrix transducer, the two proposed 3D beamforming 
techniques and the idealized 3D beamforming technique are presented in Section 6.2. Section 
6.2 also describes the setup of numerical simulations and experimental validation with an 
ultrasound research scanner. Section 6.3 compares the image quality of the 3D beamforming 
schemes in simulations and experiments. The paper ends with a discussion of the results of the 
beamforming schemes as well as future work regarding real-time 3D TEE using the prototype 
matrix transducer. 
 Materials and Methods 
 Description of the prototype matrix transducer 
We have recently designed and realized a prototype miniaturized matrix TEE transducer [26] 
with dimensions similar to a 2D µTEE probe: a 5 × 5 mm2 aperture consisting of 32 × 32 
individual PZT elements. The element pitch is 150 µm and the center frequency is 5 MHz. The 
transducer array is constructed by dicing a bulk piezo-electrical material (3203HD, CTS 
Corporation, Albuquerque, MN, USA) with a dicing kerf width of 20 µm. The PZT stack is 
mounted directly on top of a front-end ASIC using the PZT-on-CMOS integration scheme 
described in [27]. For simplification of the electronics design, the transmit and receive elements 
are completely separated electrically. 
Figure 1 shows the layout of transmit and receive elements. The transducer has a very small 
transmit aperture area (1.2×1.2 mm2), consisting of 8×8 elements at the center. These transmit 
elements are wired out directly to an ultrasound scanner. The transmit array is capable of 
steering to any direction in 3D space, but due to the small aperture size, the natural focus is 
shallow. Hence, the array cannot focus at a relevant depth; it produces wide transmit beams 
suitable for parallel beamforming, selectively steered in 3D space. The 864 receive elements 
are connected directly to the front-end ASIC for micro-beamforming [26]. The receive 
elements are divided into 96 sub-arrays of 3 × 3 elements. The signals from each element of a 
sub-array are delayed with analog delays and summed by a micro-beamformer in the front-end 
ASIC. The micro-beamformers reduce the number of cables by a factor of 9. Thus, the 864 
receive elements of the prototype are funneled into 96 sub-arrays, and their signals are fed to 
the receive channels of an external ultrasound scanner. In this paper, the output signals of all 
sub-arrays for one tx-rx event are referred to as a µBRF dataset. The analog delays for elements 
in a sub-array can be programmed from 30 ns up to 180 ns in steps of 30 ns. These analog 
delays can steer an individual sub-array to angles of 0°, ±17°, and ±37° in both lateral and 
elevation directions. Thus, by using the micro-beamforming, the receiver can be pre-steered to 
25 fixed directions in the 3D space. 
  
 
 Parallel beamforming with pre-steering 
The 3D parallel beamforming schemes are performed in three steps. In the first step, the receive 
sub-arrays are pre-steered to one of the 25 fixed directions. A diverging transmit beam is 
steered to the same direction or to an adjacent direction, and the 96-channel µBRF dataset is 
acquired. In the second step, DAS beamforming is applied to the µBRF dataset to produce a 
sub-volume of 3D beamformed scanlines. To cover a desired volume, these two steps are 
repeated several times to generate overlapping 3D sub-volumes, each from a different tx-rx 
event. In the third step, each scanline in the final volume is produced by selecting and/or 
combining scanlines from the sub-volumes reconstructed using the µBRF datasets of the 
neighboring tx-rx events. 
The pre-steered received beams from a single sub-array of the prototype have an opening angle 
of ~50°. Although it is possible to reconstruct a full volume using only one acquired µBRF 
dataset, the image intensity will be the best in the proximity of the pre-steering direction. 
Additionally, such a single-event µBRF contains grating lobes due to large pitch (1.5 ) between 
sub-arrays. Hence, to minimize the amplitude variation in the final volume and to suppress 
grating lobes, transmissions are steered to the angles close to the pre-steering directions. A 
single sub-volume consisting of only a pre-defined set of scanlines is produced using a BRF 
dataset received from a single tx-rx event. Figure 2 shows an example of parallel beamforming 
along with receive pre-steering. In this figure, the regions correspond to the 25 receive pre-
steering directions. Figure 2(a) depicts one tx-rx event and its beamformed scanlines. In this 
example, the receive sub-arrays are pre-steered to an angle  = (0°,17°), where  is the 
angle in lateral direction ( ), and  is the angle in elevation direction ( ). 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A diverging transmit beam is then steered to the same angle  = (0°,17°). After that, the 
µBRF dataset of this tx-rx event is used to reconstruct the RF scanlines of the region, as 
highlighted in Figure 2(a). To reconstruct a volume covering 45 , both in lateral and elevation 
directions, the scanlines for all the 25 regions are reconstructed. This switching from one tx-rx 
event to the other for reconstructing individual regions leads to image artifacts in the form of 
sharp intensity changes and speckle discontinuities at the region borders, which was not 
covered in earlier methods of parallel beamforming in presence of micro-beamforming [25]. 
 Proposed parallel beamforming with 25 tx-rx events (µBF25) 
To minimize the image artifacts due to µBRF switching, we combined the scanlines produced 
from the µBRF dataset of the neighboring directions, as shown in Figure 2(b). Hence, each 
scanline at an angle ( ) in the final volume  was produced as a weighted sum of the 
scanlines for that angle from the sub-volumes of adjacent tx-rx events: 
                      (1) 
with , 
where  is the scanline corresponding to the th tx-rx event steered to ( . The 
weight  is constructed using coefficients from a Hanning window and assigned to the scanline 
at ( ) based on its proximity to the direction .  is chosen such that for each scanline 
in ,  contains a set of maximum four neighboring tx-rx events from the available 25 tx-rx 
events. Thus, the µBF25 technique performs a weighted sum of corresponding scanlines from 
the adjacent tx-rx events to produce a volume with minimized image artifacts. Figure (b) 
illustrates how all the scanlines within the dotted rectangle are built as a linear combination 
from the same four tx-rx events. 
 
 Proposed parallel beamforming with 169 tx-rx events (µBF169) 
As mentioned, the pre-steered receive beams from a single sub-array have an opening angle of 
~53°, and the transmit beam had an opening angle of ~17° (at -3 dB level). Hence, a pre-steered 
receive beam overlaps not only with the transmission to its own pre-steering direction but also 
with the transmissions to the neighboring directions. These overlaps between the pre-steering 
receive beam and the neighboring transmissions imply that those tx-rx events contain relevant 
information of scatterers within that zone. To exploit that additional information, we propose 
an alternative 3D beamforming technique with 169 tx-rx events to achieve improved image 
quality. Accordingly, each scanline at an angle ( ) in the final volume  was produced using 
scanlines from all the adjacent tx-rx events, as shown in Figure 3, using  
                (2) 
with                    
  and   
where  is the scanline corresponding to the th tx-rx event. For the th tx-rx event, 
the angle of transmission  and the angle of receive pre-steering , together 
determine  i.e. the size of the region of reconstruction. For a scanline at , the weight  
is determined based on the deviation from  and . For each scanline,  
contains a set of 16 neighboring tx-rx events from the total 169 tx-rx events. 
 Proposed parallel beamforming with 9 tx-rx events (µBF9) 
To achieve higher frame rate than µBF25, we explored possible parallel beamforming using 
less than 25 tx-rx events. Because of the wide opening angle of the transmit beams and the 
receive beams from the sub-arrays, it is possible to cover an entire volume (of 90°×90° viewing 
angle) with only 9 tx-rx events and achieve a volume rate even higher than µBF25. For volume 
reconstruction with 9 tx-rx events, considering the transmit direction to be the same as pre-
steering direction, we chose the transmit steering and receive pre-steering angles to the central 
direction and either to ±17° or ±37° in both lateral and elevation directions. Both in the 
proposed µBF9 with ±17° (µBF9n) and µBF9 with ±37° (µBF9w), to produce the final volume, 
angle weighted linear combination similar to µBF25 was applied to avoid the image artifacts.  
 Ideal DAS with fully-sampled matrix transducer (FS4k) 
To compare the performance of the proposed beamforming techniques with an ideal DAS 3D 
beamforming, an idealized FS matrix transducer was simulated with all settings similar to the 
prototype transducer, such as the pitch, center frequency and the number and configuration of 
transmit and receive elements (Table 1). All transmit and receive elements in the FS transducer, 
however, were individually addressable (no micro-beamforming, all elements wired out). To 
achieve the best image quality with the given transmit and receive aperture, for each scanline 
in the volume one tx-rx event was used, where both transmit and receive were steered in the 
exact direction of the scanline, with the narrowest possible transmit beam. For such a small 
receive aperture size (5×5 mm2, with natural focus at 20 mm), DRF will not make any 
difference in the image quality beyond 20 mm. Therefore, in receive, instead of DRF, we used 
fixed focusing at 40 mm depth. To reconstruct 65×65 scanlines, 4225 tx-rx events were needed. 
 
For all the 3D beamforming schemes, the final volume in Cartesian coordinates was produced 
by performing envelope detection, logarithmic compression and scan conversion on the volume 
in  domain (where  represents depth). The performance of the beamforming schemes 
was then compared for image quality.  
For an imaging depth of 10 cm (and thus a PRF of 7.5 kHz) and scan angle of ±45° in lateral 
and elevation directions, FS4k will yield a volume rate of 1.78 Hz. For the same imaging depth, 
µBF25 can achieve a volume rate of 300 Hz. Both µBF9 methods can achieve a volume rate 
of 833.4 Hz, which is even higher than µBF25. The proposed µBF169 requires about 7 times 
more transmissions than µBF25 and thus can achieve a volume rate of 44.4 Hz. 
 Simulation and experimental setup 
The proposed 3D beamforming schemes were examined using simulations in FieldII [28] and 
verified by post-processing of µBRF datasets, acquired from the prototype transducer with a 
commercial research ultrasound system. The simulations were performed with a model of our 
prototype matrix transducer using similar properties [26]. The image quality was determined 
based on the following criteria: clutter levels, uniformity of intensity distribution and width of 
point spread function (PSF) in lateral and elevation directions.  
  
The FieldII simulations of the proposed techniques were carried out with the transducer 
parameters and imaging parameters as shown in Table 1. The impulse response of the 
transducer was modelled as a 2 cycle sinusoid. The transducer excitation was a 3 cycle sinusoid 
tone burst. The image quality was determined by simulating different sets of point scatterers 
located at several positions in 3D space. The widths of PSFs were determined by simulating 
five point scatterers on the C-plane at 20 mm depth as shown in Figure 4. One of the five 
scatterers was placed at the center, the others were placed at extreme positions (±8.5 mm) in 
and Y direction.  
The clutter level and uniformity of intensity distribution were examined by placing a scatterer 
at 65 consecutive positions on a 20 mm C-plane, with its lateral position ranging between -16 
mm and 16 mm. for each scatterer position, an entire volume was reconstructed to determine 
the clutter level and uniformity of the intensity distribution. 
 
 Parameters Value 
Transducer Center frequency  4.5 MHz 
Number of transmit elements 64 
Number of receive elements 864 
Pitch 150 µm 
Number of receive sub-arrays 96 
Receive sub-array pitch 450 µm 
 Simulation parameters Pulse duration 0.6 µs 
Apodization Box-car 
Sampling frequency 100 MHz 
Transmit focus -1.2 mm 
Receive focus 40 mm 
Imaging depth 60 mm 
Transmit steering angles 0°, ±17° and ±37° in 
lateral and elevation 
and all 65×65 angles 
for FS4k  
3D reconstruction Number of scanlines 65×65 
Scan angle ±45° 
  
A. Width of PSF 
For all the methods, the lateral and elevation PSFs were exactly the same because of the 
symmetric layout of the transducer elements in both directions. Hence, for all the volumes 
produced in simulations, we report only the width of the PSFs in the lateral direction from the 
response of the point scatterers in the central position. In simulation, to estimate the 
performance of the proposed 3D beamforming techniques, the widths of PSFs in the lateral and 
elevation directions were computed at -6 dB and at -20 dB and compared with FS4k.    
B. Shift invariance 
For multiline reconstruction, uniformity of the intensity distribution over 3D space may be 
compromised (as shown by the imaging artifact mentioned in 6.2). In general, this is referred 
to as spatial shift variance or translation (in) variance: if the probe is moved with respect to the 
scatterers, the image should only translate, and not change in any other way. To estimate 
uniformity of the intensity distribution, we determined the normalized maximum intensity of 
the individual PSFs (corresponding to each of the 65 scatterer positions) with respect to the 
maximum intensity of the central scatterer position.  
C. Clutter level 
Clutter is an artifact in ultrasound images that appears as diffuse echoes superimposed on the 
received signals of interest. In our PSF measurement, we considered all echoes outside of the -
20 dB edge of the main lobe as clutter. For each volume reconstruction technique, the mean 
clutter level was calculated by taking an average of the clutter level for each 65 volumes 
produced from the 65 positions of a single point scatterer between -20 mm to +20 mm in the 
lateral direction. 
 Experimental setup 
To investigate the performance of the proposed 3D beamforming schemes, data were acquired 
by connecting the prototype matrix transducer [26] to a Verasonics V1 ultrasound system 
(Verasonics Inc. Kirkland, Washington, USA). The experiment was done with seven point 
scatterers (six steel balls and one needle) in water, placed on a C-plane at a depth of 35 mm. 
For each tx-rx event, the delays corresponding to a pre-steering angle were loaded to the ASIC, 
using an external FPGA. A diverging transmit beam was then steered to the desired direction 
and the µBRF dataset received by the sub-arrays was acquired. The diverging transmit beams 
were produced by placing the transmission focus behind the transducer at -1.2 mm, and the 
transducer excitation was a 3 cycle sinusoid tone burst. Appropriate transmit delays for 
focusing and steering were generated by the Verasonics and applied to the individual transmit 
elements of the prototype transducer. For each tx-rx event, the µBRF dataset was acquired with 
fixed gain settings, at 18 MHz sampling rate and stored for post-processing. Before 3D 
beamforming, the µBRF datasets were filtered with a band-pass filter of 100% bandwidth with 
4.5 MHz center frequency.  
 Results 
 Simulation results 
  
Image intensity of a full volume reconstructed using a single µBRF dataset acquired for a 
specific tx-rx event will be the best in the proximity of the transmit and pre-steering direction. 
Figure 5 shows the 2D slices (located at 0° elevation angle) of the two simulated polar volume 
images reconstructed for the five point scatterers (shown in Figure 4) using µBRF datasets 
acquired from two different tx-rx events. For both of the two tx-rx events, transmissions were 
steered to (0°,0°). However, the pre-steering directions for the two volume images were (-
37°,0°) and (0°,0°). The images are shown in polar coordinates for easier interpretation of 
sidelobes and clutter. The point scatterer at -8.5 mm (at -23° in Figure 5) in the lateral direction 
is brighter in Figure 5(b) than in Figure 5(c). Furthermore, in Figure 5(b), the intensity of the 
central scatterer was highest compared to the other scatterers that were away from the center. 
Additionally, in Figure 5(b) the central scatterer appeared to be asymmetric, and the scatterer 
at +23° was completely obscured by the clutter from the scatterer at -23°. This clutter was 
caused by the grating lobes produced due to the pre-steering to (-37°, 0°). Thus, Figure 5 shows 
that for a given tx-rx event only a defined 3D region close to the transmit and pre-steering 
direction has high intensity; all the other regions in the 3D space suffer from poor intensity and 
clutter. This uneven intensity distribution and clutter suggest that only the defined illuminated 
sub-volume (closer to the transmit and pre-steering direction) should be reconstructed from 
each tx-rx event; and thus, multiple tx-rx events should be used to reconstruct the final volume 
to achieve better image quality. 
  
  
For each tx-rx event, the quality of the volume image in terms of intensity is the best close to 
the pre-steering direction. Therefore, as described in Section 2.2, a complete volume ranging 
±45° in both lateral and elevation directions was produced using 25 tx-rx events. Figure 6 
shows polar volume images sliced into two 2D planes located at 0° lateral angle and at 0° 
elevation angle. The volumes were reconstructed with point scatterers located at the same 
positions as in Figure 5. These images contain sharp boundaries introduced by the transition 
from one tx-rx event to the other at 9° and 23°. The image artifacts caused by the sharp 
boundaries are indicated by arrows. Since these artifacts are not acceptable in clinical practice, 
we consider combining overlapped µBRF datasets in the following sections. 
 
 
  
Figure 7 shows 2D polar planes sliced from polar volume images at 0° elevation angle for 
µBF25, µBF169, µBF9n, µBF9w, and FS4k. Unlike the images produced using simple parallel 
beamforming (in Figure 6), in all the five images produced by µBF25, µBF169, two µBF9 and 
FS4k, we do not see the crossover artifacts described before. However, µBF9 with both ±17° 
and ±37° produce images degraded with off-axis energy. In Figure 7(c), for µBF9n, off-axis 
energy for the central scatterer is visible at extreme angles.  
In Figure 7(d), for µBF9w, the scatterers at ±23° are less intense and degraded by off-axis 
energies. Hence, both the µBF9 techniques produced images with inferior image quality 
compared to µBF25 and µBF169. For quantitative comparison between the PSFs of these 3D 
beamforming schemes, the angular intensity profile of the central point scatterer along the 
lateral direction at 20 mm depth and 0° elevation angle are plotted in Figure 8. It can be 
observed that the angular widths at -6 dB for all the five methods are almost the same (~4°). 
However, µBF169 produced slightly lower (~2 dB) sidelobes and µBF9w produced slightly 
higher sidelobes than all other beamforming methods. The lateral angular width of the PSF at 
-20 dB for µBF9n [Figure 7(c)] is similar to µBF25 [Figure 7(a)]. However, at wider angles, 
the PSF for µBF9n shows the highest clutter level among all other beamforming. The lateral 
angular width of the PSF at -20 dB for µBF25 is ~2° wider than both µBF169 [Figure 7(b)] 
and FS4k [Figure 7(e)]. Thus, considering the widths of the PSFs µBF169 performs better than 
all other proposed high frame rate beamforming methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
Figure 9 shows the maximum intensity for the 65 point scatterer locations with respect to the 
maximum intensity of the central scatterer position located on the C-plane at 20 mm and 
simulated using µBF25, µBF169 and FS4k. For FS4k, the normalized maximum intensities of 
the scatterers were almost uniform (with a gradual decrease with increase in angle and minor 
variations). However, for both µBF25 and µBF169 sharp intensity drops were visible at four 
locations. A drop of ~4 dB was observed for the point scatterer located at ±25°, and a drop of 
~3 dB was observed for the point scatterer at ±9°. In addition to that, a drop of ~7 dB was 
observed for the point scatterer at ±45°. For both µBF25 and µBF169, the point scatterers at 
±17° and ±37° on the fixed C-plane had similar intensities compared to FS4k. In terms of 
uniformity of intensity distribution, both µBF25 and µBF169 performed relatively poorer than 
FS4k. However, there were no significant differences observed between the performance of 
µBF25 and µBF169.  
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The intensity drops for µBF25 and µBF169 were present due to the fixed receive pre-steering 
and transmit directions causing lower sensitivity at the interposed angles. It is evident that the 
intensity drops for µBF9n and µBF9w were more severe, as the angular gap between 
consecutive tx-rx directions was even larger than µBF25 and µBF169. For a clearer 
representation, we did not show those intensity profiles in Figure 9. To compensate for the 
intensity variation, both in µBF25 and µBF169, the beamformed RF lines were weighted with 
the inverse of the intensity profiles. The weights for the polar volume data were computed using 
a linear interpolation on the weights for the 65 lateral positions. From Figure 9, it can be 
observed that after the compensation, the corrected intensity profiles for both µBF25 and 
µBF169 (intensity plots marked with triangles and circles) were uniform. The slight variation 
in the final normalized intensity levels could be due to a minor numerical imprecision while 
interpolating the weights for the polar volume data. Similar to µBF25 and µBF169, the required 
intensity compensation was also applied to correct the intensity drops in µBF9n and µBF9w. 
In practice, this compensation will lower the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the lines that needed 
a relatively large gain compensation. 
 
 
For the analysis of the lateral shift invariance, Figure 10 shows five contour plots obtained after 
stacking the intensity compensated PSFs for 65 lateral positions using all the five beamforming 
schemes. In such a plot, a perfect lateral shift invariant beamforming technique should yield a 
uniform diagonal structure. These plots show that among the five techniques, as expected, FS4k 
[Figure 10(e)] is the best in terms of shift invariance and both µBF9n [Figure 10(c)] and µBF9w 
[Figure 10(d)] are worse. For both µBF9n and µBF9w, the point scatterers around the center 
(in between -20° and 20°) show larger shift variances. Both µBF25 [Figure 10(a)] and µBF169 
[Figure 10(b)] had larger shift variances for the point scatterers at the interposed angles (at ±9° 
and ±25°) due to the fixed receive pre-steering and transmit directions. However, µBF169 is 
slightly less lateral shift variant than µBF25. Although intensity compensation yielded uniform 
maximum intensities at different positions, it increased the clutter levels at the interposed 
angles. However, as expected from the previous results (shown in Figure 8), all the three 
techniques were almost equally lateral shift invariant when considered until -20 dB. 
  
Figure 11 shows the mean clutter levels for the 65 point scatters located on the C-plane at 20 
mm and simulated using µBF25, µBF169 and FS4k. From the figure, it can be observed that 
the profile of the mean clutter levels was quite uniform for FS4k. However, for both µBF25 
and µBF169, the profiles of the mean clutter levels had valleys at the pre-steering angles and 
peaks at the interposed angles (±9°, ±25°). The mean clutter levels for µBF25 were ~2 dB 
higher than µBF169. It can also be observed that the average of the mean clutter levels over 
different lateral positions for both µBF25 and µBF169 was ~-77 dB. The average of the mean 
clutter levels for FS4k was ~2 dB lower than µBF25, µBF169. It is obvious from Figure 10 
that the mean clutter level for the two µBF9 methods will be higher than others, therefore, we 
have not shown them in Figure 11. 
 Experimental results 
  
Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b) show the positions of the 7 point scatterers (six steel balls and 
one needle) of the phantom, Figure 12(c) and Figure 12(d) show the corresponding volume 
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rendered images using µBF25 and µBF169 of this phantom placed on a C-plane at 35 mm with 
40 dB dynamic range. In both Figure 12(c) and (d), the positions of the point scatterers 
accurately matched with the actual positions of the scatterers. However, from Figure 12, it can 
be observed that the clutter level in volume rendered image using µBF25 is slightly higher than 
the image using µBF169 [indicated by arrows in Figure 12(c) and (d)]. The needle (scatterer 4) 
did not have a steel ball on the top, so in the rendered images it appeared with less intensity. In 
the rendered images, for each scatterer, one main lobe and four sidelobes (in both lateral and 
elevation directions) were observed. The skewed appearance of the sidelobes was caused by 
few non-working receive sub-arrays in the prototype transducer. We have observed the same 
pattern of the sidelobes in simulation with the absence of those non-working sub-arrays. Similar 
to the simulation results, in experimental results, µBF25 produce volume images with similar 
appearance as µBF169 but with somewhat higher clutter levels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b) show the PSFs in lateral and elevation directions for the central 
scatterer of µBF25 and µBF169 from the phantom measurement and the simulation of µBF169. 
From these figures, it can be observed that the widths of the main lobe at -6 dB, in both lateral 
and elevation directions from the measurement are ~4°, which are the same as the widths from 
the simulation (as shown in Figure 8). However, for lateral direction, the sidelobe levels in both 
µBF169 and µBF25 are ~2 dB higher in the measurement than in the simulation. Additionally, 
the lateral PSF for µBF25 from the experiment has 3 dB higher clutter levels than µBF169 at -
30° and 33°. Whereas, the elevational PSF for µBF25 from the experiment has 3 dB higher 
clutter levels than µBF169 at -30° and 28°. The clutter levels in the experiment are on average 
~10 dB higher than simulation. The asymmetry of the PSFs and the higher clutter levels in the 
experiment were due to the non-working receive sub-arrays in the prototype transducer. 
 Discussion 
The purpose of the present research was to develop a 3D beamforming technique to produce 
high-quality volume images at a higher volume rate (>80 Hz) than conventional 3D 
ultrasound imaging, using the designed prototype matrix transducer. Because of the specific 
architecture of the prototype transducer, existing parallel beamforming techniques were not 
directly suitable for it. Therefore, in this study, we proposed two multiline 3D beamforming 
schemes, µBF25 and µBF169, that utilize the capabilities of the prototype transducer. In 
simulation, the proposed schemes yielded volumes with image quality similar to the volume 
using conventional single line acquisition with a fully sampled matrix. This was validated 
experimentally. The schemes were capable of producing high-quality volume images at a 
higher frame rate than conventional single line acquisition on the prototype miniaturized 
matrix transducer. 
The receive micro-beamformers allowed to pre-steer to 25 fixed angles in 3D. Hence, for a 
tx-rx event steered to a certain angle, only a specific sub-volume around that angle was 
beamformed. To avoid the crossover artifacts, we use sub-volume crossfading. In the µBF25 
scheme, overlapping sub-volumes using co-aligned tx-rx events were linearly combined to 
produce the final volume. In the µBF169 scheme, in addition to the tx-rx events used in 
µBF25, sub-volumes from non-aligned tx-rx events were also combined to utilize the overlap 
between the pre-steered receive beams and the wide transmit beams. The widths of the PSFs 
at -6 dB and -20 dB in lateral and elevation directions for µBF25 and µBF169 were very 
similar to the widths of the PSFs of FS4k that would be obtained by full-aperture, line-based 
volumetric imaging. This was expected as the -6dB width of the PSF primarily depends on 
the size of the aperture of the transducer.  
In simulation, the normalized intensity distribution showed that the intensity was highest at 
the direction of transmit and receive steering and dropped at the borders of the transmit and 
receive zones. This is caused by the combined transmit-receive beamprofile, and it was 
corrected using the inverse of the normalized intensity profile as a gain/weighting factor for 
the beamformed RF lines. However, these gains also increased the noise level with the same 
factors. The lateral shift invariance test showed that after the intensity compensation both 
µBF25 and µBF169 performed as good as FS4k considering upto -20 dB. However, both the 
methods had higher intensity variation than FS4k between -20 dB and -40 dB. We performed 
the shift invariance test and intensity compensation only in the lateral direction, as the same 
intensity profile is expected in the elevation direction. 
To achieve higher volume rate than µBF25, we also tested the performance of two 
beamforming schemes using only 9 tx-rx events (µBF9, 3×3 beams). The quantified PSFs for 
the two µBF9 methods showed degraded image quality due to larger intensity drops and a 
higher clutter level. Moreover, the lateral shift invariance test showed that µBF9 with both 
±17° and ±37° produced volume images with larger variance. Hence, for the designed 
prototype, the proposed µBF9 methods were not suitable for producing volume images with 
acceptable B-mode image quality. Note that this conclusion may seem different from that 
drawn in [25], which also uses a 3×3 scheme with a TEE probe with pre-steering capabilities. 
However, the data in [25] is Doppler-processed to obtain tissue velocity, which is in principle 
insensitive to amplitude variances, provided that the SNR is sufficient. Our current study 
aims at B-mode imaging, and therefore the two conclusions do not contradict each other. 
The main lobes of the PSFs for µBF169 and µBF25 (shown in Figure 13) closely match with 
the PSF for µBF169 in simulation, showing the accuracy of the performance of the 
transducer. However, the sidelobes observed in the measured PSFs were higher than in 
simulation and also asymmetric (slightly tilted). The differences in the sidelobes are due to 
the specific distribution of few non-working sub-arrays in the prototype transducer. We think 
this effect will not be visible with a transducer in which all sub-arrays are functional. The 
clutter levels of the PSFs in the experiments were higher than in simulation primarily due to 
the following reasons: the non-working sub-groups, noise introduced by the electronics of the 
prototype transducer and the external ultrasound system. 
From the simulation and experimental results of µBF25 and µBF169, one could conclude that 
combining more sub-volumes from different combinations of tx-rx provides only a minor 
improvement in the image quality. However, it should be noted that for µBF169, it is also 
important to have overlaps between the transmit beams and the pre-steered receive beams. A 
narrow transmit beam will have a lesser overlap, leading to almost no effect in the final 
volume, even after combining the overlapped sub-volumes. On the other hand, increasing 
transmit opening angle will reduce the penetration depth causing reduction of the SNR at 
higher imaging depth. Accordingly, choosing an optimum transmit opening angle for the best 
achievable image quality is subject to further research.     
From these results, it can be concluded that µBF25 produces similar image quality as µBF169 
with 7 times higher frame rate, except for a minor increase in clutter. Therefore, to produce a 
high-quality image at higher frame rate using our prototype, µBF25 is preferred over 
µBF169. 
There are a few limitations that apply to this study. The 3D beamforming technique was 
examined only with static pin phantoms. In future research, we will verify the effects of 
moving tissue on the proposed beamforming techniques, e.g. by imaging dynamic heart 
phantoms similar to what has been described in [29], [30] followed by in vivo imaging in 
animals and humans. In addition, our study has not investigated other image quality measures, 
such as axial resolution, contrast ratio (CR), contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) etc. The axial resolution is mainly determined by the pulse characteristics. As we 
have used the same pulse characteristics for all the beamforming techniques, we expect no 
differences in axial resolution among them. The other important image quality parameters (the 
CR and CNR) have not been evaluated during this research. The clutter levels of the PSFs in 
experiments were at the most ~10 dB higher than in simulation and only present at extreme 
angles. Therefore, this difference in clutter level is not expected to provide any significant 
differences in CR and CTR. In µBF169 we are combining sub-volumes from larger number of 
neighboring tx-rx events than µBF25. Therefore, µBF169 might help in improving the 
resulting SNR. In addition to that, for µBF169, the SNR might also be improved because of 
the suppression of the off-axis energies. Additionally, to improve the uniformity of intensity 
distribution, the effect of interposed angle transmissions (i.e., at angles of ±9° and ±25°) 
should be investigated to find if this would provide more optimal uniformity. Although 
interposed transmissions may provide more uniform overall intensity, the receive sensitivity 
will be reduced by a few dB in those directions due to the limited pre-steering capability of the 
ASIC of the prototype transducer.    
 Conclusion 
We have proposed and implemented two multiline 3D beamforming schemes to produce 
volumes with good image quality at a maximum volume rate of 300 Hz using a prototype 
miniaturized matrix transducer with micro-beamformer suitable for pediatric Transesophageal 
Echocardiography (TEE) and for continuous monitoring in adults. In simulation, the image 
quality (width of PSFs, lateral shift invariance and clutter level) of the volumes produced by 
the proposed techniques were similar to the volume using conventional single line acquisition 
with a hypothetical, idealized fully-sampled matrix transducer of the same size and transmitter-
receiver layout as the prototype transducer. The proposed µBF25 can produce volume images 
at 169 times higher frame rate than the ideal single-line acquisition method. In addition to that, 
because of the high volume rate (300 Hz) capability, µBF25 can be suitable for advanced 
clinical application such as 3D particle image velocimetry [31] or speckle tracking. The 
proposed µBF169 can produce volume images with good quality at a volume rate (>40 Hz) 
sufficient for B-mode imaging. The main lobe widths of the PSFs in both lateral and elevation 
direction from the experiment were ~4°, in good agreement with the simulated PSFs. From 
these results, we can conclude that the proposed 3D beamforming techniques are suitable for 
the prototype matrix transducer to produce a high-quality image at a high frame rate.  
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Fast volumetric imaging using a matrix TEE probe 
with partitioned transmit-receive array 
We present a 3D multiline parallel beamforming scheme for real-time volumetric 
ultrasound imaging using a prototype matrix TEE probe with diagonally diced elements 
and separated transmit and receive arrays. The elements in the smaller rectangular 
transmit array are directly wired to the ultrasound system. The elements of the larger 
square receive aperture are grouped in 4×4-elements sub-arrays by micro-beamforming 
in an ASIC. We propose a beamforming sequence with 85 transmit-receive events that 
shows good performance for a volume sector of 60°×60°. The beamforming is validated 
using Field II simulations, phantom measurements and in-vivo imaging. The proposed 
parallel beamforming achieves up to 59 Hz volume rate and produces good image quality 
by angle-weighted combination of overlapping sub-volumes. Point Spread Function, 
Contrast Ratio and Contrast-to-Noise Ratio in the phantom experiment closely match 
with simulation. In-vivo 3D imaging at 22 Hz volume rate in a healthy adult pig clearly 
shows the cardiac structures, including valve motion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Introduction 
Echocardiography is an indispensable diagnostic modality to assess the anatomy and function 
of the heart. In general, there are two types of echocardiography routinely performed in the 
clinic: transthoracic echocardiography (TTE), and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE). 
In TTE, an ultrasound transducer is placed on the chest, and the imaging is performed through 
an acoustic window in between the ribs. The ultrasound images produced by TTE may suffer 
from poor image quality because of the limited acoustic window and attenuation, aberration, 
shadowing and reflections due to the skin, fat, and ribs. In TEE, a transducer is mounted on the 
age the 
heart. Therefore, unlike TTE, TEE images are not deteriorated by the skin, fat, or ribs. 
Moreover, as the esophagus is located only millimeters away from the heart, the received 
ultrasound signals in TEE are less attenuated than in TTE. TEE, therefore, produces a superior 
image quality to TTE, especially for the cardiac structures such as the aorta, pulmonary artery, 
valves, atria, atrial septum, atrial appendages and even the coronary arteries. 
At present, TEE is routinely performed in several heart conditions. It is most commonly used 
to evaluate valvular disease, prosthetic heart valve dysfunction, cardiac sources of embolism, 
aortic dissections or aneurysms, and endocarditis [1]. In addition, TEE is performed both to 
verify the preoperative diagnosis and to monitor the success in many cardiac surgical 
procedures such as congenital heart disease corrections or valve repair [2]. 
Several studies have shown that real-time 3D imaging is preferred over 2D imaging in most 
cardiac diagnostics [3], [4] because of its superior visualization of 3D structures in the heart. 
Unlike 2D imaging where the acquisitions are performed only at fixed imaging planes 
corresponding to standard views, in 3D TEE all the important information is captured in a 
single dataset. In a comprehensive study, an acquired volume can be rotated and cropped at any 
desired plane to view different cardiac structures. Moreover, 3D TEE provides more consistent 
measurements of clinically relevant parameters such as volumes of the left ventricle (LV) and 
the right ventricle (RV), ejection fraction, and cardiac output [4], compared to 2D TEE. 
Furthermore, 3D TEE allows better morphological and dynamic evaluation of 3D cardiac 
structures such as the tricuspid valve, the aortic valve, and the mitral valve. Consequently, 3D 
TEE has become an essential diagnostic modality for a comprehensive examination of cardiac 
anatomy and function as well as for guiding and monitoring operative and catheter-based 
interventions [5], [6]. 
For 3D TEE in adults, there are a number of commercially available matrix array TEE probes: 
X7-2t from Philips Ultrasound, Bothell, WA [7]; V5M TEE from Siemens Healthineers GmbH, 
Erlangen, Germany [8]; and 6VT-D from General Electric Healthcare, Amersham, U.K.[9]. 
These matrix TEE probes are capable of real-time acquisition and live 3D display. The Philips 
X7-2t probe has an active aperture of 10 × 10 mm2 with 2500 elements of frequency range 2-7 
MHz (Salgo 2007). The V5M TEE probe has an aperture size of 14.5 × 11.5 mm2 (operating 
frequency 3-7 MHz). The 6VT-D TEE probe has an effective aperture size of 14.3 × 12.7 mm2, 
and its operating frequency range is 3-8 MHz. These probes comprise of complicated 
interconnect circuitry to have integrated transmit and receive elements. In these probes, the 
transmit beamforming is limited by the capabilities of the on-chip high voltage pulsers. 
Additionally, using these probes, volume imaging at a high volume rate is achievable only with 
limited viewing angle and compromised image resolution. To produce volumes of larger 
viewing angle with high resolution, volume stitching using ECG is used, which reduces the 
achievable volume rate and may introduce image artifacts with irregular heartbeats. Hence, a 
3D TEE probe avoiding these challenges will certainly be very helpful for high frame rate 
volumetric imaging. 
As an alternative to the commercially available 3D TEE probes, Oldelft Ultrasound (Delft, the 
Netherlands) has recently developed a prototype matrix probe for 3D TEE to facilitate full 
volume imaging with good resolution at a sufficient frame rate (>20 Hz) for visualizing the 
motion of the 3D structures of the heart. To reduce the complexity and power dissipation of the 
Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) design, the prototype matrix probe is divided 
into separate transmit and receive arrays based on a split-array architecture [11], [12]. This 
split-array concept offers several advantages. The transmit elements are directly wired out to 
an external ultrasound system, thereby enabling the use of a compact low-voltage (1.8 V) 180 
nm CMOS process for the ASIC, which is only connected to the receive elements. Moreover, 
the lack of in-probe transmit electronics limits power dissipation and provides full flexibility 
in defining the transmit pulse shapes; on-chip high voltage pulsers for transmission mostly can 
only provide very simple pulse shapes. Additionally, for non-fundamental imaging techniques 
such as (sub)harmonic imaging, in the split-array architecture the transmit and receive arrays 
could be optimized separately; however, this was not performed in this prototype. To reduce 
the receive channel count, micro-beamforming (or sub-array beamforming) is performed by 
applying small analog delays before summing the received RF signals from the individual 
elements of each sub-array. These micro-beamformed RF receive signals are then transferred 
to the external ultrasound system [11]. The prototype transducer comprises a small rectangular 
transmit array at the distal end of the gastroscopic tube and a larger square receive array 
proximal to the transmit array (Figure 1). The PZT material is diced at an angle of 45° to the 
azimuth and elevation plane, which produces elements and sub-arrays rotated diagonally. This 
diagonal dicing reduces the overlap between transmit sidelobes and grating lobes and receive 
grating lobes for the separated transmitter-receiver layout, as will be shown in this study.  
The specific transmitter-receiver layout will affect the image characteristics in several ways. 
First of all, the misalignment between the transmit and receive beams produced by the separated 
transmit and receive array will cause slightly tilted speckles and PSFs. Secondly, the 
combination of rectangular transmit aperture and square receive aperture will produce 
asymmetric PSFs (narrower in azimuth direction than in elevation direction). Finally, the 
diagonal dicing will produce transmit and receive grating lobes that are most prominent in the 
diagonal directions. Because of these effects, the appearance of the volume image might change 
based on the orientation of the probe with respect to the imaging object. For any 3D 
beamforming technique using the prototype probe, these effects on the image characteristics 
are expected, as they are caused by the intrinsic properties of the prototype. In this paper, we 
examine these effects and discuss the implications. 
To solve the challenge of producing volume images at a sufficiently high frame rate (>20 Hz), 
parallel beamforming [13] can be used. The relatively wide transmit beams of the small 
transmit array illuminate a sector of 3D space, and by processing the received channel signals 
in parallel, several image lines can be reconstructed simultaneously. The PSF of the 
reconstructed beams is wider; because of the limited transmit focusing. Artifacts could also 
appear in the resulting images, in the form of sharp intensity changes between scanlines from 
neighboring transmissions [14] [16]. We refer to these artifacts as crossover artifacts. One 
solution to produce good quality volume images at high frame rate using parallel beamforming 
with a small transmit aperture has already been proposed by us in [17]. In that study, we 
minimized the crossover artifacts by combining the overlapping sub-volumes corresponding to 
each transmission. We refer to this scheme as angle-weighted sub-volume combination. In the 
current study, the prototype matrix probe is very different from the transducer in [17]. It has a 
different layout and aperture size of the transmit and receive arrays. Accordingly, the transmit 
and receive opening angles are also different. Additionally, this probe has a more flexible pre-
steering capability. Hence, the 3D beamforming technique as proposed in [17] is adapted for 
the prototype matrix probe based on these characteristics.  
In this paper, we describe a 3D beamforming scheme that can produce good quality volume 
images at an adequate frame rate (>20 Hz) with the prototype adult matrix probe. The scheme 
uses parallel beamforming. Due to the rectangular transmit aperture, the transmit beam has an 
elliptical cross-section and more receive scanlines are reconstructed in elevation direction than 
in the azimuth direction. Hence, to reconstruct a volume (of equal size in elevation and azimuth 
direction), less transmit beams are required in the elevation direction than in the azimuth 
direction. The receive sub-arrays are pre-steered to the same direction as the transmit direction, 
creating one transmit-receive event (tx-rx event). To produce a volume image at an adequate 
frame rate, a 3D beamforming scheme should use a minimal number of tx-rx events and also 
should be able to minimize the image artifacts introduced by the parallel beamforming. 
Therefore, to judiciously choose the tx-rx events scheme for high frame rate volume imaging, 
we first show the results from the acoustic characterization of the transmit array and the receive 
array. Based on these results, we propose a parallel beamforming scheme exploiting the 
capabilities of the prototype probe. The proposed 3D beamforming scheme requires 85 tx-rx 
events (17 directions in azimuth × 5 directions in elevation) to reconstruct a volume of 60°×60° 
field of view. To avoid the crossover artifacts in the final image, we use angle-weighted sub-
volume combination in the proposed 3D beamforming scheme. In this paper, we validate and 
compare the performance of the 3D beamforming scheme in both simulation and experiment. 
Finally, we did an in vivo acquisition on a porcine heart to show the real-time 3D imaging 
capability of the prototype matrix probe. 
 Materials and methods 
 Description of the prototype matrix transducer 
Figure 1 shows the probe and the layout of transmit and receive elements of the prototype 
matrix probe. The probe has an outer dimension of 15×11×35 mm3 which is similar to other 
TEE probes. The acoustic aperture measures about 10 × 9 mm2 overall and consists of 2176 
individual PZT elements that operate at an ultrasound frequency of 5 MHz. The transducer 
array is fabricated by dicing a bulk piezo-electrical material (3265HD, CTS Corporation, 
Albuquerque, MN, USA) with a pitch of 181 µm and a dicing kerf width of 30 µm at an angle 
of 45°, which produces elements rotated by 45°. The PZT stack is mounted directly on top of 
a front-end ASIC using a PZT-on-CMOS integration scheme.  
 
 
 
The rectangular transmit aperture area (5.76 × 0.90 mm2) consists of 128 elements distributed 
in 6 rows at the distal side of the tube. The transmit elements are wired out directly to the 
external ultrasound scanner. The receive aperture (8.7 × 8.7 mm2) comprises 2048 elements 
that are connected to the front-end ASIC for micro-beamforming. The receive elements are 
divided into 128 sub-arrays of 4×4 elements. Each sub-array has a micro-beamformer that 
applies analog delays to the signals from the individual elements before summing. Thus, the 
micro-beamformers reduce the number of required receive cables by a factor of 16, to 128. The 
analog delays for the elements in a sub-array can be programmed from 0 ns up to 550 ns in 
steps of 10 ns. Thus, an individual sub-array can be steered to any angle in the 3D hemisphere. 
A time gain compensation is configured as an attenuation of the signal from individual receive 
sub-arrays. The attenuation ranges from 16 dB to 0 dB. The attenuation is applied with time 
steps of 6
device, mounted in a standard gastroscopic tube with manipulation handle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Setup for the acoustic characterization of the transmit and receive array  
The prototype matrix probe was mounted on the rotating arm of a fully automated UMS3 
Scanning Tank (Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, U.K.) as shown in Figure 2. To characterize 
the transmit array, a 0.2 mm needle hydrophone with integrated amplifier (Precision Acoustics, 
Dorchester, U.K.) was mounted on the XYZ stage of the water tank. The amplified hydrophone 
signals were captured using an oscilloscope (DSOX4054A, Keysight Technologies, Santa 
Clara, CA, USA). For the receive characterization, the needle hydrophone was replaced with 
an unfocused 0.5-inch transducer (V309, 5.8 MHz center frequency with 80% bandwidth, 
Olympus Scientific Solutions, Waltham, MA, USA). This external transducer was excited with 
an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) (33250A, Keysight Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, 
USA). The transmit array and the receive array were evaluated separately. The transmit 
elements were connected to 128 channels of a Verasonics V1 ultrasound system (Verasonics 
Inc. Kirkland, Washington, USA). The ultrasound system was configured to generate pulses 
with a peak-to-peak of 15 V for all the transmit elements with appropriate time delays to steer 
the transmit beams. The micro-beamformed RF signals from the 128 receive sub-arrays were 
recorded simultaneously using the ultrasound system. In this paper, the set of output RF signals 
from all the sub-arrays from a single tx-rx event is referred to as a micro-beamformed RF 
(µBRF) dataset. The host PC was connected to the controller FPGA in the handle via an 
interface box. This in
Interface (SPI) used by the FPGA and ASIC for control signals and pre-steering settings. The 
interface box was also connected to a power supply (± 5 V) for the controller FPGA and the 
ASIC. 
  
To characterize the transmit array, we measured the transmit beam profiles (both non-steered 
and steered), the transmit efficiency and the frequency response. Each of the 128 transmit 
elements was excited by a 5 MHz single cycle sinusoidal pulse from the ultrasound system, 
and the acoustic signal was recorded on-axis using the hydrophone placed at a distance of 20 
mm from the surface of the transmit array. The 2D beam profiles of the transmit array were 
measured on a C-plane at 20 mm by the hydrophone mounted on the XYZ stage of the water 
tank. To measure the transmit beam profiles, the transmit array was steered to (0°,0°), (30°,0°) 
and (30°,30°) [expressed as , where  is the angle in azimuth direction and  is the angle 
in elevation direction]. For every steering angle, the peak-to-peak pressure was recorded by the 
hydrophone at each scanning position. The transmit efficiency and the frequency response of 
the transmit array were computed based on the highest peak-to-peak acoustic pressure signal 
received by the hydrophone for (0°,0°) steering. 
  
To characterize the receive array, we measured the receive sensitivity variation among the sub-
arrays, the receive beam profiles of the sub-arrays (for several pre-steering angles) and the 
receive efficiency. For the receive characterization, the prototype was mounted on the 
rotational arm of the water tank (as shown in Figure 2), in front of the unfocused single-element 
ultrasound transducer used as a source. The source transducer was excited with a single-cycle 
5 MHz sinusoidal pulse, generated from the AWG. To assure a plane-wave excitation, the 
source transducer was placed at a sufficient distance from the receive array. In order to mimic 
the echoes from different angles, the prototype was mechanically rotated in azimuth direction 
from -60° to +60° in steps of 2°. The received acoustic signals from the 128 sub-arrays were 
captured at every angle using the ultrasound system, and the beam profiles of the individual 
sub-arrays were computed. For each pre-steering angle, the beam profile of the entire receive 
array was calculated by delaying the signals from all the sub-arrays before summing. To 
measure the receive beam profiles, the receive sub-arrays were pre-steered to 5 angles (-40° to 
+40° with steps of 20°) in the azimuth direction. To measure the sensitivity of the receive sub-
groups and receive efficiency of a sub-group we used the data acquired for (0°,0°) pre-steering. 
The beam profiles in elevation direction are considered to be the same because of the symmetry 
of the receive array. 
 Parallel beamforming with micro-beamformed datasets 
We selected the proposed beamforming scheme based on three arguments. First, the transmit 
beams should have sufficient overlap to insonify the entire 60°×60° viewing angle with 
sufficient amplitude and allow the angle-weighted combination of several sub-volumes to 
avoid the crossover artifacts. The transmit aperture produces a beam with a theoretical -6 dB 
opening angle of ~4° in azimuth direction and ~27° in elevation direction. The pre-steered sub-
array receive beams have a theoretical -6 dB opening angle of ~20° in both azimuth and 
elevation directions. Hence, to cover the entire viewing angle, at least fifteen transmissions in 
azimuth direction and at least three transmissions in elevation direction are required, but a 
larger number is beneficial for sufficient transmit/receive amplitude. This should be faced with 
a trade-off to the second argument, which is that less transmissions means higher volumetric 
frame rate. With a final aim of roughly 50 volumes per second and a maximum of 5000 tx-rx 
events per second, this would lead to a maximum of 100 transmissions per volume. The third 
argument is that the extremities of the volume may be allowed to have a little lower quality in 
terms of SNR/signal amplitude, contrast, and resolution, as the natural emphasis will, in 
general, be on the central part of the imaged volume. Based on these three arguments, we 
propose a 3D parallel beamforming scheme which is steered to 17×5 angles, distributed over a 
combination of azimuth directions of -24°:3°:24° and elevation directions of -20°:10°:20°. The 
angular weights for the combination of the sub-volume receive scanlines were chosen as 
coefficients from a Hanning window, based on the angular distance of the scanlines from the 
tx-rx direction. 
To summarize, the following steps were performed to produce the final volume with 121×121 
scanlines:  
Step 1: A wide transmit beam was steered to one angle in 3D space from the set of 17×5 
predefined angles.  
Step 2: The receive sub-arrays were pre-steered to the same transmit angle and the 128-channel 
µBRF dataset was acquired. 
Step 3: To produce a sub-volume with 3D beamformed scanlines (~13×41 lines near the 
transmit/receive angle), Delay-and-Sum parallel beamforming using dynamic receive focusing 
was applied to the µBRF dataset of the tx-rx event.  
Repeat step 1-3 for all 85 angles (85 tx-rx events). 
Step 4: The scanlines from the overlapping sub-volumes of neighboring tx-rx events were 
linearly combined to produce the final scanlines by angle-weighting. 
 Ideal delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming 
To compare the image quality of the volumes produced by the proposed beamforming scheme 
with ideal volume images, in simulation we produced volume images with a slow but ideal 
DAS 3D beamforming. To achieve the best image quality with the given transmit and receive 
aperture, for each of the 61×61 scanlines in the volume one tx-rx event was used, where the 
transmit steering and receive pre-steering were set to the exact direction of the scanlines. 
Comparison with the acquired volumes generated with the proposed beamforming scheme was 
done after scan conversion.  
 Imaging simulations and experimental setup 
  
The transducer parameters used in simulations using FieldII [18] are shown in Table 1. The 
impulse response of the transducer was modelled as a 4 cycle sinusoid (46% fractional 
bandwidth). The parameters used for the acoustic characterization and the 3D imaging in both 
simulation and experiment are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively. In Table 3, the 
parameters used for the simulation were chosen to produce volume images using ideal DAS 
beamforming.  
  Parameters Value 
Transducer Center frequency  5 MHz 
Number of transmit elements 128 
Number of receive elements 2048 
Diagonal pitch  181 µm 
Number of receive sub-arrays 128 
Receive sub-array diagonal pitch 724 µm 
 Simulation parameters Excitation pulse Single sinusoid with a 
Hamming window 
Apodization Box-car 
Sampling frequency 100 MHz 
Transmit Characterization Transmit focus 
Transmit steering angles 
20 mm 
(0°,0°), (30°,0°) and 
(30°,30°) 
Receive Characterization Receive pre-steering angles [-40°: 20°: +40°]  
(-40° to +40° with steps of 
20°) in azimuth direction 
 Parameters Value 
For simulation Transmit steering angles [-30°: 1°: +30°] in both 
azimuth and elevation 
direction 
Receive pre-steering angles 61×61= 3721 angles 
co-aligned with the 
transmit directions 
Field of view 60°×60° 
Number of receive scanlines 61×61 
Transmit focus -100 mm 
Receive focusing Dynamic receive focus 
For experiment Transmit steering angles [-24°: 3°: +24°] in 
azimuth direction in 
combination with    [-
20°: 10°: +20°] in 
elevation direction 
Receive pre-steering angles 85 angles co-aligned 
with the transmit 
directions 
Field of view 60°×60° 
Number of receive scanlines 121×121 
Transmit focus -100 mm 
 
  
To investigate the performance of the proposed 3D beamforming scheme, the micro-
beamformed datasets were acquired with the prototype probe connected to the Verasonics 
ultrasound system. The experiment was done with a commercial tissue phantom (multi-purpose 
ultrasound phantom 040-GSE, CIRS, Virginia, USA) (CIRS) with 0.5 dB/MHz/cm attenuation 
and containing wire targets and hyperechoic and anechoic cysts. We performed imaging 
experiments for three orientations of the prototype matrix probe on the phantom. Figure 3 
shows one of the three setups, where the central azimuth plane of the prototype matrix probe 
was positioned perpendicular to the wires and to the axis of the hyperechoic cylinder in the 
phantom. To show the effects of the rectangular transmit aperture and the diagonal dicing, the 
other two imaging orientations were achieved by rotating the probe to ~45° and ~90° with 
respect to the position shown in Figure 3. The beam was produced by placing a virtual source 
behind the transducer plane at a distance of -100 mm, effectively producing a plane steered 
wave. The pulse repetition time was 0.200 ms (85×0.2 ms = 17 ms per volume recording) and 
the wait time between frame recordings was 28.5 ms, needed for reliable synchronization in 
the current setup. This synchronization issue was caused by a slow data connection for control 
signals, not by the prototype itself. The effective volume rate was therefore not 59 Hz but 22 
Hz. The µBRF dataset received by the sub-arrays was acquired with fixed gain settings in the 
ultrasound system, digitized at 20 MHz sampling rate, and stored for post-processing. Before 
3D beamforming, the µBRF datasets were filtered with a band-pass filter of 100% bandwidth 
with 5 MHz center frequency.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
For the in vivo experiment, imaging was performed in an experimental intervention in an adult 
pig of 50 kg (Erasmus MC Animal Experiments Committee protocol #109-14-12). The 
anesthetized pig was laid down in the supine position and ventilated. Since the pig esophagus 
is oriented differently than in humans with respect to the heart, direct transesophageal imaging 
in pigs is cumbersome. Therefore, the imaging was performed through a hole in the chest wall 
and the diaphragm. The probe head was positioned directly next to the heart to get a view 
similar to the standard short axis (SAX) view. Afterwards, imaging was done in an open-chest 
setting, with the probe head on the anterior heart wall. The acquisitions were carried out by an 
experienced cardiologist. The imaging settings were kept the same as in the phantom imaging. 
A 2.5-s acquisition was recorded up to ~90 mm depth in each view using the same tx-rx scheme 
as the phantom imaging, but using a transmit excitation pulse with a peak-to-peak of 40 V. We 
oriented the probe to capture the following 3D structures of the heart: the aortic valve, the 
mitral valve, the tricuspid valve and the interventricular septum. 
  
A. Point Spread Function (PSF): To estimate the performance of the proposed 3D 
beamforming scheme, the widths of PSFs in the azimuth and elevation directions were 
measured at -6 dB. 
B. Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) and Contrast Ratio (CR): The performance of the proposed 
3D beamforming scheme on the cysts was estimated using the CNR and CR as defined in [19], 
which are given by 
                              (2) 
                                                                  (3) 
where  and  are the mean amplitudes of a speckle region and a cyst region, respectively, 
and  and  represent the variances of the speckle and cyst region. 
 Results 
 Transmit and receive beam characteristics  
  
Figure 4 shows the measured beam profiles of a single transmit element in azimuth and 
elevation direction at 20 mm depth. From this figure, it can be observed that the full width half 
maximum (FWHM) beamwidth of a single element is ~50°. Figure 5 shows the time trace at 
20 mm for the position of maximum peak-to-peak pressure signal received by the hydrophone 
for the same transmit element when excited using a pulse with a peak-to-peak of 15 V. For this 
transmit element, the transmit efficiency (calculated using the peak-to-peak pressure of 10 kPa) 
was 0.67 kPa/V. 
Figure 6 shows the measured and simulated beam profiles of the entire transmit array when 
steered to (0°,0°). As expected, due to the rectangular transmit aperture the FWHM in azimuth 
direction was narrower than the elevation direction. The FWHM in azimuth direction was ~3.6° 
in the measurement compared with ~4° in the simulation. In elevation direction, the FWHM 
was ~20° in the measurement compared to ~28° in the simulation. The measured beam profile 
in elevation direction was narrower than in the simulation. One of the reasons could be a 
misalignment of the measurement plane with respect to the transmit beam; as will be visible in 
Figure 7(a) below, a small misalignment in the azimuth plane will result in a large mismatch 
in the elevation beam profile. This effect is much less prominent for the azimuth beam profile.  
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Figure 7 shows the measured and simulated 2D beam profiles on a C-plane at 20 mm for three 
steering angles [(0°,0°), (30°,0°) and (30°,30°)]. From this figure, it can be observed that the 
measured beam profiles were very similar to the simulated beam profiles, although in the 
measured beam profiles shown in Figure 7(b) and (c) the clutter level was 10 dB higher than 
in simulation. In Figure 7(c), for steering to (30°,30°), the transmit grating lobes appeared in 
the diagonal direction at (-35°,-35°). This is due to the element pitch of 181µm being larger 
 
Figure 8 shows the time trace of the transmit array at 20 mm for the position of the maximum 
peak-to-peak pressure signal received by the hydrophone and the corresponding frequency 
response of the transmit array. From this figure, it can be observed that for an excitation using 
a single sinusoid with a peak-to-peak of 15 V, the maximum peak-to-peak pressure generated 
by the transmit array was 1.2 MPa. The frequency response shows that the transmit array has a 
center frequency of 4.8 MHz with 50% bandwidth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
The receive beam profiles of two sub-arrays (chosen randomly) for 5 pre-steering angles (-
40°:20°:40° in azimuth direction) are shown in Figure 9. It can be observed that the directivity 
patterns of the sub-arrays are nearly uniform for all the pre-steering directions. The received 
intensity drops only by ~3 dB from pre-steering (0°,0°) to pre-steering (0°,40°). This suggests 
that even with micro-beamforming it is possible to achieve a wide directivity pattern similar to 
a single element. Additionally, there is no significant difference in the directivity patterns of 
individual sub-arrays. The FWHMs of the received beams for the sub-arrays are ~30° compared 
to the theoretical value of ~20°. The theoretical FWHM was computed considering a circular 
transducer with a diameter (1.024 µm) same as the width of a sub-array in elevation/azimuth 
direction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The receive sensitivity variation among the sub-arrays for pre-steering to (0°,0°) is shown in 
Figure 10. From this figure, it can be observed that the sub-arrays have almost a uniform receive 
sensitivity (variation of ~2 dB).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
To measure the beam profiles of the complete receive array, for each pre-steering angle, delays 
were computed based on the center position of each sub-array for that steering angle and 
applied to the RF signals. Figure 11 depicts the beam profiles of the receive array for 5 pre-
steering angles (-40°:20°:40°). From this figure, it can be observed that by applying different 
pre-steering to the sub-arrays, it is possible to achieve good sensitivity over a wide sector in 
3D space (opening angle at least 60 degrees). The mean FWHM of the received beam for the 
receive array was ~2.5° which is similar to the theoretical value of ~2.3°. The peaks of the 
beam profiles for all the 5 pre-steerings were shifted by -2°. This may have been caused by a 
misalignment in the measurement setup. Based on the symmetry of the receive array, the beam 
profiles in the elevation direction are expected to be the same as in the azimuth direction. 
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 Effect of the diagonal dicing and the transmit-receive layout on the PSF 
To estimate the effect of the diagonal dicing we have simulated the pulse-echo beam profile 
for a (30°,30°) steering angle. In Figure 12 we show the 2D beam profiles of the transmit array, 
receive array and the pulse-echo on a C-plane at 20 mm for a steering angle of (30°,30°). From 
this figure, it can be concluded that the grating lobes of the transmit and receive array are non-
overlapping. Due to the diagonal dicing and the eccentric transmit array, the receive grating 
lobes do not overlap with the wide transmit sidelobes in the elevation direction. Thus, in the 
pulse-echo beam profile, the off-axis energies are greatly suppressed. The FWHMs in azimuth 
and elevation directions were 2.3° and 2.6°, respectively. Due to the wider transmit beam 
profile in elevation direction, the FWHM in elevation direction was slightly wider compared 
to the azimuth direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To further estimate the effect of the separated transmit and receive array, we simulated imaging 
of 18 point scatterers placed at different depths (starting from 2.5 mm to 50 mm with an interval 
of 2.5 mm) in the central region. Figure 13 shows the central elevation and central azimuth 
planes of the volume with the point scatterers. The dynamic range of the displayed images is 
40 dB. From this figure, it can be observed that the PSFs at depths <20 mm are tilted. This is 
caused by the non-aligned transmit and receive beams close to the transducer. However, this 
effect was not at all visible at larger depths. 
 3D beamforming  
  
Figure 14 shows the three volume rendered images of the phantom produced using the proposed 
3D beamforming scheme for the three orientations of the prototype probe: azimuth plane 
perpendicular to the wires and hyperechoic cyst (shown in Figure 3) and by rotating the probe 
to ~45° and ~90° with respect to the first position. In this figure, the structures (wires at 
different depths and hyperechoic cylinder) of the CIRS phantom are clearly visible in all the 
three volumes. The color in the rendered volume changes from white to blue as we move from 
the front to the back. Because of the specular reflections from the wires, only the reflections 
perpendicular to the wires are visible. For the three probe orientations, the rendered volumes 
were rotated to get the same view of the hyperechoic cylinder and the wires. From this figure, 
it can be observed that the reflection patterns of these three images are slightly different. As 
expected, the orientation of the tilted PSFs at the shallower depths changes depending on the 
orientation of the probe. However, the hyperechoic cylinder and the wires at a larger depth 
appear very similar in all three images. This suggests that the separated transmit-receive array 
and diagonal dicing have no severe effect on the volume images.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 shows the azimuth plane at y = 4 mm and the elevation planes at x = 12 mm and x = 
3 mm of the volume produced for the imaging setup as depicted in Figure 3. The azimuth plane 
is almost perpendicular to the wires and to the axis of the hyperechoic cylinder. As a result, in 
Figure 15(a) the wires appear as points, and the hyperechoic cylinder as a hyperechoic circular 
region (cross-sectional area) at z = 30 mm. The hyperechoic cylinder is clearly visible in the 
elevation plane shown in Figure 15(b). Although the wires are parallel to the elevation plane 
shown in Figure 15(c), they do not appear as elongated intensity lines. In Figure 15(c), the 
wires at 10 mm and 20 mm appear as tilted similar to the simulation results in Figure 13. This 
is caused by the eccentric transmit array. 
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Figure 16 shows the width of the PSF at different depths in azimuth and elevation direction for 
the simulation and experiment. In both elevation and azimuth directions, the width of the PSF 
at -6 dB averaged over the different depths is a factor 1.4 of the simulation with the slow but 
ideal DAS beamforming. Both in experiment and simulation, the widths of PSFs in elevation 
direction were slightly (average ~8%) broader than in the azimuth direction. This was expected 
because of the smaller aperture size in the elevation direction of the rectangular transmit array 
(as also visible in Figure 12). 
  
To estimate the imaging performance of the prototype probe on cysts, the anechoic stepped of 
the CIRS phantom was imaged. Figure 17 shows the 2D azimuth and elevation planes of the 
volume produced by the proposed 3D beamforming scheme, where the azimuth plane was 
perpendicular to the anechoic cylinder axis. In Figure 17(a), the anechoic cylinder appears at 
20 mm as a circular cystic region and in Figure 17(b) the stepped radius of the cylinder is 
visible. To quantify the imaging performance of the proposed beamforming scheme on the cyst, 
we computed CNR and CR as defined in Eq. (2) and (3) for both simulation and experiment, 
using a circular window of radius 1.5 mm [shown in Figure 17(a)]. The CNR values for the 
simulation and experiment were 2.8 and 2.5, respectively. The CR value for the simulation was 
1.6 compared with 1.18 in the experiment. From these CNR and CR values, we can conclude 
that the image quality of the volume produced in the experiment is similar to the simulation 
with ideal DAS beamforming. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 18 shows three 2D slices and a volume rendered 2D image from the volume 
reconstructed using the in vivo acquisition of the healthy adult pig focused on mitral valve (with 
the SAX-like view). The reconstructed volume was sliced at specific oblique planes for better 
visualization of the mitral valve. In this figure, several structures of the heart such as the left 
atria (LA) and the right atria (RA), the left ventricle (LV) and the right ventricle (RV) are 
visible along with the interventricular septum (IVS). The tricuspid valve (TV) and the two 
leaflets of the mitral valve are prominently visible in Figure 18B. For better visualization of the 
3D image sequences, two videos are available as multimedia attachments ( , ). Both 
the videos were generated from the 3D acquisition through the diaphragm at a volume rate of 
22 Hz during 2-3 heart cycles (2.5 secs). The first video is focused on the mitral valve motion 
and the second video is focused on the aortic valve motion. These results confirm that with the 
prototype matrix probe using the proposed 3D beamforming scheme we can produce 3D images 
with good image quality at a volume rate of >20 Hz. The acquisition scheme was using 85 tx-
rx events per volume, resulting in a minimal volume acquisition time of 85×200 µs for a depth 
of up to 15 cm, which corresponds to a theoretical volume rate of 59 Hz. The achieved 
acquisition rate of 22 Hz was purely limited by the USB data communication issues of the used 
data acquisition setup, not by the hardware of the prototype probe.  
 Discussion 
In this paper, we presented 3D beamforming using a prototype TEE matrix probe featuring a 
separated transmit-receive aperture and diagonal element dicing. To obtain acceptable image 
quality at a high volume rate (>20 Hz), a previously introduced 3D parallel beamforming 
method [17] was extended in this paper to utilize the capabilities of the prototype matrix probe. 
The proposed 3D beamforming scheme, based on the acoustic characteristics of the probe, was 
validated using Field II simulations, phantom experiments and an in vivo experiment; the 
results established the capabilities of the prototype matrix transducer and the performance of 
the proposed 3D beamforming.  
The unique architecture of the separated transmit-receive arrays of the prototype matrix probe 
allows good image quality and high volume rate in combination with a low electric power 
budget. By separating high-voltage transmit circuitry from the low-voltage receive electronics, 
it is possible to use low-power, higher-density CMOS technology for the implementation of 
the ASIC. The split-array architecture also eliminates the need for transmit/receive switches to 
separate the high voltage transmit signals from the low voltage receive electronics. Moreover, 
directly wiring out all transmit elements eliminates the need for any transmit electronics in the 
probe head, which further reduces power dissipation and provides freedom in choosing any 
complex arbitrary transmit waveforms for transmission. The possible disadvantages of this 
split-array architecture were proven to be very limited. The limited transmit aperture was able 
to produce sufficient pressure for adequate imaging. The asymmetric aperture resulted in 
slightly wider PSFs in elevation direction, but in the in vivo tests, this was not noticeable. The 
eccentric transmit aperture causes a tilt in the elevational PSF and speckle pattern, only 
observed at shallow depth (< 20 mm). This is not important for diagnostics, and at larger depth, 
this effect was not at all visible. Thus, it can be concluded that the separated transmitter-receiver 
design can be advantageous to the transducer characteristics without significant degradation in 
image quality and speckle pattern beyond depths of a few centimeters. 
One aspect of the separated architecture that could be explored further is the possibility of 
optimizing the transmit array and receive arrays separately for a specific imaging technique. 
For example, for second harmonic or subharmonic imaging, the center frequency and pitch of 
the transmit array could be chosen differently from the receive array. This possibility has not 
yet been explored in this prototype. 
The diagonal dicing proves to be very beneficial for the performance. The small rectangular 
transmit aperture produces wide transmit beams with higher sidelobes, especially in elevation 
direction. A full volume that would be created from only a single pre-steering setting would 
result in high grating lobe levels. This can be understood by considering the pre-beamformed 
RF signal of each sub-array as the output of a large, tilted element. Thus, the sub-arrays 
represent a large effective pitch (> resulting in strong receive grating lobes. In a classical 
matrix transducer diced parallel to azimuth and elevation directions, these receive grating lobes 
would be oriented in azimuth and elevation direction. Consequently, the PSFs would severely 
degrade because of the overlap of these grating lobes with the wide transmit main beams and 
associated sidelobes. But by dicing the transducer at 45°, the receive grating lobes are 
positioned at 45° degrees, whereas the transmit sidelobes are still parallel to azimuth and 
elevation directions (see Figure 12). Thus, diagonal dicing for the prototype probe helps greatly 
in achieving a good PSF. 
The results from the transmit acoustic characterization measurements were in good agreement 
with the simulated results. However, the measured transmit beam profiles in both azimuth and 
elevation directions were narrower than the simulation. One possible reason could be a 
misalignment of the scan plane with respect to the transmitted beam.  
Based on the results in the in vivo imaging, the transmit efficiency of the prototype probe in 
terms of producing acoustic pressure is suitable for sufficient depth (~90 mm) of penetration. 
The central frequency of 4.8 MHz with 50% bandwidth is well suited for fundamental cardiac 
imaging.  
To achieve sufficient overlap between the transmit beams, the number of tx-rx events (85, 
17×5) for the proposed beamforming scheme was determined using the FWHMs of the transmit 
beam in azimuth and elevation directions. The FWHM of the measured receive beam profiles 
in the experiment matched closely with the simulated values. The sub-arrays showed a very 
uniform directivity pattern. The drop in intensity for pre-steering of the sub-arrays from 0° to 
40° was only 3 dB.  Thus, the combined directivity pattern of a single sub-array for different 
pre-steering angles is comparable with the directivity pattern of a single element. The 
sensitivity variation among the sub-arrays was very low, showing an excellent yield of the 
transducer manufacturing process.  
The proposed 3D beamforming scheme with 85 tx-rx events has shown nice performance in 
terms of image quality and volume rate for both phantom and in vivo experiment. The widths 
of the PSFs in the phantom experiment were slightly wider than in the simulations. The CNR 
and CR values in the phantom experiment were lower than in the simulation. The image quality 
of the simulated volumes differs from the experimental volumes, as in simulation, we use ideal 
DAS beamforming to produce the best quality volume images. The results confirm the 
performance of the transducer and the 3D beamforming scheme in terms of the image quality. 
Due to the rectangular transmit array, the PSFs are asymmetric, they are narrow in azimuth 
direction and wide in elevation direction. However, it has not introduced any noticeable 
artifacts in the 3D images. In the real-time 3D volumes of the in vivo experiment, the 3D cardiac 
structures (chambers and valves) and their motion were clearly visible. These results show the 
capability of the prototype probe to produce image quality at an adequate volume rate of 22 
Hz, making it suitable for real-time 3D imaging.   
The 3D images produced by the proposed beamforming scheme have good image quality; the 
85-tx-rx events scheme was chosen for good image quality at a sufficiently high frame rate. 
However, the volume acquisition rate of 22 Hz is lower than what is expected for the 85-tx-rx 
events scheme (59 Hz). This low volume acquisition rate is only determined by practicalities 
in the triggering and the communication between the host computer and the probe, which would 
have been overcome if the probe would have been addressed in its native SPI communication 
protocol. The probe itself poses no limitations to achieve a 59 Hz full volume acquisition rate 
for 85 tx-rx events (or higher if depth is limited). Much higher volume rates can be easily 
achieved by employing broader and lesser transmissions per volume, presumably at the cost of 
some image quality. In the future, we will explore such high frame rate volumetric imaging for 
advanced applications such as 3D particle image velocimetry or speckle tracking. Considering 
the FWHMs (~30°) and the intensity profiles of the sub-arrays for different pre-steering, a 
volume of 90°×90° can be covered with only 9 tx-rx events. This will improve the volume rate 
at least by a factor of 9. 
 Conclusions 
This paper presents 3D beamforming with a prototype volumetric TEE probe. The prototype 
probe has two key design features. First, it has separated, adjacent transmit and receive arrays 
with rectangular transmit aperture. Second, it consists of oblique square elements produced by 
diagonal dicing. The separated arrays, while offering important implementational advantages, 
did not lead to any noticeable artifacts at larger depth (> 20 mm). The diagonal dicing helped 
in improving the image quality by separating the diagonal receive grating lobes from the 
transmit sidelobes in elevation direction. The in vivo experiment showed that the prototype 
matrix probe can produce good quality 3D images with 60°×60° field of view at a volume rate 
of 22 Hz using the proposed 3D beamforming scheme with 85 transmit-receive events. The 22 
Hz currently is limited by communication overhead, and can, in principle, be increased to 59 
Hz with the proposed scheme. Adaptations to this scheme will allow much higher framerates. 
Hence, this matrix TEE probe with adapted 3D beamforming schemes will open up possibilities 
for new applications like 3D speckle tracking and particle image velocimetry in the heart. 
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 Discussion 
 Achievements towards the aim of this thesis     
In this thesis, we studied beamforming techniques that offer opportunities for 3D TEE imaging, 
especially to achieve higher frame rates. The main focus was on 3D beamforming suitable for 
the prototype miniaturized matrix transducer for pediatric 3D TEE to produce volumes with 
good image quality at a sufficiently high volume rate (>200 Hz). To solve the challenge of 
connecting the huge number of elements in matrix transducers to a standard ultrasound system, 
we first explored the possibilities of receive channel count reduction using dual-stage 
beamforming techniques. Despite the improved imaging performance of the proposed dual 
stage beamforming techniques, their use is limited in the case of the targeted miniaturized 
matrix transducer due to the small aperture size. Hence, 3D parallel beamforming techniques 
are explored to achieve high frame rate volumetric imaging using the matrix transducers with 
micro-beamforming capabilities. The techniques have been tested both on the miniaturized 
matrix transducer as well as on a prototype adult matrix TEE transducer. The experimental 
results showed that the proposed 3D parallel beamforming technique can produce volumes with 
acceptable image quality at a volume rate as high as ~300 Hz using the prototype miniaturized 
matrix transducer. Furthermore, the experimental results for the phantom and in vivo imaging 
study using the prototype adult matrix TEE probe indicate that the proposed 3D beamforming 
technique can be adapted for other matrix probes with micro-beamforming capabilities to 
produce good quality volume images at a high volume rate, even for a very different layout of 
the transmit and receive arrays. 
 Extensions of dual-stage beamforming 
One of the major challenges in volumetric imaging with matrix transducers is connecting the 
huge number of elements to the external ultrasound system. Accordingly, we first explored the 
possibilities of channel count reduction in 2D imaging using 1D transducers. In Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3, we present two dual stage beamforming techniques (PSASB, NDSB) to reduce 
channel count and RF data transfer rates. The proposed beamforming techniques are significant 
extensions of the dual-stage beamforming technique as described in [1] for linear array 
imaging. The proposed PSASB is applicable to the phased array imaging setup and the 
proposed NDSB is applicable to the linear array imaging setup. These techniques improve the 
lateral resolution compared to DRF even though only fixed delays (for fixed focusing) or no 
delays at all are used in the receive front-end. This simplification in the front-end can 
potentially reduce power budget and silicon area that can instead be used for implementing 
enriched functionalities, such as digitization, channel multiplexing/de-multiplexing, and signal 
compression. These functionalities can be very beneficial in the design of a matrix transducer 
to further reduce channel count and data transfer. 
There are three possibilities for extending the proposed 2D dual stage beamforming techniques 
to 3D imaging using matrix transducers. First of all, the simplified front-end architecture 
proposed in Chapter 3 can easily be extended from the 1D transducer to a 2D matrix transducer 
capable of performing either row- or column-wise summing, without any significant increase 
in the hardware complexity. This would apply e.g. to the 3D carotid transducer that our group 
is working on [2], [3]. Accordingly, 3D/4D imaging using a matrix transducer with such a 
front-end can be performed by applying NDSB in either row-wise or column-wise fashion 
depending on the possibilities available in the transducer. Secondly, NDSB is also suitable for 
the existing row-column-addressed matrix transducers [4], [5] where to reduce the channel 
count the elements are accessed by either their row or column index. In such matrix transducers, 
NDSB can directly be applied on the summed receive RF signals from the elements in the rows 
or the columns. Thirdly, PSASB can be applied for volumetric imaging using a matrix 
transducer with a slightly advanced front-end that is capable of applying fixed 3D focusing and 
steering. However, it might be challenging to realize a front-end with such 3D focusing 
functionalities.  
Despite these advantages of the dual stage beamforming techniques, there are two main reasons 
that restrict the application of the proposed techniques in high frame rate volumetric imaging 
using small matrix transducers such as our 3D micro-TEE. The first reason is that the dual stage 
beamforming techniques require a large number of transmissions (typically in the order of the 
number of elements). For achieving high volume rate, however, a low number of transmissions 
is desired. The second reason is that there is little added benefit in using dual stage 
beamforming for transducers with small aperture size. In general, dual stage beamforming 
techniques can produce images with better lateral resolution than DRF. However, this 
improvement in lateral resolution can be achieved only until the depth of the natural focus of 
the transducer. Similar to DRF, beyond this depth no focusing can be achieved using these 
techniques. As a consequence, we have not studied any further extensions of dual stage 
beamforming for high frame rate volumetric imaging using our prototype miniaturized matrix 
transducer.  
Finally, apart from the possibilities of these techniques for matrix arrays, the reduced data 
transfer rate enables the design of ultrasound transducers similar to [6] that can wirelessly 
transfer the beamformed receive RF data to a low-cost portable or handheld ultrasound system. 
Thus, the dual stage beamforming techniques can bring ultrasound diagnostic technology to 
remote or low-income regions, which can be beneficial especially for developing countries. 
Moreover, such portable ultrasound systems can be very useful in diagnostic imaging at the 
point of care in an ambulatory practice.  
 Design and acoustic characterization of the pediatric matrix TEE 
transducer 
The relatively large probe heads (~10 cm3) of the present 3D TEE probes are not suitable for 
pediatric use and cannot be tolerated by adult patients during long-term procedures without a 
full anaesthesia. Until now, no matrix transducer has been designed for 3D TEE in pediatric 
patients. We have designed a matrix TEE transducer with dimensions similar to the µTEE 
probe [7] can be used both as a pediatric 3D TEE probe as well as a transnasal adult 3D TEE 
probe for long-term monitoring.. In Chapter 4, we describe the design of a low-power, area-
efficient front-end ASIC with integrated 32×32 elements PZT matrix transducer suitable for 
this pediatric 3D TEE. Apart from the micro-beamforming circuitry for channel reduction, the 
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is also equipped with low-power low-noise 
amplifier (LNA), programmable-gain amplifiers (PGA) and a mismatch scrambler to improve 
the signal quality of the received RF signals.  
The acoustic characterization of the designed prototype transducer is described in Chapter 5. 
From the measured transmit central frequency, the transmit efficiency, and the minimum 
detectable receive pressure it can be concluded that the prototype transducer can image up to a 
depth (~120 mm) sufficient for pediatric TEE. The experimental results confirm that the 
prototype miniaturized transducer can pre-steer reception in 25 fixed directions. The wide 
opening angle of the transmit beam (~20°×20°) from the small transmit array and the receive 
beams (~40°×40°) from individual sub-arrays together allow beamforming  of many 3D 
scanlines from each tx-rx event. As a result, a volume with 90°×90° viewing angle can be 
covered by only 25 tx-rx events including overlaps between consecutive tx-rx events. Thus, the 
characteristics of the prototype transducer match the requirements for multiline 3D parallel 
beamforming techniques. 
Although the prototype miniaturized transducer matches the required functionalities for high 
volume rate 3D TEE imaging, there are several limitations that could be addressed in future 
designs. The first limitation is the small central transmit array of the prototype transducer that 
restricts the generated transmit pressure, and hence, limits the depth of imaging/SNR. As the 
transmit voltage will be limited to a certain level, to produce higher transmit pressures, a larger 
transmit array would be desirable. Moreover, due to the split-array architecture and the specific 
layout of the prototype transducer, the central transmit array creates a receive aperture with a 
square hole in the center. This receive aperture causes increased side lobe levels (by ~2 dB) in 
the receive beamprofile compared to a full receive aperture. One obvious solution to these two 
limitations would be to use the entire aperture of the prototype matrix transducer in both 
transmit and receive. However, to control the larger number of transmit elements, an on-chip 
transmit beamformer will be needed, which might increase the size, power and cost of the 
ASIC. Obviously, such a change is not possible without a radical redesign of the ASIC. Careful 
design choices are necessary for such redesign to keep the area and power requirements within 
the desired limit.  
The second limitation of the ASIC is the gain step of 6 dB for the discrete gain settings in the 
PGA (TGC/LNA). These 6 dB discrete changes in gain will cause abrupt intensity changes in 
the receive signals over depth that need to be compensated in the final reconstructed volume 
image. In general, to produce a smooth image, a smooth transition in gain settings (continuous, 
or with steps of 0.2-0.3 dB) is desired. Therefore, it would be interesting to study possible 
improvements to the PGA design without exceeding the area and power budget.  
The third limitation in the present design is the limited number of pre-steering angles (5 in 
azimuth and elevation) caused by the fixed number of delay steps. Employing delay lines with 
finer delay steps will enable the receive array to pre-steer in intermediate directions, and will 
increase the flexibility in designing 3D beamforming techniques suitable for the prototype 
transducer. However, the current delay line design requires a sample-and-hold capacitor for 
each step, which is rather chip area intensive, so it is not straightforward to change the number 
of delay steps.  
Finally, the prototype transducer (in its present form) is still only suitable for performing in 
vitro imaging, since it is mounted on a big PCB in a bulky casing. To show the real-time 
imaging capability in an in vivo scenario, the prototype transducer has to be mounted in a 
gastroscopic tube. This requires further design optimization, especially considering the 
challenging interconnection to cable assemblies that fit a gastroscopic tube.  
 Multiline 3D parallel beamforming 
In Chapter 6, we study 3D multiline parallel beamforming techniques suitable for the designed 
prototype miniature matrix transducer. None of the existing parallel beamforming techniques 
[8] [11] was directly applicable to the prototype transducer because of the small aperture size, 
the split-array architecture and the layout of transmit and receive arrays. Therefore, in this 
chapter, we propose four beamforming schemes. The first scheme utilizes only 25 transmit-
receive (tx-rx) events (µBF25) to produce volumes with good image quality at a high volume 
rate (~300 Hz) and the second scheme requires 169 (µBF169) tx-rx events to produce volumes 
with slightly better image quality at the cost of a reduced volume rate (~44 Hz). In the third 
and the fourth schemes, to achieve higher frame rate than the first scheme only 9 (µBF9n and 
µBF9w) tx-rx events are used. All the proposed schemes create many image lines within a sub-
volume from one transmit-receive event. They avoid the image artifact of sharp boundaries in 
the final volume by an angle-weighted linear combination of corresponding scanlines in the 
overlapping sub-volumes. Because of the higher heart rate in pediatric patients (80-150 BPM), 
volumetric cardiac imaging on them requires a higher frame rate than on adults. Although the 
proposed µBF9 schemes can produce images at a high volume rate, they are not suitable for 
producing B-mode images with acceptable image quality. Volume reconstruction using 
µBF169 is suitable for producing improved image quality at a volume rate sufficient for real-
time B-mode volumetric imaging on pediatric patients. On the other hand, volume 
reconstruction using µBF25 is suitable for applications such as 3D Tissue Doppler Imaging, 
3D speckle and flow tracking in pediatric patients where high volume rate is essential. The 
proposed volumetric imaging methods with micro-beamforming (for pre-steering only in the 
fixed 25 directions) show only a minor degradation in image quality in simulations compared 
to conventional single line acquisition using an ideal fully sampled matrix transducer. The 
experimental results of the point scatterer phantom validate the 3D imaging capability of the 
prototype transducer using the proposed 3D beamforming techniques.  
Despite the advantages of the proposed beamforming schemes, there is still room for 
improvement. The simulation results for the lateral shift invariance test showed intensity drops 
in the regions between the pre-steering angles, as is expected from the combined transmit-
receive beamprofile. Although the proposed intensity compensation works nicely to achieve a 
uniform intensity distribution, it lowers the SNR in the intermediate non-pre-steered regions. 
An alternative way to reduce the intensity drops is to transmit broader beams or to do additional 
transmits in the intermediate directions. However, the receive sensitivity will be anyway lower 
in those directions, due to the limited pre-steering capabilities of the ASIC of the prototype 
transducer. In Chapter 6, we have studied a few intuitive transmit-receive schemes for 
producing 3D images at a high volume rate and have studied their quality. However, it has not 
yet been investigated how the transmit-receive (tx-rx) scheme parameters can be optimized to 
achieve the best trade-offs between volume rate and image quality. A different pattern of 
transmit beams can change the volume rate and a better overlap between the transmit beams 
and the pre-steered receive beams may further improve the image quality. Therefore, the effects 
of transmit beam distributions, transmit beam opening angles, and the different weighting 
functions for combining the sub-volumes should be further studied.  
 Extension of the proposed multiline 3D parallel beamforming  
To show the applicability of multiline 3D beamforming technique as proposed in Chapter 6, 
Chapter 7 describes an extension of the 3D beamforming technique to perform volumetric 
imaging with a different prototype matrix TEE probe, which was designed by Oldelft 
Ultrasound [12]. This prototype matrix probe for adult TEE imaging has two unique features: 
diagonal element dicing and separated transmit and receive arrays, with a small rectangular 
transmit aperture next to a square receive aperture. The diagonal dicing together with the 
separated transmit and receive array helps in reducing the overlap between the prominent 
receive grating lobes with the transmit main, side and grating lobes. Similar to the prototype 
miniaturized matrix transducer, the 128 transmit elements are directly wired out to an external 
ultrasound system. The receive ASIC supports micro-beamforming capabilities for sub-arrays 
of 4 × 4 elements to reduce the channel count. The sub-arrays can be pre-steered to any angle 
in the 3D hemisphere. The prototype is realized as a fully functional device, mounted in a 
standard gastroscopic tube with a manipulation handle.  
The acoustic characterization measurements of the small rectangular transmit array show that 
the central frequency and transmit pressure are very suitable for TEE imaging. The rectangular 
transmit array produces an asymmetric transmit beam that is narrow in lateral direction and 
wide in elevation direction. The square receive aperture produces symmetric receive beams. 
The wide transmit beam and large opening angle of the receive beams from the sub-arrays 
make this prototype probe suitable for the proposed multiline 3D beamforming scheme.  
Based on the FWHM of the transmit and receive beams, and to achieve sufficient overlap 
between the transmit beams, the proposed beamforming technique for the prototype matrix 
probe uses 85 (17×5) tx-rx events to reconstruct a volume with a field of view of 60° × 60° 
with 121 × 121 lines. The prototype matrix probe produces good quality volume images in an 
in vivo imaging experiment on a porcine heart using the proposed 3D beamforming scheme. 
The reconstructed volume images clearly show the 3D cardiac structures (chambers and valves) 
and their motions. 
Although the 3D images produced by the prototype TEE probe are of good quality, they exhibit 
two effects linked to the specific layout of the transmit and receive arrays. The split-array 
architecture of the prototype matrix probe causes misaligned transmit and receive beams close 
to the transducer. Due to this misalignment, the prototype matrix probe produces tilted PSFs 
and speckle patterns at a shallower depth (< 20 mm). However, at larger depth, this effect is 
hardly noticeable. The rectangular transmit array produces asymmetric transmit beams that are 
wider in elevation direction than in azimuth direction. The square receive array produces 
symmetric receive beams, and therefore, the resultant pulse-echo PSFs are asymmetric and 
lateral resolution in azimuth direction is slightly better than in elevation direction. Despite the 
presence of these two unavoidable effects, the cardiac structures and their motions were clearly 
recognizable in the in vivo volume images. Thereby, it can be concluded that the effects related 
to the transducer layout do not deteriorate the interpretability of the produced volume images. 
Further investigation is needed to increase the volume rate for the 3D imaging using the 
prototype matrix probe. The present volume acquisition rate (22 Hz) does not reach the 
intended rate of the 3D beamforming tx-rx scheme, but it is limited by the slow USB 
communication between the host PC and the interface box. With 85 tx-rx events and an 
acquisition time of 200 µs per tx-rx event, a volume acquisition rate of ~60 Hz could easily be 
achieved. However, for advanced applications such as 3D flow or speckle tracking for a much 
higher volume rate is desirable. Thereby, it will be interesting to explore volume reconstruction 
using a lesser number of tx-rx events by using transmit beams that are wide in both azimuth 
and elevation directions. A volume imaging scheme with lesser tx-rx events will, of course, 
sacrifice some image quality in terms of SNR and PSF. 
 Conclusions 
This thesis presents beamforming techniques suitable for 3D TEE imaging, especially to 
achieve higher frame rates (> 80Hz). The proposed Phased array Synthetic Aperture Sequential 
Beamforming can improve the lateral resolution compared to conventional DRF without 
transferring the raw channel data (Chapter 2). The proposed Non Delayed Sequential 
Beamforming provides, in general, a better lateral resolution than conventional DRF, even with 
simplified front-end electronics (Chapter 3). However, both synthetic aperture beamforming 
techniques are not directly suitable for high frame rate 3D imaging. To enable pediatric 3D 
TEE, a miniaturized matrix transducer containing a highly compact and power-efficient ASIC 
with micro-beamforming is designed (Chapter 4). The designed prototype matrix transducer 
shows sufficient transmit efficiency, receive dynamic range, transmit steering capability and 
receive pre-steering capability required for high frame rate 3D TEE imaging (Chapter 5). The 
proposed 3D multiline parallel beamforming schemes suitable for the designed prototype 
miniaturized matrix transducer are capable of producing volume images with good image 
quality by avoiding artifacts introduced by parallel beamforming at a volume rate >40 Hz 
(Chapter 6). The extension of the 3D multiline beamforming scheme proposed in Chapter 6, 
adapted for the prototype adult matrix TEE probe produces real-time in vivo volume images 
with good image quality at an acceptable volume rate of 22 Hz (theoretically 60 Hz), despite 
the separated transmit and receive array with small rectangular transmit aperture (Chapter 7). 
The proposed 3D beamforming schemes can easily be adapted for matrix probes with micro-
beamforming capabilities to produce good quality volume images at a high volume rate, even 
for a very different layout of the transmit and receive arrays. 
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Summary 
In this thesis, we study beamforming techniques that offer opportunities for 3D transesophageal 
echocardiography (TEE) imaging, especially to achieve higher frame rates. A number of matrix 
transducers are already available in the market for performing 3D TEE in adults; however, they 
are not suitable for pediatric patients. In 3D TEE with a matrix transducer, two main challenges 
are to connect a large number of elements to a standard ultrasound system and to achieve a high 
volume rate (>200 Hz). 
To reduce the channel count in 1D array transducers, dual-stage beamforming solutions are 
proposed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. In Chapter 2, we apply dual-stage beamforming in phased 
array imaging. The primary advantage of using dual-stage beamforming is achieving an 
improved lateral resolution without storing the raw channel data, which can be realized on 
ultrasound systems with a relatively simple front-end. The proposed dual-stage beamforming 
for phased array imaging significantly outperforms the conventional DRF in improving the 
lateral resolution. In Chapter 3, we develop a dual-stage beamforming technique for linear array 
imaging which is able to produce images from scanlines that are produced with focused 
transmit, and simple summation in receive (no delays). The proposed dual-stage beamforming 
is useful for miniaturized linear/matrix array and/or wireless systems with a large number of 
elements and simple front-end electronics. The quality of the image is comparable to 
conventional imaging which uses e.g. dynamic receive focusing.  
To fulfil the unmet need of a pediatric matrix transducer, in Chapter 4, we present the design 
of a front-end ASIC for a miniaturized matrix transducer suitable for real-time 3D TEE. The 
ASIC uses micro-beamforming to reduce the receive channel count. The front-end ASIC is 
designed with a compact form factor and a low power budget to satisfy the requirements of a 
pediatric TEE probe as well as a transnasal adult probe for long-term monitoring. In Chapter 
5, we describe the acoustic design, fabrication and characteristics of a prototype 3D TEE 
transducer built on the designed ASIC. The combined transmit-receive beams are successfully 
steered to the 25 pre-defined angles in 3D space. The wide opening angle of the transmit beams 
and the receive beams from individual sub-arrays together allow beamforming of many 3D 
scanlines from each transmit-receive event. 
Despite the improved imaging performance of the proposed dual-stage beamforming 
techniques, their use is limited in the case of transducers with small aperture size. Hence, in 
Chapter 6, we propose 3D parallel beamforming schemes to perform high frame rate volumetric 
imaging with improved image quality using matrix transducers having micro-beamforming 
capabilities. In the proposed 3D beamforming, the image quality of the produced volumes is 
enhanced by suppressing the crossover artifacts that are typical for parallel-beamforming. To 
suppress these crossover artifacts an angle-weighted combination of overlapping sub-volumes 
is used. The proposed schemes are tested both on the miniaturized matrix transducer in   
Chapter 6 as well as on a prototype adult matrix TEE transducer in Chapter 7. The experimental 
results show that the proposed 3D parallel beamforming scheme using the prototype 
miniaturized matrix transducer can produce images at a sufficiently high volume rate (~300 
Hz) with an acceptable image quality. In Chapter 7, we perform an in vivo imaging study using 
a prototype adult matrix TEE probe with diagonally diced elements and separated transmit and 
receive arrays. The results indicate that to produce good quality volume images at a high 
volume rate the proposed 3D beamforming scheme can be easily adapted for other matrix 
probes with micro-beamforming capabilities, even for a very different layout of the transmit 
and receive arrays. 
In the final chapter, we discuss the overall findings, challenges and scopes for future research. 
The beamforming techniques presented in the thesis are focused towards transesophageal 
echocardiography imaging. We believe that these techniques may contribute to a better 
diagnosis and treatment of patients with cardiac problems. 
 
Samenvatting 
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we technieken voor bundelvorming ten behoeve van 
driedimensionale (3D) transoesofagale echocardiografie (TEE), in het bijzonder voor het 
bereiken van een hogere beeldsnelheid. Er is al een aantal matrixtransducers op de markt voor 
3D TEE in volwassenen, maar deze transducers zijn niet geschikt voor pediatrische patiënten. 
In 3D TEE met een matrixtransducer zijn er twee belangrijke uitdagingen: het aansluiten van 
het grote aantal elementen op een standaard-ultrageluidssysteem, en het bereiken van een hoge 
beeldsnelheid (>200 beeldvolumes per seconde). 
Om het aantal kanalen van 1D-arraytransducers te beperken, stellen we in Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 
tweetraps-bundelvormingstechnieken voor. In hoofdstuk 2 passen we een dergelijke 
tweetrapstechniek toe in phased array imaging. Het belangrijkste voordeel hiervan is een 
betere laterale resolutie, zonder dat de onbewerkte data per kanaal opgeslagen hoeft te worden. 
Dit maakt deze techniek geschikt voor standaard echosystemen met relatief eenvoudige 
ingangscircuits (front-ends). De voorgestelde tweetraps-bundelvorming voor phased array 
imaging levert een significant betere laterale resolutie dan de conventionele Dynamic Receive 
Focusing. In Hoofdstuk 3 ontwikkelen we een tweetraps-techniek voor beeldvorming met 
lineaire arrays. Deze kan beelden vormen uit scanlijnen die zijn geproduceerd met een 
gefocusseerde transmissie en een ontvangst waarbij de elementsignalen simpelweg worden 
gesommeerd, zonder onderlinge vertraging. Deze techniek is geschikt voor 
miniatuurtransducers (lineair dan wel matrix) en/of draadloze systemen met grote aantallen 
elementen en simpele front-end circuits. De beeldkwaliteit is vergelijkbaar met die van een 
conventionele aanpak, zoals Dynamic Receive Focusing. 
Om in de behoefte aan pediatrische 3D TEE te voorzien, presenteren wij in Hoofdstuk 4 het 
ontwerp van een front-end geïntegreerd circuit (ASIC oftewel Application Specific Integrated 
Circuit) voor een miniatuur-matrixtransducer voor real-time 3D TEE. De ASIC gebruikt 
micro-bundelvorming om het aantal ontvangstkanalen te beperken. De ASIC heeft een zodanig 
laag vermogen en kleine afmeting dat hij geschikt is zowel voor een pediatrische TEE probe 
als voor een transnasale probe voor volwassenen, ten behoeve van patiëntbewaking gedurende 
langere tijd. In Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we het akoestisch ontwerp, de assemblage en de 
gemeten eigenschappen van een 3D TEE-transducerprototype (micro-3D) dat is gebouwd op 
basis van de ontworpen ASIC. De door uitzending en ontvangst gevormde bundels kunnen 
volgens plan in de 25 gekozen ruimtelijke richtingen worden gestuurd. De grote openingshoek 
van de uitgezonden bundels en de ontvangen bundels van individuele sub-arrays maken het 
construeren van een groot aantal 3D beeldlijnen mogelijk voor elke zend-ontvangstcyclus.  
De voorgestelde tweetraps-beeldvormingstechnieken leveren weliswaar betere beeldkwaliteit, 
maar ze zijn minder geschikt voor transducers met een kleine apertuur. Daarom stellen we in  
Hoofdstuk 6 technieken voor die meerdere bundels tegelijk kunnen genereren (parallelle-
bundelvorming). Voor een matrixtransducer met micro-bundelvorming kunnen deze 
technieken volumetrische (3D) beelden met een hoge beeldsnelheid en een betere 
beeldkwaliteit leveren. De beeldkwaliteit van de geproduceerde volumes wordt verbeterd door 
de onderdrukking van de crossover artefacten die typisch zijn voor parallelle-bundelvorming. 
Hiertoe wordt een gewogen combinatie van lijnen uit overlappende subvolumes gemaakt, met 
een weging op basis van de stuurhoek van de bundel. Deze technieken zijn getest zowel op de 
micro-3D TEE (Hoofdstuk 6) als op een prototype van een matrix TEE transducer voor 
volwassenen (Hoofdstuk 7). De resultaten uit experimenten laten zien dat de voorgestelde 3D 
parallele-bundelvorming op het micro-3D prototype 3D beelden van acceptabele kwaliteit 
produceert met voldoende hoge beeldsnelheid (~300 Hz). In Hoofdstuk 7 voeren we een in-
vivo-studie uit met een prototype van een matrix TEE voor volwassenen met diagonaal 
gezaagde elementen en een gescheiden zend- en ontvangstarray. De resultaten laten zien dat de 
voorgestelde 3D-bundelvorming eenvoudig kan worden aangepast voor een andere 
matrixprobe met micro-bundelvorming, zelfs voor een geheel andere verdeling van zend- en 
ontvangstelementen, en dan 3D beelden van goede kwaliteit met een hoge beeldsnelheid levert. 
In het laatste hoofdstuk bespreken we de algemene bevindingen, uitdagingen en nog uit te 
voeren onderzoek. De technieken voor bundelvorming die we in dit hoofdstuk presenteren zijn 
gericht op transoesofagale echocardiografie. We zijn van mening dat deze technieken kunnen 
bijdragen aan een betere diagnose en behandeling van hartpatiënten. 
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